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Executive Summary 

 

Today, the vast majority of our industrial production systems is developed with linear 

assumptions. We extract natural resources, use them to produce goods and services and 

dispose the resulting wastes back into the environment. However, these processes have 

been contributing to serious environmental consequences and at the same time, 

important social costs. This PhD thesis analyzes the development of a methodological 

framework that aims at quantifying sustainability, using systems integration through a 

closed-loop approach in material and energy cycles for agriculture-based product on a 

regional context. The main objective of this research was to develop a decisionmaking 

tool that can help assess the sustainability of such systems, in part by reducing the 

overall consumption of energy and natural resources, and by improving the social, 

economic, and environmental performance of the network.  

 

This research engages in the effort of promoting the concrete application of industrial 

ecology and takes human decisionmaking as a starting point in exploring underlying 

factors stimulating sustainable behavior. We applied our methodology that focuses on 

agricultural-based product industry in two regional case studies: the adoption factors 

that have specific impacts on switchgrass’ life-cycle assessment (LCA) in the State of 

Michigan (USA), and the identification of the factors that promote the development of 

a regional industrial symbiosis in the Champagne-Ardenne region (France). Industry 

may provide an example on how a resource and/or waste can be managed to provide a 

sustainable supply chain to meet society's current and future needs in consumption. Yet 

biomass crop adoption and industrial symbiosis development are complex socio-

technical phenomenon. Therefore, we built an agent-based model for each case study 

to describe the decision-making and the associated impact on the environment. 

  

The computer-based practical implementation of this research was translated in the 

NetLogo software for two Agent-Based (AB) models. With regards to the first model, 

a hybrid AB-LCA approach had been chosen to better understand the main factors that 

influence decision-making and how adoption patterns can in turn affect the LCA of 

switchgrass ethanol. The second model is about the development of an Industrial 

Symbiosis (IS) at the regional scale.  This AB-IS model focuses on the cultural and 
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behavioral aspects, specifically on identifying levels of endogenous factors (cultural 

cooperation, social learning ability etc.) necessary for IS development and durability. 

 

Both models have proved that they add meaningful value to building information 

modeling, which is currently lacking the human factor of decisionmaking. In the first 

AB-LCA model, the results show that the most influential factors affecting farmers' 

decisions are their current economic situation and crop prices. Age and their level of 

knowledge of the new crop have some impact but with more limited extent. It was 

shown as well that under similar allocations, ABM produced calculations that greatly 

varied from LCA calculations across different categories. In the second AB-IS model, 

the results showed that social learning has more impact on the positive development 

of the symbiosis than cultural cooperation. However cultural cooperation is needed in 

most situations in order to promote by-product exchanges when the simulation begins. 

This model revealed that individual social learning has an unambiguous downstream 

environmental impact over the network. 

 

Keywords: Sustainable development, Industrial ecology, Life-cycle assessment, 

Distributed artificial intelligence, Agriculture, Biomass energy 
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Résumé étendu 

 

EVALUATION COMPUTATIONNELLE DE LA DURABILITE: 

Modélisation multi-agents et écologie industrielle appliquée à l’agriculture 

 

Mots-clés: Développement durable, Ecologie industrielle, Analyse du cycle de vie, 

Intelligence artificielle distribuée, Agriculture, Energie de la biomasse 
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I. Introduction et théorie 

1.1 Introduction 

La transition vers une société sobre en carbone est une stratégie d’atténuation pour le 

phénomène de changement climatique. Cela inclut notamment la production d'énergie 

à partir de sources renouvelables comme la biomasse. Les bioénergies remplacent les 

combustibles fossiles et ont le potentiel de réduire les émissions de gaz à effet de serre 

et de contribuer à atténuer les effets des changements climatiques. Avec pour objectif 

d’atteindre un niveau d'énergies renouvelables de 20% en 2020, l'Union Européenne 

pousse chaque État membre à leur utilisation accrue [directive 2009]. Mais la plupart 

des systèmes de production-consommation continuent d'être développés dans une 

perspective de pensée linéaire : les ressources naturelles sont extraites, puis utilisées 

pour produire des biens et des services, cependant que les processus économiques 

produisent des déchets et des émissions évacués dans l'environnement naturel. Ces 

modes dominants de production et de consommation ont des effets environnementaux 

et sociaux négatifs. En 1989, Robert Frosch et Nicholas Gallopoulos ont proposé de 

concevoir nos systèmes de production et de consommation dans une perspective éco-

systémique afin de minimiser leurs impacts [Frosch et Gallopoulos 1989]. L’objectif 

principal de cette approche est de réaliser la symbiose industrielle en bouclant les flux 

de matière et d’énergie : « Le but ultime de l'écologie industrielle est de réutiliser, 

réparer, récupérer, remettre à neuf, ou recycler des produits et sous-produits sur une 

grande échelle » [Graedel et Allenby 2002]. Non seulement le concept d'écologie 

industrielle a évolué depuis son introduction en 1989, mais une application pratique, 

celle des parc éco-industriels (PEI) s’est parallèlement développée. 

 

Cette thèse de doctorat porte sur le développement d'une approche de modélisation pour 

quantifier la durabilité de systèmes socio-techniques en utilisant une approche basée 

sur une théorie des systèmes complexes, et s’appuie sur deux études de cas qui 

pourraient révéler des bouclages de flux d'énergie, de matières dans un contexte de 

production régionale de biomasse. La première étude de cas est considérée comme un 

moyen de tester ce cadre théorique pour évaluer les facteurs majeurs qui contribuent à 

l’adoption de panic érigé (switchgrass) par les agriculteurs et son effet sur son cycle de 

vie et ses impacts sur l'environnement en utilisant un modèle multi-agents (Agent 
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Based-Modelling ou ABM). Ce modèle met l'accent sur l'identification des principaux 

déclencheurs comportementaux, économiques et sociaux pour le développement de la 

production de bioénergie en général. La deuxième étude de cas prend la modélisation 

ABM à un niveau de complexité supérieur, en combinant un Système d'Information 

Géographique (SIG) et l'utilisation de données de flux de matières d’un écosystème 

industriel. L'objectif du modèle est de révéler les opportunités symbiotiques au sein de 

l’agro-industrie  en Champagne-Ardenne (France), et l'impact des comportements des 

unités de production sur l’ensemble du système industriel. Cela peut finalement 

conduire à une meilleure compréhension, ainsi qu’à la révélation de la dynamique sous-

jacente d'un tel système complexe. 

 

Globalement, l'objectif principal de cette thèse est de montrer le développement d'un 

outil d’aide à la décision algorithmique susceptible d’aider à évaluer la viabilité d'un 

système éco-industriel complexe en réduisant la consommation globale d'énergie et de 

ressources naturelles et en améliorant la performance économique, environnementale 

et sociale de ce système réticulaire. 

 

1.2 Question de recherche  

Un certain nombre de questions de recherche sont posées dans cette thèse, dont une, 

centrale, est :  

 

« Quelle serait une approche de modélisation adaptée à des systèmes régionaux 

socio-techniques durables permettant à l'utilisateur d’y faire des changements et 

pouvant aider les décideurs stratégiques à expérimenter des scenarios prospectifs? » 

Pour répondre à cette question principale, la sous-question suivante est formulée:  

 

« Qu'est-ce qu'une approche de modélisation pour les systèmes régionaux socio-

techniques durables intégrant des variables socio-cognitives ? » 
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2. Contexte et cadre méthodologique  
 

2.1 L’industrie des produits dérivés de l’agriculture comme 

écosystème industriel dynamique  

Dans cette thèse, nous considérons l'industrie des produits dérivés de l'agriculture, les 

partenaires économiques (fournisseurs, clients, administration) et l'environnement 

naturel où ils interagissent comme des parties d’un système dynamique complexe. La 

mise en œuvre d'un écosystème industriel autour de cette industrie est vue ici comme 

un domaine prometteur pour l'application de l'évaluation durable et le développement 

d'une économie faiblement carbonée. Les acteurs modélisés sont les coopératives, les 

entreprises de transformation, les bioraffineries, les détaillants et les organisations 

institutionnelles.  

 

L'utilisation de la biomasse pour la production d'énergie et de carburants liquides est 

considérée par beaucoup comme une stratégie prometteuse pour un développement 

durable. Des initiatives récentes se concentrent principalement sur la production de 

biocarburants ou agrocarburants liquides. Ces initiatives sont largement fondées sur les 

hypothèses que ces carburants sont quasi-neutres en carbone, qu’ils promeuvent le 

développement rural et qu’ils fournissent une opportunité stratégique de réduction de 

la dépendance au pétrole importé. Dans le monde, les efforts visant à remplacer les 

sources d'énergies fossiles par les biocarburants semblent à un moment critique. 

 

2.2 Mise en œuvre des modèles 

Les écosystèmes industriels correspondent à l'application concrète à l’industrie de 

systèmes circulaires (closed-loop systems) avec des symbioses résultant de décisions 

individuelles qui changent en permanence le caractère et la configuration du réseau. Le 

défi consiste alors à déterminer les variables pertinentes  à intégrer dans le modèle afin 

de produire des scénarios appropriés, qui aideront les gestionnaires à prendre des 

décisions qui sont, en même temps, bénéfiques pour leur organisation et plus durable 

pour l'environnement et la communauté locale. 
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Les approches combinées d’analyse du cycle de vie (AVC), de système d'information 

géographique (SIG) et de modélisation multi-agents (ABM) vont aider à explorer les 

voies d'évolution de tels écosystèmes industriels selon différentes hypothèses sur la 

demande d’énergies renouvelables, les changements institutionnels et les technologies 

nouvelles. Les résultats simulés pourront aussi aider les autres parties prenantes qui 

souhaitent identifier les futurs scénarios durables, tels qu’une maximisation du profit 

conjointe au mantien (ou à la création) d’emplois dans un environnement caractérisé 

par la contrainte d’une minimisation des émissions de gaz à effet de serre. 

 

Une vue d'ensemble du projet de modélisation est illustrée dans la figure ci-dessous. 

Les deux études de cas sont à l'échelle régionale et la simulation prendra en compte les 

infrastructures, l'utilisation des terres et les divers participants au sein du système 

industriel (considéré comme la limite du système étudié). 

 

 

Figure 1: Vue d'ensemble de l'évaluation et des outils de simulation durables 

combinées pour évaluer la durabilité de l'écosystème industriel 
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3.  Etudes de cas et  construction du modèle 

multi-agents/ACV 
 

3.1 Modèle hybride multi-agent/ACV pour le dévelopement 

de la production de bioénergie à partir de switchgrass 

3.1.1 Formulation du problème et identification des acteurs  

La croissance de la demande mondiale en énergie a motivé la recherche de solutions 

alternatives pour complémenter, sinon de remplacer, les carburants issus de matières 

fossiles. L'une de ces solutions est l'énergie renouvelable produite à partir de matières 

premières végétales. L’une de ces matières premières prometteuses pour la génération 

de bioénergie est le ‘panic érigé’ (switchgrass), une plante originaire d'Amérique du 

Nord, avec un faible besoin en engrais et possédant  une haute résistance aux maladies 

[Bransby et al. 2005]. Des recherches récentes ont utilisé une approche nouvelle pour 

la simulation, à savoir la modélisation multi-agent, qui est une méthode de simulation 

informatique qui définit chaque acteur dans un système et qui attribue à chacun d’eux 

un ensemble de règles, et permet l’intégration de comportements qui sont en général 

difficiles à simuler avec d’autres moyens. A partir de ce cadre de simulation « par le 

bas », qui vise à rendre compte des expériences de terrain dans leur complexité, leur 

diversité et leur dynamique, la dynamique de l'ensemble du système émerge et reflète 

mieux les systèmes de la vie réelle contrairement aux approches traditionnelles « par le 

haut », qui, partant d’hypothèses théoriques, examinent ensuite dans quelle mesure elles 

se vérifient dans l’expérience des acteurs sur le terrain. La modélisation multi-agents 

est proposée afin de compléter l’ACV par la caractérisation des interactions 

dynamiques au sein des éléments constitutifs du système [Nikolic et al. 2009]. Nous 

allons développer un modèle ACV-multi-agent (AB-ACV) dans le but d’améliorer la 

méthode d’ACV tout en essayant de surmonter les problèmes inhérents à l'analyse de 

technologies émergentes à chaînes d’approvisionnement dynamiques et évolutives. La 

réalisation de cet objectif fera progresser la méthodologie de l'ACV et fournira un 

nouvel outil pour l'analyse de durabilité de l'environnement. De plus, cela contribuera 

à combler le fossé entre l'ACV et l’analyse dite durable du cycle de vie (LCSA). La 

question de recherche à laquelle ce modèle se propose spécifiquement d’apporter des 

éléments de réponse est donc: quels sont les principaux facteurs qui encouragent 
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l’adoption par les agriculteurs d'une nouvelle culture? En outre, la sous-question 

dérivée de la question principale serait : peut-on identifier des facteurs sociaux et 

économiques spécifiques ayant un impact direct sur l’ACV de cette nouvelle culture? 

 

3.1.2 Modèle comportemental  

Hypothèse initiale: Les émissions environnementales émanant de la production de 

biocarburants à venir peuvent être définies à partir d'éléments déjà connus du système  

(fourniture de matériaux ou d'énergie finale pour la production du système). L'impact 

environnemental global du schéma futur de bioénergie sera la somme des émissions 

provenant de ces éléments connus et des estimations de ce nouveau processus collecté 

de manière isolée.  

 

Hypothèse du modèle: la recherche récente en ACV et plus spécifiquement l’ACV 

dynamique montre qu’une application traditionnelle de l'ACV sur l'avenir du système 

de production de biocarburants peut être grandement déformée en raison de sa nature 

statique et ne peut pas fournir des résultats fiables sur ce produit en particulier. En outre, 

d'autres facteurs comme la familiarité avec la nouvelle technologie et les profits 

attendus sont bien connus pour être des éléments influants dans l'adoption de cultures 

nouvelles et devraient avoir un impact sur la nouvelle ACV des cultures. 

 

3.1.3 Formalisation du concept 

Les agents agriculteurs décident au début de chaque saison de planter, ou non, cette 

nouvelle culture, et de poursuivre, ou non, l'allocation des terres cultivées de l'année 

précédente. A chaque saison simulée, la séquestration de carbone est calculée. A la fin 

de la saison, le modèle calcule les revenus des agriculteurs, détermine leur rentabilité, 

puis le modèle comptabilise les émissions de CO2 lorsque le carburant est finalement 

utilisé. Pour mieux comprendre la conceptualisation du modèle, nous présentons ci-

dessous le détail de chaque action entreprise par les agents. Chaque agent agriculteur 

effectue les tâches suivantes dans un ordre chronologique:  

 

1. Vérification du seuil de rentabilité: au début de chaque simulation, chaque 

agriculteur compare ses revenus courants avec les revenus potentiels de la 
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plantation de panic érigé. Si le chiffre d'affaires potentiel est plus élevé que les 

recettes actuelles, l'agriculteur peut passer à l'étape suivante.  

2. Décision de planter: Chaque agriculteur a des caractéristiques personnelles 

distinctes, comme son âge, sa familiarité avec ledit panic érigé, son niveau 

d'aversion au risque et son niveau d'éducation. Les agents qualifiés plantent sur 

une portion de leur terre qui est déterminée aléatoirement à partir d’une 

distribution normale. Cette répartition varie entre 0 à 40% de leurs terres ; en 

effet pour des mesures réalistes, on suppose que la part maximale consacrée à 

planter la nouvelle culture ne doit pas dépasser plus de la moitié des terres. 

3. Calcul de l’ACV : les émissions de CO2 séquestrées par la plantation de panic 

érigé dans chaque exploitation sont calculées. La méthode algorithmique 

provient directement du calcul de la séquestration du carbone. Le calcul de 

séquestration nette par hectare au cours de la phase de croissance dépendra des 

caractéristiques du sol. Un algorithme qui ajoute les émissions totales de CO2 

(avec la séquestration de croissance) de chaque exploitation est utilisé. Les 

émissions liées au transport associé à la production de la plante sont calculées 

durant cette étape. Ceci est suivi par un sous-script pour simuler la production 

d'électricité ou de carburant à partir du panic érigé. Les émissions de carburant 

et de production d'électricité sont alors calculées. Enfin, un sous-script doit 

comparer les émissions totales de CO2  provenant de la production de panic érigé 

pour les émissions de CO2  des différents scénarios de l’étude, ce qui se fait sur 

une base d'énergie identique.  

4. Décision de replantation: seuls les agriculteurs dont la culture est profitable 

sont éligibles pour replanter l'année suivante. Le chiffre d'affaires réalisé et le 

nombre d’agriculteurs voisins sont utilisés comme variables pour la prise de 

décisions dans le cycle de simulation suivant.  

5. Imitation du comportement dominant (apprentissage) : Les agriculteurs qui 

ont atteint le seuil de rentabilité mais qui n'ont pas planté ont la possibilité de 

"changer d'avis" en imitant le comportement de leurs voisins. Si la majorité de 

leurs voisins font des profits, ils prendront la décision de planter lors du cycle 

de simulation suivant. 
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3.1.4 Résultats  

Le but de la vérification consiste à s'assurer que le modèle fonctionne comme prévu 

[Dam et al. 2012]. Le modèle est soumis à une analyse de sensibilité pour déterminer 

si ses résultats changent significativement quand la valeur d'une variable d'entrée est 

modifiée. Dans l'ensemble, nous avons simulé 120 scénarios de notre système avec 10 

répétitions, équivalent à 1200 simulations, ce qui a permis d'analyser en profondeur la 

variation des principaux paramètres du modèle.  

 

Afin de répondre complétement à notre question de recherche sur l'identification des 

facteurs sociaux et économiques spécifiques impactant l’ACV, nous avons choisi 

d’observer la corrélation de chaque facteur économique et social avec les différentes 

étapes de l'ACV. La Figure 2 montre la corrélation entre les variable endogènes : âge, 

familiarité, aversion au risque, éducation, d’une part, et les variables exogènes, qui sont 

les principales étapes de l’ACV, d’autre part. Tout d'abord, nous remarquons que les 

sous-graphiques, qui représentent les différentes étapes de l'ACV en fonction de l'âge 

(cases vertes), sont les seuls graphiques qui affichent une relation non linéaire. Lorsque 

l’ensemble des agriculteurs est trop jeune ou trop âgé, nous observons une évolution 

attendue de réduction de la séquestration du carbone. Les autres étapes du graphique de 

relation ACV-âge montrent des résultats identiques sous la forme d’une courbe en U 

inversé. Nous pouvons conclure que les attributs personnels des agents agriculteurs ont 

un certain impact sur la production de bio-éthanol avec cependant une influence limitée. 

La Figure 3 représente les résultats de la matrice de corrélation des variables exogènes 

par rapport aux différentes étapes de l'ACV. Nous constatons que les prix de vente n'ont 

pas d'influence directs sur l’environnent. Cependant, le « profit potentiel » (cases roses) 

étant une fonction du prix de vente de la biomasse produite, il montre une relation 

significative, et par conséquent la quantité de CO2  séquestrée et émise durant les phases 

de l'ACV est élevée.  

 

Dans l'ensemble, les résultats montrent que les attributs personnels qui sont inhérents à 

chacun des agriculteurs et qui entrent au début du processus de prise de décision ont un 

impact sur l’ACV du panic érigé. Cependant dans notre modèle le poids de leur 

influence semble être limité. 
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Figure 2: Matrice de corrélation des facteurs endogènes et leurs effets sur l'ACV 

 

Figure 3: Matrice  de corrélation des facteurs exogènes et leurs effets sur l'ACV.  
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1) Validation par comparaison avec des données d'observation:  

Le but de comparer notre modèle par rapport aux données d'observation est d'évaluer 

si les résultats montrent des tendances similaires. Dans cette étude, en raison de la 

disponibilité des données concernant les facteurs à la fois quantitatifs et qualitatifs de 

l'adoption, nous avons choisi de comparer notre modèle avec l'évolution de l'adoption 

aux Etats-Unis du soja génétiquement modifié tolérant au glyphosate (« soja OGM ») 

depuis son introduction en 1996. Les résultats de cette comparaison se trouvent sur la 

figure 6. Les tendances observées indiquent que les deux modèles ont des trajectoires 

semblables : taux d'adoption élevé au début de l’introduction de la nouvelle culture et 

atteinte d’un équilibre stable. En effet, les agriculteurs américains ont largement et 

systématiquement adopté les cultures génétiquement modifiées dès leur introduction en 

1996, malgré les incertitudes concernant l'acceptation des consommateurs et les 

impacts économiques et environnementaux [Fernandez-Cornejo et Hendricks, 2003]. 

 

Figure 4: Modèle comparant l’adoption du soja GE  

 

La figure 4 montre que les résultats des observations et de notre modèle AB-ACV 

présentent des voies d'évolution similaires. En effet, nous pouvons observer un taux 

d'adoption fort quand la nouvelle récolte est d'abord introduite, puis après un certain 

temps, les deux courbes du système semble ralentir et parvenir à un quasi-équilibre. Ce 

résultat nous donne de la confiance dans la reproductibilité du modèle l'AB-ACV. 
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3.2 Modèle pour le développent d’une symbiose industrielle 

en Champagne-Ardenne  

3.2.1 Formulation du problème et identification des acteurs  

L'objectif de ce second modèle est de déterminer comment les acteurs, représentés par 

les gestionnaires des installations, peuvent prendre des décisions qui non seulement 

favorisent leur intérêts économiques, mais aussi stimulent les avantages globaux du 

réseau industriel. L'influence des comportements sociaux dans la prise de décision est 

difficile à identifier avec précision; un rôle important de la modélisation multi-agent en 

écologie industrielle devrait être par conséquent de traiter plus explicitement les 

caractéristiques comportementales qui favorisent l'émergence de la durabilité d'un tel 

écosystème industriel.  

 

La question de recherche principale est: Quel est le niveau de facteurs endogènes 

(coopération culturelle, capacité d'apprentissage…) nécessaire pour le développement 

d’une Symbiose Industrielle (SI) et le maintien de sa durabilité? Les sous-questions 

dérivées de la question principale sont: Peut-on identifier un équilibre entre les 

facteurs exogènes (culture de coopération observée dans la région, etc.) et les facteurs 

endogènes qui seraient optimaux pour le développement de symbiose industrielle? Ces 

résultats peuvent-ils être reproduits dans d'autres régions? 

 

3.2.2 Motif comportemental  

Hypothèse initiale: Il n'existe pas véritablement de cadre standard pour l’émergence 

et le développement des symbioses industrielles. Chaque cas dépend strictement du 

contexte, il est donc difficile de tirer des facteurs généraux de réussite qui pourraient 

permettre d'identifier le contexte « idéal » pour la mise en œuvre de symbioses.  

 

Hypothèse du Modèle: Les réseaux industriels résultent de différents composants qui 

forment un système. Chaque composant (installation, fournisseur) a un comportement 

général (niveau de coopération, apprentissage social) caractéristique, et suit le même 

comportement général dans un système contraint par les attentes économiques. Par 

conséquent, la modélisation de ces aspects pourrait révéler un mode de comportement 

pour quoi des décisions peuvent être prises pour aider le développement de symbioses 
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industrielles. La Figure 5 ci-dessous résume les différentes étapes pour recueillir les 

données nécessaires à la mise en place de ce type de modèle. 

 

 

Figure 5: Cadre de construction du modèle de symbiose industrielle régionale (AB-SI) 

 

3.2.3 Formalisation des concepts 

Avant d'aller plus en détail dans la conception du modèle, il faut préciser certaines 

hypothèses importantes concernant la nature des échanges par produits:  

 

1) Bien que la variabilité des matières premières n'ait pas été considérée dans 

notre modèle, un système de gestion de stocks a été mis en place. Ainsi, à 

chaque échange de matériaux ou d’énergie, la quantité de flux est déduite  

de la quantité totale disponible.  

2) Tous les échanges sont supposés être des commandes immédiates,  

3) Aucune contrainte de transport n’a été prise en compte. Si assez de stocks 

sont disponibles à la source, les commandes de réapprovisionnement sont 

satisfaites immédiatement. 

 

Material 

exchanges 
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A chaque étape, un agent effectue les tâches suivantes dans un ordre chronologique:  

 

Si l’installation est de catégorie « pionnière »:  

1) Trouver un partenaire pour l'échange : chaque installation cherche un flux 

d’entrée parmi les flux de sortie des autres installation au sein du réseau. Si un 

ou plusieurs flux sont disponibles : un lien de partenariat est créée entre les deux 

installations concernées et leur mode de comportement passe à un index égal à 

1 (index = 0 si absence de lien)  

2) "Faire partir" un camion : lorsque un échange de flux est trouvé, un camion 

quitte l'usine d'origine avec son chargement, et l'envoie à l’usine destinataire en 

utilisant le chemin le plus court.  

 

Si l’installation est de catégorie « suiveur »:  

S'il y a plus de 10 partenariats au sein du réseau: les installation de type 

« suiveur » imitent le comportement des pionniers, et suivent les étapes 1, 2. 

 

Puis, pour les deux catégories d’agents (les pionniers comme les suiveurs):  

3) Se souvenir des partenariats passés : si le même flux est disponible dans 

plusieurs installations, chaque agent fait son choix en fonction d’un algorithme 

de transitivité: si le partenaire potentiel identifié à un partenaire commun à 

l’agent, celui-ci effectuera un partenariat « privilégié ».  

4) Apprendre et imiter : l’agent adopte le comportement le plus fréquent dans 

un rayon géographique déterminé par l'utilisateur.  

5) Emettre du CO2 : il y a émission lors de la livraison du flux. 

6) Calculer les émissions évités: les émissions de la symbiose industrielle sont 

comparées à celles que les agents aurait émis en régime “business as usual”. 

 

3.2.4 Résultats 

Concernant cette expérimentation, la probabilité de la coopération et le paramètre de la 

capacité d'apprentissage ("VRAI"/"FAUX") sont étudiés. Les résultats sont conçus en 

terme de quantité de sous-produit échangé. Il s’agit de déterminer si l'apprentissage 

social a une influence réelle sur la symbiose, et si oui sur quelle durée de temps, et si 

l'apprentissage social est complémentaire ou concurrentiel à la coopération culturelle 
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telle que modélisée au sein du modèle. (Figure 6). Lorsque le niveau de coopération est 

faible, nous observons que l'échange de flux tend à avoir un impact important au début 

de la simulation et diminue lentement pendant le reste de la simulation. Ceci s'explique 

par le fait que la nouveauté de l'initiative d’échange de flux a tendance à avoir un effet 

positif sur les agents qui s'impliquent dans le réseau et commencent  à échanger. À un 

niveau élevé de coopération, nous observons que l'échange de sous-produit est à son 

niveau le plus élevé. Cependant, à un niveau moyen de coopération, un résultat 

intéressant émerge. Nous nous attendons à ce que le montant global des sous-produits 

d'échanges se trouve entre les résultats des niveaux faible et élevé de coopération. Mais 

nous observons que la quantité d’échange est à son niveau le plus faible. Ceci peut 

s’expliquer par le fait que la coopération présente un effet important sur la quantité de 

flux échangé si le niveau de coopération est a des niveaux extrêmes (faible ou élevé). 

Par ailleurs le niveau moyen de coopération la quantité de flux est sujet à plus de 

volatilité. 

 

 

Il a été constaté qu'il existe des différences dans la distribution par sous-produits. 

Comme prévu, les sous-produits agricoles représentent le flux le plus important dans le 

système, et ils sont également les plus stables. En effet, du fait que cette Symbiose 

Industrielle (SI) soit spécialisée en agro-industrie, non seulement nous nous attendons 

à une abondance de flux agricoles, mais également à une variabilité plus faible des 

résultats pour cette catégorie. D'autre part, la courbe représentant les sous-produits bio-

énergétiques montre une variation notable, particulièrement lorsque le niveau de 

Figure 6: Evolution des flux de sous-produits en réponse aux différents niveaux de  

coopération culturelle 
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coopération est élevé. Cela s'explique par le fait que ce flux est utilisé par plusieurs 

types d’installations, chacune ayant des besoins différents en termes d'utilisation de la 

bio-énergie. La figure 7 montre les résultats concernant l'apprentissage social. Dans 

l'ensemble, l’expérimentation révèle des résultats attendus: une quantité importante 

d'échanges lorsque l'apprentissage est permis ("VRAI") et une quantité de flux plus 

faible lorsque l'apprentissage n’est pas possible ("FAUX"). 

 

 

 

Nous avons également constaté que les flux de bio-énergie sont les plus sensibles du 

système : tous les autres flux manifestent des différences en terme de quantité, mais 

montre des tendances similaires avec ou sans apprentissage. Cependant, tout comme 

avec la coopération culturelle, le montant des flux bio-énergétiques échangés indique 

une  tendance intéressante du fait que seuls ces flux présentent une forte baisse quand 

les agents ne peuvent pas utiliser l’algorithme d’apprentissage social ("FAUX"). Cela 

s'explique par le fait que ce flux est très dépendant en amont de l’industrie. Un des 

avantages de la circulation des flux au sein d’un écosystème industriel est la proximité 

géographique des participants [Chertow 2007]. La méthodologie multi-agent est ainsi 

en quelque sorte améliorée par le fait que notre modèle intègre une couche SIG pour 

les données d’entrée. Cette couche SIG contient des informations sur la localisation 

géographique des usines du système, ainsi que les routes qu'elles peuvent utiliser pour 

transporter leurs flux. La distance entre installations est relevée et le CO2  émis calculé 

à partir des données des gaz à effet de serre du modèle de cycle de vie GREET. 

 

Figure 7: Evolution des flux de sous-produits en réponse de l'apprentissage social 
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La Figure 8 vise à comparer les résultats de CO2 du transport émis lors de la livraison 

de flux au sein du réseau avec la quantité qui aurait été émise pour le transport de la 

matière première ou secondaire achetée auprès d’un fournisseur « traditionnel ». Il est 

important de noter ici que nous supposons que les distances entre les installations au 

sein du réseau sont exactes, et que la distance moyenne entre l'usine et un fournisseur 

traditionnel est limitée à une valeur aléatoire normalement distribuée, ce qui est une 

simplification de la réalité. Nous voulons également savoir si l'apprentissage social et 

la coopération culturelle, qui interviennent au début du processus, ont un effet sur les 

émissions de CO2. Les résultats sont cohérents avec les résultats des expérimentations 

précédentes. Il est intéressant de relever que si la coopération culturelle ne semble pas 

avoir un effet direct sur la quantité de CO2 émise, l'apprentissage social affiche un 

impact évident sur le bilan en CO2, notamment sur la quantité de CO2 évitée lorsque la 

symbiose industrielle est en place (graphique à contour bleu). Ce résultat confirme la 

thèse des promoteurs l’écologie industrielle qui affirme que cette forme de système 

industriel serait un moyen efficace de réduire les émissions de CO2. Notre modèle 

démontre également que l'apprentissage par le partage d’information et l’implication 

dans ce type d'activité ont un effet positif sur l'environnement naturel. 

Figure 8: Répartition des émissions de CO2 lors de la phase de transport des sous-

produits par rapport à la coopération et à l'apprentissage social 
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L'objectif du replay historique est de comparer notre modèle à un scénario du monde 

réel, le but étant de vérifier si le comportement du modèle simulé et celui du monde 

réel révèlent des similitudes. En cas de réussite, nous pouvons prétendre à un certain 

degré de validité du modèle [Dam et al. 2012]. La difficulté consiste à trouver des 

données sur une période de temps raisonnable adapté à la comparaison. Nous avons 

donc choisi de comparer notre modèle avec l’étude de cas décrit par Park et al. 2008 : 

le développement durable de la zone industrielle d'Ulsan, en Corée du Sud, un cluster 

d'entreprises inter-réseau impliqué dans un programme de production « propre » [Park 

et al. 2008]. La Figure 9, indique l'évolution des deux systèmes sur une période de 10 

ans. Pour que la comparaison soit significative nous présentons la comparaison des 

deux systèmes sur la même période de temps.   

 

 

Figure 9: Comparaison entre notre simulation AB-SI et de l'évolution industrielle de 

l’éco-parc industriel coréen  

 

Ici, nous voulons déterminer si les deux systèmes ont le même schéma d'évolution. Fait 

intéressant, l'AB-SI semble reproduire une évolution similaire à celle du monde réel. 

Nous observons une augmentation continue d’échange de sous-produits, suivie d'un 

léger ralentissement après les 5 premières années. Bien que nous ne puissions pas nous 
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attendre à une correspondance parfaite, nous pouvons expliquer la différence de la 

régularité des courbes où l'AB-SI affiche une évolution qui semble plus lisse : cela est 

principalement dû au fait que c’est la moyenne de l’ensemble des simulations qui est 

utilisée. La figure 10 montre la répartition réelle par type de flux. Il est intéressant de 

noter que la bio-énergie dérivée du stock de biomasse qui représente le flux majeur de 

notre étude présente une évolution quasi identique à l'évolution du système coréen.  

 

Figure 10: Evolution des échanges de sous-produits du modèle AB-SI par type de flux 

 

4. Conclusion  
Cette recherche propose un cadre méthodologique pour la simulation appliquée du 

mode de comportement d’agents agriculteurs et responsables d’installations d’un 

schéma agricole. Dans un effort d'exploration, cette thèse de recherche a développé une 

méthodologie de modèles multi-agents intégrés, à l’analyse du cycle de vie (AB-ACV) 

et à l’analyse des symbioses industrielles (AB-SI) respectivement qui, soumis à 

validation externe, montre un certain réalisme descriptif. L'expérience de cet effort de 

recherche a pu démontré la nécessité d'une approche plus flexible et intégrée dans la 

modélisation de systèmes adaptatifs complexes, en particulier le besoin de modularité 

dans la construction d’un cadre de simulation. Pour ce faire, nous avons identifié et 

résumé les éléments constitutifs de notre approche dans le schéma ci-dessous : 
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Figure 11: Cadre intégré pour la construction de modèles socio-techniques durables 

 

Ces composants sont destinés à être modulaires et interchangeables. Chaque module 

constitue l'interface nécessaire pour unir les différents aspects du système (à la fois 

physique et social) et permettre l’interconnection de différents modèles. Bien que ces 

modules n’ont été pas abordés de manière égale, la pertinence de cette approche a été 

vérifiée dans nos deux études de cas, par l’utilisation systématique de chacun de ces 

modules comme variables d'entrée. En résumé, l'avantage de cette structure est son 

interopérabilité, ce qui permet la mise en place de modèles simulant des systèmes socio-

techniques durables et la réutilisation de briques élémentaires de construction (building 

blocks) de ces modèles développés dans ce cadre. 

 

Cette thèse entend démontré l'importance de l'intégration des facteurs endogènes, qui 

sont traditionnellement mis à l'écart d’autres études (comme la familiarité et l'aversion 

au risque dans la première étude de cas et l'apprentissage social et la coopération dans 

la seconde), la mise en œuvre d'un cadre intégré de modélisation et l'utilité d'utiliser des 

données réelles (ACV et couche SIG) comme données d’entrées du modèle. Dans les 

deux modèles, les agriculteurs et les gestionnaires d’installation sont représentés par 

des agents qui ont des caractéristiques individuelles et prennent des décisions en 

fonction de leur environnement et de leurs croyances. La méthodologie d'intégration a 
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permis d’améliorer l'approche standard de la modélisation en écologie industrielle. En 

effet, au lieu d'utiliser des agents hétérogènes, généralement une seule entité moyenne 

de nature statique est utilisée. Comme nos modèles sont construits de « bas en haut », 

ils permettent non seulement de « mesurer » des facteurs endogènes et exogènes en 

simultanée mais également de commencer à comprendre certains résultats.  

 

Mis à part le fait que la modélisation multi-agents possède ses propres limitations qui 

sont inhérentes à la technique de modélisation, les deux modèles ont été soumis à un 

certain nombre d'hypothèses et à la disponibilité des données, ce qui peut facilement 

affecter la direction qu’un modèle peut prendre. Néanmoins, les deux modèles ont été 

utilisés comme des scénarios conditionnels pouvant générer et comparer plusieurs 

résultats de simulations à travers le changement de leurs paramètres. Ces résultats, 

lorsqu’ils sont confrontés à la littérature, sont en général cohérents. Cela étant dit, ces 

modèles restent trop peu réalistes pour être utilisables directement pour développer un 

système industriel complexe sans validation réelle et ouverte à travers la consultation 

des parties prenantes, qui ont une autre forme de connaissance du système.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Theory 
 

1.1 Introduction 

Climate change is one of the six environmental challenges of the 21st century and is 

often cited as the ‘single greatest challenge facing decision makers on many levels’ 

[Ban 2009]. The transition to a low carbon society is one strategy to mitigate climate 

change. This includes energy generated from renewable energy sources, from, for 

example, biomass. Bioenergy replaces fossil fuelled energy and has the potential to 

decrease greenhouse gas emissions and to contribute to climate change mitigation. With 

its goal of 20% renewable energy by 2020 the EU pushes each member state for 

increased use of renewable energy [Directive 2009]. Today, most production systems 

continue to be developed from a linear thinking perspective - we extract natural 

resources, use them to produce goods and services, and then dispose the resulting 

wastes and emissions into the natural environment. However, such linear thinking-

based productions have resulted to critical environmental and social consequences. In 

1989, Frosch and Gallopoulos stated that one way to minimize these impacts could be 

to model our systems of production and consumption from an ecosystem-based inspired 

perspective [Frosch and Gallopoulos 1989]. The main objective behind their approach 

is to achieve industrial symbiosis by closing the loops: “The ultimate goal of industrial 

ecology is to reuse, repair, recover, remanufacture, or recycle products and by-products 

on a large scale” [Graedel and Allenby 2002]. Today, not only is the concept of 

industrial ecology rapidly evolving, but a practical application of it called Eco-

Industrial Park (EIP), industrial ecosystem or network, has also emerged over the last 

thirty years. 

 

In this thesis, we envision closing the loop by first, identifying the driving forces that 

promote the production of feedstock biomass and the increasing and the efficiency of 

natural resource consumption by closing the material and mineral cycles and 

implementing energy cascading by optimizing internal resource use and exchange. 

Closing loops also requires integrating industrial, economic, environmental and 

more importantly social systems with their behavioral believes that have been 

previously viewed as separate systems. This integration implies new interactions 

between various actors, each with its own motivations, which may have conflicting 
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interests. Therefore, computational research is needed to study these interactions and 

their consequences in the environmental, economic and social realms [Bichraoui et 

al. 2013a]. The long-term goal of this project is to develop a tool that would help 

policy makers and industrial managers on possible industrial symbiosis 

implementation.  

 

This thesis focuses on the development of a modeling approach for quantifying 

sustainability using a systems thinking approach using two case study that could 

potentially promote material and energy closing cycles for feedstock biomass products 

within a regional context. The first case study is seen as a way of testing this theorical 

concept by assessing the main factors that contribute to switchgrass adoption by farmers 

as a biomass feedstock, and its effect on its environmental life cycle using a hybrid 

agent-based (AB) and life cycle assessment (LCA) model. The second case study, takes 

AB modeling to the next level by combining Geographic Information System and an 

ABM and using actual material flow data form an industrial ecosystem. The goal of 

this model is to reveal the influential factors that favor symbiotic opportunities within 

the agricultural-based industry in Champagne-Ardenne (France). This can ultimately 

lead to a better understanding and unraveling of the dynamics of a complex system 

within an industrial ecosystem.  

 

Overall, the main objective of this project is to show the development of a 

computational decision-making tool that can help in assessing the sustainability of such 

system by reducing the overall consumption of energy and natural resources and by 

improving the economic, environmental and social performance of the industrial 

network. 

 

1.2 Motivation 

In our introduction we have mentioned the world growing concern about the 

deteriorating condition of the environment and our common future has spurred research 

into the design of environmentally benign products and processes. As a result, localized 

actions and “end-of-pipe” solutions have recently been overtaken by approaches in 

which environmental issues are considered in the early design stages (i.e., Design For 

Environment). Therefore, as researchers we need to develop better metrics, indicators, 
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assessment tools and more integrated predictive models to assist in evaluating 

engineering alternatives and management decisions. This research ambition to be part 

of the solution by providing a new system thinking perspective methodology that will 

make up for the weaknesses of existing disparate methods. These case studies will 

promote the development of dynamic models scenarios that will help us understand and 

therefore reduce the overall environmental and social impacts of activities within an 

industrial eco-system. 

 

The chosen integrative computational approach will support the analysis of responses 

to changes in system behavior and check its robustness. This work is based on the 

industrial ecology approach in which the larger picture of an entire system is used to 

enhance the treatment of environmental concerns. More precisely, we proposed a 

modeling methodology that will support the understanding of an agricultural /industrial 

system for local context. Indeed, by modeling locally relevant variables, this 

methodology could be applied to different kinds of economic, social and environmental 

contexts, such as developing specific biomass adoption policies or implementing 

industrial ecosystem in developing countries. Moreover, implementing an industrial 

ecosystem using a holistic approach will enable the identification of critical but unseen 

linkages between actors that could have not been detected if investigated from a strictly 

linear or reductionist perspective. Identification of these inter-linkages could 

subsequently be used to influence public policy and affect structural changes at local, 

regional, and international levels. 

 

Finally, implementing this integrative methodology within an eco-industrial system 

will require a shift in the current culture of researchers working at distributed sites with 

individual outcomes to a culture that includes the pooling of capabilities, sharing of 

information, materials, technology, and knowledge. This represents a new paradigm for 

traditional engineering research. Even though the role of specialized researchers will 

remain important in their respective fields, their findings will increasingly be applied 

across disciplines, and the relevance of their results will be valued as part of the whole. 

Moreover, the use of simulation modeling such as ABM for this type of project will 

provide broader insights on the potential of dynamic simulation modeling for large-

scale projects on complex system that would otherwise require infrastructure use to test 

the feasibility of the model. In the next section, the scientific positioning and the 
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integration of this thesis within the greater sustainability research realm, as well as the 

reason why we choose the proposed methodological framework is explained in greater 

detail. 

 

1.3 Scientific relevance 

As a PhD thesis, this project aims to advance and contribute to the realm of science. 

Here, we tried to impact the following fields of science: Computational sustainability, 

policy and management and the field of Industrial Ecology. Policy and Management 

deals with the difficult link between engineered physical systems and the policies that 

relate to this engineered system as well as the management of these techno-structure 

that use and depend on such systems. The view of the world is one of multi-agents 

systems. This research work aims to contribute by providing an approach to create 

computational models where these two aspects (physical and social) converge. 

Artificial intelligence is a broad research field, for which, the aim is to “understand” 

and “capture” human intelligence, learn from it and use it to create so called 

“knowledge based systems” [Sterelny 2007]. In this thesis AB modeling, a widely used 

approach from the field of artificial intelligence is applied to capture the socio-technical 

system. No fundamentally new developments are made that contribute to this scientific 

domain, but this thesis applies ontology in a novel way to setup AB models. By 

combining existing knowledge it contributes to this field of research. Existing 

knowledge is combined to create something new, but moreover new insights into how 

computational modeling paradigms differ from each other are presented. Traditionally, 

models of process systems are mostly approached through the physical aspects while 

the social and cognitive layer are often ignored. In this thesis, it is stated that the social 

elements such as behavioral believe, social learning and cooperation are not only 

critical but needs to be systematically included into sustainability-based models.  

 

1.4 Goal and research question 

As already stated, the focal point of this thesis is developing a general framework for 

simulating the sustainability of resource biomass use; this theme is analyzed here from 

a multi-agents modeling perspective. Although significant literature exists pertaining 

to the agent-based simulation of measuring environmental impacts, few studies have 

modeled the human behavior and its impact of its environment in general, with none 
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simulating individual actions with the purpose of exploring a range of emergent 

behavior with its relationship to the natural environment. The exploitation of such 

model as the framework for the analysis was also one of the a priori objectives of the 

thesis. The modeling approach was deemed important in order to provide quantitative 

answers to sustainable biomass use issues. Understanding the impact of human 

behavior of such systems is important when attempting to measure sustainability. In 

both case studies, dynamic modeling has been employed in order to take into account 

the dynamics of the studied system and its feedbacks. Following from the scientific 

relevance and motivation of this thesis, a number of research questions are posed here 

that will be answered in this thesis. The broader research question is the following: 

 

What is a suitable modeling approach for sustainable socio-technical systems that 

allows the user to make social and technical changes in industrial ecosystem and 

help decision makers to experiment prospective “what-if” scenarios in a dynamic, 

and evolving environment? 

 

To help answer this main question, the sub-question are formulated: 

 

• What does a sustainable modeling approach for socio-technical systems that 

integrates socio-cognitive variables looks like? 

 

This questions will be further refined in Chapter 3 and 4 when presenting the case 

studies in greater details. In order to better understand the structure of this research 

project, the next section will give the reader an overview of the thesis structure, 

followed by a preliminary introduction to each case study. 

 

1.5 Thesis outline 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical foundation of the thesis discussing: Industrial 

Ecology and its application as an eco-industrial park (EIP) and its linkage to the 

theorical philosophy of system thinking. Since EIP is seen as being a path to industrial 

sustainability, we will provide a knowledge map on sustainability assessment and tools. 

The chosen methodology of this thesis being computational sustainability, the field will 

be briefly introduced followed by its modeling tools. 
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Chapter 3 aims to present the industrial background being the biomass industry and 

the framework methodology used in this research. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the ABM case studies and their results. 

 

Chapter 5 establishes conclusions pertaining to research limitations, implications, and 

contributions 

 

Appendix A and B detail the models specifications and component parts from the 

perspective of the model’s Netlogo coding. 

 

Appendix C and D provide the behavior space analysis results of both models  

 

Finally appendix E presents a possible future extension for both models, which is the 

SD model of the Oilseed bio-refinery synergies programmed in Stella. 

 

1.6 Cases studies 

In order to test and develop a thorough analysis of our research questions, we needed a 

real-world bounded system in the chosen field of biomass cascading and energy 

feedstock. To do so, two regional case studies had been chosen: the switchgrass 

adoption by farmers in the State of Michigan (USA) and the development of a Regional 

Industrial Symbiosis in the Champagne-Ardenne region (France). These system 

boundaries provide a spatial system where data can be collected and used as inputs in 

the ABM, as well as practical canvas to test hypothesis by developing a conceptual 

framework that could assist policy makers and actors in these regions in identifying 

effective and efficient adaptation and mitigation measures and potential consequence 

scenarios. 

 

1.6.1 Case Study # 1: The effects of Michigan farmers adoption 

Switchgrass as a feedstock biomass on its LCA 

Increasing demand for the production of energy from renewable sources has fueled a 

search for alternatives to supplement those currently in production.  One such 
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alternative is switchgrass, a perennial grass native to North America that appears to 

have considerable potential as a biomass feedstock for energy production. While the 

properties of switchgrass as a biomass feedstock have been intensively studied, the 

adoption pathways and the environmental impacts of these pathways have received 

much less attention 

 

This study aims to understand the main factors influencing their decision-making and 

how these adoption patterns can affect the LCA of switchgrass ethanol. To help address 

these challenges, we developed an ABM aimed at: 

 

1. Understanding the main factors influencing their decision-making and how 

these adoption patterns can affect the LCA of switchgrass ethanol and  

2. Help improving the LCA modeling methodology by overcoming the issues 

involved with analyzing emerging technologies with dynamic and evolving 

supply chains and expanding the methodology to fit a sustainable framework. 

 

1.6.2 Case Study # 2: The Champagne-Ardenne agriculture 

products industry as a Dynamic industrial eco-System 

Industrial sustainability at the regional level requires collaborative efforts from 

various participating agents toward common goals consisting of resource 

conservation, low carbon emissions, production efficiency, economic viability, and 

corporate social responsibility [Bichraoui et al. 2013a]. This study is the follow-up work of 

the more advanced and improved version of the framework model previously 

developed by Bichraoui and al.  [Bichraoui et al. 2013b]. This project aims to 

materialize the notion of systems sustainability by developing a combined Agent-Based 

(ABM) and Geographic Information System (GIS) model for the development of a 

potential industrial symbiosis. This model is part of case study exploring at the 

development of regional industrial symbiosis around the agricultural-based product 

industry in the Champagne-Ardenne region (France). In this thesis, we view these 

economic activities along with their associated partners (suppliers, customers, 

government agencies, etc.) and the natural environment in which they operate as 

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). This task will help identify and provide a 

contextual analysis of structural factors and main driving forces for the development of 
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a regional industrial symbiosis along the lines of prospective scenarios (ecological 

constraints; regulations, economic, cultural and behavioral contexts; carbon markets; 

technological routes; etc.).  

 

By using ABM, social interaction and iteration are added to this framework, thus 

allowing for exploration of the role of industrial symbiosis development patterns. The 

model is to be used to get the following research insights: 

 

1. Contribution to the development of models scenarios that will help us 

understand and therefore reduce the overall environmental and social impacts 

of activities within an industrial eco-system. 

2.  Helps foresee outcomes of change, and leads to improve management of 

coupled industrial/ecological systems by controlling anthropogenic activities 
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Chapter 2 Theoretical research foundations  
 

2.1 Industrial Ecology  

The famous Agenda 21 revealed during the Rio conference in 1992 is a process aiming 

at facilitating sustainable development at community level, whose participatory 

approach encompasses the social, cultural, economic and environmental needs of the 

present and future citizens [Summit 1992]. Industrial Ecology (IE) is a natural 

continuation of these elements; it is a cooperative approach to environmentally 

sustainable economic development and business-environment related issues 

 

The concept of IE has roots back to the 1950’s from a concern of potential limits of raw 

materials, caused by an increasing demand for resources. This area would later be 

termed as “industrial metabolism” [Ayres 1989]. In a special issue of Scientific 

American on “Managing planet earth”, the core principles of IE were introduced to the 

scientific literature at large [Frosch and Gallopoulos 1989]. The notion of “industrial 

ecosystem”, using the ecosystems in nature as models for the organization of industrial 

activity, was launched: “Wastes from one industrial process can serve as the raw 

material for another, thereby reducing the impact of industry on the environment” 

[Frosch and Gallopoulos 1989]. An other definition of IE is: "Industrial Ecology is the 

study of the flows of materials and energy in industrial and consumer activities, of the 

effect of these flows on the environment, and of the influence of economic, political, 

regulatory and social factors on the flow, use and transformation of resources" [White 

et al. 1994]. In short, industrial ecologists view industries as webs of producers, 

consumers and recyclers, and they encourage symbiotic relationships between 

companies and industries. The “ultimate goal of IE is to reuse, repair, recover, 

remanufacture, or recycle products and by-products on a very large scale” [Allenby 

1994; Ayres and Ayres 1996; Frosch and Gallopoulos 1989; Garner and Keoleian 1995; 

Graedel and Allenby 2002]. Resource sharing among firms provides the potential to 

increase stability of operations, especially in supply-constrained areas by ensuring 

access to critical inputs such as water, energy, infrastructure and natural resources 

[Bichraoui et al. 2013a]. Today, not only the concept of IE is rapidly evolving, but a 

practical application of it, called Eco-Industrial Park (EIP), Industrial Symbiosis (IS) 
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or network has emerged over the last thirty years. EIP concept and example of 

applications will be further presented in the next section. 

 

2.1.1 Evolutionary approaches for the development of IS networks 

Chertow [2000] states that successful industrial symbiosis endeavors are developed 

organically over time, and while there are ways to accelerate this process, an organic 

evolutionary approach is best when trying to move forward with industrial symbiosis 

projects. She describes three approaches to facilitate self-organized IS development 

which are presented below. 

 

Existing by-product synergies 

There are many examples of single by-product synergies. If one or more of these are 

identified and recognized for its economic value, the management of companies can be 

attracted to IS and understand that these synergies are not particularly risky or novel 

[Chertow 2000]. The single exchange can then be used as a catalyst to push for more 

exchanges and which could result in a working IS initiatives over time. 

 

Existing organizational relationships 

Existing organizational relationships or networks can be a nest for the birth of IS 

activities. Chertow [2000] mentions the textbook case of Kalundborg where an 

organization was formed to deal with the common problem of water scarcity and later 

became the source of ideas for other symbiotic relationships. 

 

Anchor tenant model 

The anchor tenant model suggests that one or two large industries with large input and 

output quantities can be the main actor and drive the network and attract other industries 

to join the industrial ecosystem [Chertow 2000]. Power plants are typical anchor tenants 

since they often can utilize a range of different fuels and provide many different 

products to a diverse range of customers. An institutional anchor tenant has been 

defined by Baas [1998], Korhonen et al [1999], Brand and de Bruijn [1999] and Mirata 

[2005] as a managing actor that oversees the system  and provides with education, 

information, social and economic infrastructure and a discussion forum needed to 

maintain the “big picture” of the initiatives and promote its development. Mirata [2005] 
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found that institutional anchor tenants are as important as the other actors. He also 

found a Swedish IS network developed without a physical anchor tenant, but with the 

municipality’s environmental department serving as an institutional anchor tenant with 

strong relationships to local industry. 

 

2.1.2 Industrial ecology in practice: Eco-Industrial Park (EIP)  

Literature on industrial eco-park is sporadic and not very dense despite a growing 

interest among scientists and eco-professionals. Eco-industrial development refers to a 

wide set of ideas and disciplines, and has been evolving over the years [Agarwal and 

Strachan 2006]. 

An EIP is:  

• “A community of manufacturing and services businesses,    

• Seeking enhanced environmental and economic performances, 

• Through collaboration in managing environmental and resource issues 

• Including flows of energy water and materials”. 

 

By working together, this community seeks a collective benefit that is greater than the 

sum of the separate benefits that each entities would make by optimizing its individual 

performance only [Flood 1999; Côté 2000]. 

 

Application of IE as a concrete industrial system implies the involvement of certain 

conditions, in her article “Uncovering Industrial Symbiosis”, Chertow [2007] describes 

Industrial symbiosis as being characterized by a series of interrelationships between 

participating businesses such as: 

 

• “Exchanges of material and energy among several firms within the network 

• Waste exchanges initiatives between two or more firms  

• LCA of all materials used by each facility or company  

• Possibility of expanding the network toward a virtual ecosystem in which 

networking of various types occurs over a larger area.”  

 

On the other hand, Côté et.al [1998] who were among the first researchers to investigate 

industrial parks as ecosystems, emphasize the ecosystemic approach as the ultimate 
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goal to reach in order to become a functioning industrial eco-park. According to Côté 

et.al [1998] industrial eco-park should achieve the following objectives: 

 

• “The industrial activity take into account the ecological capacity of the area, 

in order to sustain industrial activity, focusing on the capacity of the 

environment (air, water and soil) to absorb emissions  

• The energy production should be based on renewable resources and at least 

increase the efficiency of current energy production and use through 

cogeneration and district heating  

• Buildings should be designed and built to optimize conservation of heat and 

water. 

• Plants should be selected based in part on their potential for symbiosis  

• The management of the network should involve not only producers and 

consumers but scavengers and decomposers to support recycling of 

materials  

• Dissipative uses of materials and energy should be discouraged”. 

 

Ehrenfeld and Gertler [1997] reviewed several emerging EIP and stated that the key 

factors of success are:  

 

• “A strong regulatory framework that allows flexibility 

• A continuous technical improvement, and community participation 

• A flexible financing and taxes system that promote the reduction of waste 

and enhanced efficiency 

• A transportation logistics system that encourages efficiency and sharing of 

facilities; sharing of information on operations especially on products and 

byproducts; and a diversity of small, medium and large industries.”  

 

From a concept perspective, Agarwal and Strachan [2006] identified four types of 

conceptual eco-industrial development “that are considered to be the most relevant for 

the planning area in the US context:  
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• Eco-Park (Planned Mixed-Use Commercial Park): It would be branded and 

marketed as an eco-industrial park (EIP) and planned according to eco-

industrial development principles including business-to-business and business-

to-community networking, energy and resource efficiency, pollution 

prevention, sustainable land use and building design etc.;  

• Bio-Based Industry Cluster: It would produce alternative fuels, lubricants and 

co-products increasing the value of agricultural resources such as corn and 

soybean (e.g. Biodiesel from soybean oil);  

• High Performance Warehouse and Distribution Centers: It would be used for 

logistics division of retailers and wholesalers by co-locating combination of 

firms with complementary distribution channels;  

• Research and Technology Park: focusing on commercialization of research” 

 

Chertow [2003] categorized “eco-industrial development based on size and 

geographical coverage of its activities: 

 

• Through waste exchanges, meaning that plants are recycling or selling 

recovered materials to other plants.  

• Among firms co-located in an eco-industrial park, plants located in a defined 

geographical area exchange energy and material, share information and 

mutualize services such as transportation. 

•  Among local firms that are not collated, which relies on using existing 

businesses and attracting new ones to create to physically or virtually join 

the EIP”. 

 

According to the definitions of EIP development initiatives in the reviewed literature, 

we note that, although most of the definitions include the concept  of IS the definition 

of EIP development has not yet set precise boundaries in order to identify what kind of 

initiatives can constitute an EIP development initiative [Agarwal and Strachan 2006]. 

In spite of the common use of the expression “eco-industrial parks”, it is essential to 

note that industrial symbiotic relationships do not necessarily exist within the confines 

of a park [Harper and Graedel 2004]. In this thesis, EIP is considered to be a subset of 

IS by being a practical approach to achieve sustainable development. 
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2.1.2.1 Eco-industrial parks in development  

Besides the level of coordination among participants, a major difference among the 

different EIPs is the degree to which participants are situated on the same site. For 

example, Brownsville, Texas, is developing one type of EIP, the “virtual” eco-

industrial park, which is an affiliation or network of related regional companies. 

Although they are not physically located in the same park, by collaborating together, 

companies in a virtual park can create economies of scale. For instance, they can 

cooperatively buy goods with a higher recycled content, or hire a shared engineering 

efficiency expert or compliance auditor. Affiliated companies participating in waste 

exchange will pay lower prices for secondary raw materials and realize savings in 

hazardous waste disposal charges. For example, Mobil sells styrene/ethylbenzene for 

50 cents to a recycler, whereas it used to cost $1 per gallon to dispose of it. In addition, 

clustered companies that are co-located in the same region can enjoy reduced 

transportation costs, whether the firms are industrial, commercial or retail 

establishments.  

 

In Virginia, the Port of Cape Charles has developed a second type of park, the “zero-

emissions eco-industrial park” [PCSD 1996]. The project‘s design is the most 

ambitious type of EIP, having a goal of the total elimination of emissions. Just as with 

the virtual EIP, participants receive a certain level of resource efficiency through 

cooperative buying, waste exchange, and so forth. 

 

Another early example that engineered the byproduct-synergy concept was developed 

by Chaparral Steel in Texas. This industrial network involves a steel mill, a cement 

plant, and a car-shredding company. This project’s venture has been successful by not 

only reducing its costs and environmental impacts associated with the three companies 

but also by creating new opportunities including a patented process which is being 

marketed [PCSD 1996].  

 

There is a growing interest in North America about EIP’s. They are seen as an important 

element in any sustainable development strategy.  No community in the United States 
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has what can be called a functioning EIP. There are few examples worldwide, the most 

famous and documented Kalundborg, Denmark is described in greater details below. 

 

The symbiosis of Kalundborg 

There are many examples of symbioses and synergies described in the academic, 

technical, and Internet literature. The most famous eco-industrial park initiatives is the 

Kalundborg industrial symbiosis in Denmark in which 24 different symbioses have 

been explored over a 30-year period [Cuff and Goudie 2009]. This evolution has been 

particularly successful, both economically and environmentally [Ehrenfeld and Gertler 

1997; Jacobsen 2006]. For this reason, Kalundborg has served as a model that many 

other industrial areas have attempted to emulate [Cuff and Goudie 2009].The first 

partners in kalundborg, an oil refinery, power station, gypsum board facility, 

pharmaceutical plant, and the city of Kalundborg, share ground water, surface water 

and waste water, steam and electricity, and also a variety of residues that become 

feedstock in other processes. The waste exchanges alone amount to some 2.9 millions 

tons of material per year; water consumption has been reduced by a collective 25%, 

and 5000 homes receive district heat [Chertow 2000] (see Figure 1). Cooperation has 

significantly increased environmental and economic efficiency, and at the same time 

has created many less tangible benefits for these industries, involving personal, 

equipment, and information sharing [J. Christensen 2007]. 
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Figure 1: Kalundborg's industrial symbiosis diagram 

Retrieved from http://www.energenz.com.hk/themes/circular-economy/industrial-

symbiosis/ 

 

Clearly, IE is an ambitious field of study, however, some evolution such as providing 

tools quantifying EIP overall sustainability must still occur. Consequently, industrial 

networks have been the subject of many analyses and quantitative tools such as LCA 

and ABM, to analyze “industrial metabolism” [Suh 2004; Halog et al. 2011; Halog and 

Manik 2011]. These tools, some of which will be further presented in the next section, 

are steady-state tools and provide us with a snapshot of the system, whether it is a unit 

process, a plant, or a region. In this way, quantifying environmental and economic 

benefits is not only possible thanks to these exiting tools but also well established. 

However, measuring sustainability within industrial eco-system taking into account 

ecological and economic aspects but also social dimensions is still a remaining task, 

especially when this type of system is characterized as dynamic (over space and time) 

and complex (multitude of actors with a variety of interests and access to information) 

[Côté 2000]. In the next section we will discuss how sustainability assessment is 

addressed in the literature as well as how complexity and dynamics can be dealt with 

throughout computational sustainability methods. 
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2.1.3 Measuring environmental benefits of Industrial Symbiosis 

We presented in the previous sections EIPs and how they work together, now we are 

focusing on how we can measure the environmental benefits of this type of eco-system. 

The by-product synergies linked to industrial symbiosis are often assumed to provide 

environmental benefits, contributing to the overall goal of sustainability that IE aims to 

achieve. Also, financial benefits are assumed to be achieved, describing industrial 

symbiosis as a “win-win” situation [Wolf 2007]. However, the lack of studies in the 

field confirming this theory is obvious. Very few attempts have been made to quantify 

these benefits, either theoretically or through case studies, and many of the existing 

studies often present neither assumptions nor methods for calculations. 

 

Brings Jacobsen [2006] made a quantitative evaluation of parts of the Kalundborg 

industrial symbiosis system, but limited to a single resource - the water exchanges, and 

found some support for the theories of economic motivation as well as some 

environmental benefits. Some estimation of savings in water, oil equivalents and 

natural gypsum have also been made for the Kalundborg IS network [J. Christensen 

2007] but these are typically presented without accounting for assumptions or the 

method of calculations. Singh et al. [2006] performed an LCA-type environmental 

impact assessment for different design schemes of an industrial ecosystem using a 

software tool. However, the different design schemes used include different plants and 

processes as well as new products, which make it difficult to see to what extent the 

environmental benefits can be attributed to IS in particular.  

 

Industrial Ecologists try to analyze societal issues and their relationship with both 

socio-economic systems and the environment. Through this holistic view, researcher 

in IE recognize that solving problems must involve understanding the connections that 

exist between these systems, various aspects cannot be viewed in isolation [Halog and 

Manik 2011]. Often changes in one part of the system can spread and cause changes in 

another part of the system. Therefore, one can only solve a problem by dealing with at 

its parts in relation to the whole. Based on this framework, IE looks at environmental 

issues with a system thinking approach. Moreover, the systems IE has to deals with are 

complex systems. In order to understand this complexity, methodological modeling 
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tools can be incorporated. The purpose of these tools is to help to identify those 

potential elements of an industrial ecosystem that could work together to achieve more 

eco-efficient outcomes [Batten 2009]. Computational sustainability modeling is a way 

of solving this kind of issues. Sustainability assessment tools and well as computational 

simulation tool and its framework will be further discussed in this chapter. 

 

2.2 Quantifying Sustainability 

Sustainable development was first introduced by the Brundtland Commission in 1987: 

as ‘‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

of future generations to meet their own needs’’ [Brundtland and others 1987] . Since 

the Brundtland Commission, this definition has been refined, and gave birth to the 

widely known “three pillars” or “triple bottom line” (TBL) of sustainable development 

introduced at the 2005 “World Summit” [Assembly 2005]. Generally, these indicators 

are either used in isolation to analyze the performance of sites, companies and sectors 

as they relate to one of the three dimensions, or, increasingly, in combination as a means 

of measuring progress towards and away from sustainability [Warhurst 2002]. In this 

thesis, these pillars are considered to be of equal importance. Therefore, in order to 

assess sustainability we need a set of tool that addresses these dimensions 

simultaneously. In the next section, we will present them separately but it is important 

to note that they are all interconnected; we will present later in this thesis how to deal 

and measure the consequences of these interactions. 

 

2.2.1 Economic assessment 

Although sustainability narrative has often been used to challenge traditional economic 

thinking, the economic approach as being part of sustainability has been tackled by 

various authors such as: Mäler [2008], Pezzey and Toman [2012] and Hamilton and 

Atkinson [2006]. Early contributions to the contemporary employed basic concepts 

concerning economic assets and sustainability, for example, Solow [1986] and the 

pioneering asset accounting study of Repetto et al. [1989] According to Hackler [2011] 

sustainable economic development is “pro-growth but concerned with equitable 

distribution and environmental awareness”. The philosophy behind these contributions 

is to develop a more inclusive approach in economic asset development that goes 

beyond more profitability.  
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A wide range of tools exist for economic assessment, they mainly consist of evaluating 

cost and profitability applied usually during process development; This steps has been 

summarized by Heinzle et. al. [2007] they basically include a series of estimations: The 

estimation of the capital investment based on the cost of equipment necessary (to 

operate a process), followed by the operating cost based on the cost of raw material, 

energy, labor etc. “Profitability analysis” evaluates the expected revenues and ranges 

them in proportion to the costs and to other factors such as “time-value” of money. 

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a well-documented tool for assessing the net economic 

effects of policies metric [US EPA n.d.]. The focus of a CBA is a comparison of trade-

offs: the total value of the benefits, in both demand and social objectives met, must 

exceed the opportunity cost of the consumed resources [Beria et al. 2012]. The 

relationship of CBA and with sustainability assessment is that the benefits of a project 

to society should not exceed the opportunity cost of using those resources elsewhere. 

Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a tool for determining an optimal option 

from a limited set of options, when significant environmental, social and economic 

impacts need to be taken into account [Beria et al. 2012]. MCDA is intended to support 

the decision makers’ learning with respect to problem nature, existing priorities and 

preferences, values, and objectives and to lead them to a preferred option through 

synthesis, and application of models and methods [Omann 2004].The benefit of multi-

criteria analysis in assessing the sustainable scenario is that it allows the use of both 

qualitative and quantitative criteria [Milutinović et al. 2014]. 

 
These tools were first developed to assess process sustainability but it seems that they 

could be expanded and then used to assess an eco-park sustainability for example the 

capital investment can measure the cost of shared facilities or equipment such as 

common transportation means. On the other hand, the profitability analysis could be 

used to assess the cost and benefits of potential synergies, for example calculating the 

potential gain in investing on waste exchange initiatives within an industrial ecosystem. 

The combination of this economic assessment tools could ultimately lead to answer 

questions about the success (or not) of the industrial ecosystem, the following questions 

had been developed by Chertow [2003]: 

“- Is the development commercially viable or does it requires outside subsidy? 

Often the public sector serves a catalytic role in Eco-Industrial development  
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(EID), but after a defined time, a project will not be sustainable if it is 

significantly dependent on such subsidies.  

- Is the EID project structure more or less costly than conventional 

methods? Analysis concerning costs must be performed but should 

also include monetization of environmental benefits”.  

 

2.2.2  Environmental assessment 

Gibson [2001] states that ‘‘environmental assessment processes...are among the most 

promising venues for application of sustainability-based criteria. They “are forward 

looking, integrative, often flexible, and generally intended to force attention to 

otherwise neglected considerations’’, although he also recognizes that ‘‘environmental 

assessments are not the only vehicles for specifying sustainability principles, objectives 

and criteria’’ [Gibson 2001]. 

 

The environmental benefits of an industrial ecosystem are quantified by measuring the 

changes in consumption of natural resources, and in emissions to air and water, through 

increased cycling of material and energy [Chertow 2007]. If we go back to the most 

famous industrial symbiosis achievement: Kalundborg, we can grasp the idea of how 

environmental and economic benefits might look like. A coal-fired electrical plant, an 

oil refinery, and other companies and manufacturers work together with the city of 

Kalundborg to effectively reduce consumption of resources and minimize waste. 

Kalundborg’s industrial symbiosis yields significant reduction in oil, coal and water 

consumption as well as reducing carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide emissions.  While 

the initial investment was approximately $75 million, the partners estimated in 1999 

that they had “saved” $160 million, making the average payback of an industrial 

symbiosis project like Kalundborg less than 5 years [Erkman 2001]. 

 

From a network perspective, recent efforts have been made in order to increase the 

availability of information, regarding the implementation and the development of 

industrial eco-park. A MediaWiki platform is in development, a website providing a 

worldwide database of Industrial eco-park site as well as a set of definition and 

evaluation criteria’s such as: number of industrial sector involved, physical and social 

exchange with the community, resources exchange (water, energy, material, by-
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products), shared infrastructure and information within the eco-park, and benefits 

gained from the symbiosis (environmental, social ex: job creation). The goal of this 

platform is to bring together actors such as academic researchers and industrial actors, 

and policy makers that could be interested in the concept but usually do not 

communicate with each other [Wouters, S., and N. Feldmar. 2010]. 

 

When it comes to determining potential synergies from a spatial perspective, advances 

have also been made using geographical analysis. Virtual globe such as “Google Earth” 

is seen as a promising interface tool in order to “identify and quantify opportunities for 

materials and energy efficiency improvements”, it has been tested in Pennsylvania, 

where data from the Department of Environmental Protection provided information 

about “the location of disposal and type of residual waste from sources producing more 

than one ton per month” According to Doyle and Pearce [Doyle and Pearce 2009]. The 

main findings of this investigation are that virtual globes coupled with open source 

waste information can be used to help: 

 

• “Reduce embodied transport energy by reducing distances to recycling 

facilities,  

• Choose end of life at recycling facilities rather than landfills, and  

• Establish industrial symbiosis and eco-industrial parks on known by-

product synergies”. 

 

The use of Open source information sharing seems to be useful in identifying 

economically and environmentally synergies for waste management if the data is 

available [Doyle and Pearce 2009].  

 

 LCA is a technique to assess the potential environmental impacts associated with a 

product or service throughout its life cycle [ISO 2006] ; i.e.: from raw materials through 

materials processing, manufacture, distribution, use, repair and maintenance, and 

disposal or recycling. The main categories of environmental impacts included in 

commercial LCA software tools are resource depletion, human toxicity, and ecological 

impacts. Performing an LCA can help in achieving a comprehensive outlook on the 
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main environmental concerns for a product system and how to address them. In order 

to complete this type of study the following steps are necessary:    

 

1. “Compiling an inventory of relevant energy and material inputs and 

environmental releases; 

2. Evaluating the potential impacts associated with identified inputs and 

releases; 

3. Interpreting the results to help you make a more informed decision” [ISO 

2006]. 

 

Examples of environmental impacts categories are resource depletion (energy use and 

materials, land, and water), human health (toxicological impacts, and non-toxicological 

impacts), and ecological impact (acidification, ozone depletion, eutrophication, and 

global warming) [Lindfors 1995]. 

 

The application of the process, and associated waste minimization practices by 

management, design, and manufacturing can also lead to better and less polluting 

products that are less expensive and provide a marketing edge over the competition 

[ISO 2006] Figure 2 shows the LCA framework based on ISO 14040. 

 

Figure 2: LCA framework [ISO 2006] 
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A life cycle of a product or a service starts with raw materials extraction, then 

production process and extended to use, transport, and disposal. LCA is “a technique 

for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated with a product, 

process, or system by: 

• Compiling an inventory of inputs / outputs 

• Evaluating potential impacts of those 

• Interpreting result of the inventory and impact assessment in context of 

study objectives 

• Suggesting improvements for future benefit” [ISO 2006] 

 

There are two types of LCA: attributional and consequential. Attributional LCA 

describes all the pollution and resources flows within a defined system for a specific 

amount of the functional unit. The goal is to assess the total environmental burden. A 

consequential LCA, looks at estimating how pollution and resources flow within a 

defined system change in response to a change in demand [Thomassen et al. 2008]. The 

choice between both methods depends on the stated goal of the study [Curran et al. 

2005]. Consequential LCA is still new in the field of study and therefore the least used.  

From a company perspective, LCA study can assist in identifying improvement 

opportunities for product or its process, and identifying marketing opportunities by 

using LCA for eco-labeling, environmental product declaration (EPD) etc. From an 

industrial ecosystem perspective, consequential LCA can be used to assess the potential 

environmental impacts of a product system in response to a change in situation; for 

example what would be the potential environmental impact of the product system A, if 

the plant joins an industrial eco-park and replaces its input raw material by new by-

products provided by waste from an other plant? What could be the social impact of 

such change in production? LCA cannot provide a complete answer because it’s mainly 

based on assessing environmental impacts, however the results of such LCA can be 

estimated within a dynamic model, system dynamics for example, and then provide 

insights regarding social and economical impacts.  This method can be applied each 

time a new synergy between two actors is considered. This will then help make a 

decision about whether to adopt this new synergy or not.  
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2.2.3 Social assessment 

Another area of sustainable assessment issue is social assessment. Out of all three other 

pillars, it is still the least developed. Indeed as opposed to the previous aspects it lacks 

a broad consensus on adequate indicators or a standardized method of their 

identification (Halog & Manik, 2011). In order to address these challenges The 

Research Group for “Sustainable Production and Consumption” (SCP) has developed 

a social evaluation model of process /production in the biotechnology sector. It is 

intended to be used by companies for assessing potential sustainability risks and 

opportunities of biotechnological production. It resulted in identifying eight indicators 

for social assessment: “health and safety, quality of working conditions, impact on 

employment, education and training, knowledge management, innovative potential, 

customer acceptance and societal product benefit, and social dialogue” (Geibler & Al. 

2006). These indicators had been identified through a survey of international 

stakeholders such as NGO’s, unions, industries, academia, financial institutions, 

customers etc. Their focus was on discovering the relevant social aspect throughout the 

process/product life cycle. As for the economical assessment presented earlier, these 

indicators can be used in order to assess the overall social benefit of an industrial 

ecosystem, such assessment can answer questions like: Are the synergies beneficial to 

the community? Do they have more or a better access to “clean energy”, Does the 

economical savings from the applied synergies can create jobs? These questions might 

be difficult to answer just by performing linear assessment. Indeed, the participant 

actors from all dimensions (economical, social and environmental) interact with each 

other, each one of them bearing different interest and individual pattern of behavior, 

these nonlinear interactions give rise to emergent behavior (Rocha, 1999; Halog & 

Manik, 2011) which is today, commonly understood as the typical characteristic of a 

complex system. 

 

Therefore, to understand the complexity, advanced methodological modeling tools 

should be developed. The purpose of these tools is to help identify those potential 

elements of an industrial ecosystem that could work in symbiosis to achieve more 

economically, socially and environmentally efficient outcomes. Here, modeling is seen 

as a way of solving problems that occurs in the “real world” which is used when 

creating a prototype or experimenting is impossible or too expensive (Ford, 1999; 
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Halog & Manik, 2011). Our focus in this thesis is to demonstrate how simulation 

modeling method can be used and then combined in order to yield to a holistic 

assessment methodology for an industrial ecosystem. In the following section the 

concept of computational sustainability, as the focus of the research project, will be 

introduced as well as dynamic simulation tools such as systems dynamics and agent 

based modeling.  

 

2.3 Computational Sustainability 

Computational Sustainability is a new emerging research field with the overall goal of 

studying and providing solutions to computational problems for balancing 

environmental, economic, and societal needs for a sustainable future. The objective of 

this discipline is to develop computational and, mathematical models and methods for 

decision making concerning the management of natural resources in order to help 

address some of the challenging problems related to sustainability [Halog and Manik 

2011]. Figure 3 shows the possible areas and interactions in computational 

sustainability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Research 

themes in 

computational sustainability [Institute for computational sustainability. Cornell 

University n.d.] 

 

Making such decisions optimally present significant computational challenges that will 

require the efforts of researchers in computing, information science and related 
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discipline. One way to answer these challenges is to create a methodological framework 

that can simultaneously integrate the three pillars of sustainability (social, 

environmental, economic) and has the ability to deal with the complexity of industrial 

eco-system in combined dynamic simulation modeling. In a complex system, where 

global behavior emerges from the complexity of micro-level behavior, which 

influences the macro-level, dynamic modeling allows the computation of micro and 

macro–level variables simultaneously. This tool offers a great opportunity to 

investigate numerous scenarios. 

 

 2.3.1 Organizational learning 

Organizational learning is defined a psychosocial construct referring to the 

development among organizational members of shared mental understandings of the 

organization and its operations [Cousins 2003]. According to Heap [1998] conditions 

for change and innovation are knowledge, involvement and action. Organizations that 

find, develop and motivate talented people will gain in the competitive market in which 

they operate. Various disciplines had used the term and contributed to its evolution 

[Argyris and Schön 1996; Huber 1991]. Ultimately, Senge [1990] popularized it in his 

book  The Fifth Discipline  [Senge 1990], he describes organizational learning as 

“where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, 

where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration 

is set free, and where people are continually learning to see the whole together” [Senge 

1990]. This thesis takes IE as its theorical foundation and focuses on the human 

relationships and believes that are key factors in its development. Korhonen et al. 

[Korhonen et al. 2004] connect IE to management and public policy, implying that the 

industrial systems and network philosophy of IE can be linked  with inter-

organizational management studies. Other studies research in the field of inter-

organizational relationships had dealt on how helping companies at creating value by 

combining resources, knowledge-sharing, shortening time to market, and gaining 

access to foreign markets [Barringer and Harrison 2000]. When companies choose to 

be part of a network where cooperation is needed it is normally due to a variety of 

interacting causes. 
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Alter and Hage [1993] states that willingness to co-operate, need for expertise and need 

for financial resources and shared risk as crucial factors. In the AB-IS case study, 

cooperation is the central variable influencing IS development; understanding its effect 

when simultaneously triggered with other variables is relevant. 

 

2.3.2 Systems thinking 

The term “system thinking” includes a variety of concepts and fields, such as: 

mathematics, biology, computer science, physics, biology, etc.… System thinking has 

its foundation in the field of system dynamics, founded in 1956 by MIT professor Jay 

Forrester. The methods have been used for over thirty years [Forrester 1961] and are 

now well established. According to Miller “Systems thinking is a holistic approach 

to analysis that focuses on the way that a system's constituent parts interrelate and how 

systems work over time and within the context of larger systems” [Miller et al. 2010]. 

System thinking philosophy believes that the essential building blocks of a living 

system are the building blocks of the whole, which none of the parts have. Systems 

thinking has its ancestors in; complexity theory, open systems theory, organizational 

cybernetics, interactive planning, soft systems approach, and critical systems thinking 

[Flood 1999]. Systems thinking seeks to explore things as wholes, through patterns of 

interrelated actions [Senge 1990; Flood 1999]. System dynamics is a tool to visualize 

and understand such patterns of dynamic complexity, which will be further discussed 

in this chapter. A growing literature is focusing on the application of principles from 

complex systems thinking to environmental issues and IE. Bass [Baas 2005] defines IE 

is as “a branch of systems science and systems thinking”. He relates system thinking to 

IE as follows:  

 

• “A system is a set of elements inter-relating in a structured way. 

• The elements are perceived as a whole with a purpose. 

• The elements interact within defined boundaries. 

• A system's behavior cannot be predicted by analysis of its individual elements. 

• The properties of a system emerge from the interaction of its elements and are 

distinct from their properties as separate pieces 
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• The behavior of the system results from the interaction of the elements and 

between the system and its environment.  (System + Environment of System = 

A Larger System) 

• The definition of the elements and the setting of system boundaries are 

subjective actions. So the assumptions of the definers or observers of any 

system must be made explicit.” 

 

A greater appreciation of the integrated, systemic and complex nature of socio-

ecological systems has emerged [White et al. 1994; Berkes et al. 1998; Kay et al. 1999; 

Holling 2001; Gunderson and Holling 2002; Mitchell 2002]. Complexity theory 

acknowledges the interrelated nature of things as well as emergence, where the whole 

is experienced as greater than the sum of its part, as well as self-organizing Hierarchical 

Open (SOHO) system [Flood 1999]. Kay et al. [1999] characterize SOHO systems 

descriptions as scenarios of how a self-organizing, heuristic, open system might evolve. 

Such a heuristic framework for an ecosystem approach has been developed by Kay et 

al., [1999], a modified summary linking this framework to  the research undertaken in 

this thesis can be seen in  

Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: An ecosystem approach framework.  

(Reproduced from Bunch [2000] and adapted from Kay and Boyle [1999]) 

 

 

Figure 4 highlights that the system behavior is a dynamic non-linear process, therefore 

the development of alternative scenarios for creating sustainable and effective system 

Case	study	nᵒ	1:	Switchgrass	(AB-LCA)	

Case	study	nᵒ	2:	Champagne-Ardenne	

(AB-IS)	

Case study #1	

Practical model	

 Apply the theoretical framework	

Identify  industrial  symbiotic  opportunities 

in agribusiness in the Champagne-Ardenne 

region,  as  well  as  the  impact  of  the 

behavior of production units on the overall 

industrial system. ABM modelling is  here 

combined with a GIS and actual data about 

input  and  output  flows  of  an  industrial 

ecosystem are used. 	

Case study #2	

Hypothetical model	

Test the theoretical framework	

Identify the major factors contributing to the 

adoption  of  switchgrass  by  farmers  are 

identified  and  assessed,  and  the  related 

effects  on  the  life-cycle  environmental 

impacts  (CO2  sequestration  and  emissions) 

of  switchgrass-derived  biofuels  are 

quantified.  Focuses  on  identifying  key 

behavioral  triggers  for  the  economic  and 

social development of bioenergy production 	
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is needed through the use of complexity theory modeling tools such as ABM, which be 

discussed in more details in the following sections. 

 

2.3.3 Assessing sustainability through simulation modeling   

2.3.3.1 Why Modeling Systems? 

A model is a substitute for a real system [Ford 1999]. They are used to understand and 

explain the behavior of a complex system over time. Knowing a system's patterns of 

behavior speaks volumes about its structure. For a decision maker, understanding the 

structure of a system is a critical first step in designing and implementing effective 

policy.  

 

According to Borshchev and Filipov [2004] modeling is a “way of solving problems” 

that occur in the real world. It shows how the system works, by graphing the linkages 

between each element of the system [Franco et al. 1997]. Modeling is valuable when 

an overall picture is needed. When problem solver do not know where to start, system 

modeling can help in locating problem areas or in analyzing the problem by 

highlighting the different parts of the system and the linkages between them as well as  

pinpointing other potential problem areas and data collection needs: indicators of 

inputs, process, and outcomes (direct outputs, effects on clients, and/or impacts).  

[Franco et al. 1997].  

 

We can distinguish between analytical and simulation models. Analytical models are 

mathematical models that have a closed form solution; i.e., the solution to the equations 

used to describe changes in a system can be expressed as a mathematical analytic 

function. However, analytical solution does not always exist or may be hard to find. 

Therefore, simulation or dynamic modeling may be used. The process of developing a 

simulation model involves defining the situation or system to be analyzed, identifying 

the associated variables, and describing the relationships between them as accurately 

as possible [Halog and Chan 2006; Halog et al. 2011]. Because of their dynamic nature 

(energy, material and information flows) traditional analysis tools (mathematical 

models) fall short because they do not engage with the intrinsic autonomous behavior 

of network agents [Kempener et al. 2009; Beck 2011; Petrie et al. 2007]. Therefore, the 

best method to design and analyze industrial ecosystem will be simulation modeling. 
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Our focus in this thesis is to demonstrate modeling method in which this can be 

accomplished. In the next part, simulation modeling such as System Dynamics (SD) 

and ABM as well as their potential relevance within industrial network will be 

discussed in greater detailed. 

 

2.3.4 The System Dynamics (SD) Modeling Approach 

Interest in SD is spreading as researcher appreciate “its unique ability to represent the 

real world by accepting the complexity, nonlinearity, and feedback loop structures that 

are inherent in social and physical systems” [Forrester 1994]. SD as a method has been 

in existence since 1961, developed by Jay Forrester [1971] to handle socio-economic 

problems with a focus on the structure and behavior of systems composed of interacting 

feedback loops. SD provides a high level view of the system emphasizing the 

interactions between its constituent parts, as well as the impact of time on its dynamic 

behavior [Tulinayo et al. 2008]. As a method, it has its focus on the structure and 

behavior of systems composed of interacting feedback loops. The art of SD modeling 

lies in representing the feedback loops and other processes of complexities that 

determine the dynamics of a system [Tulinayo et al. 2008]. “Classical ecological 

science is about natural eco-systems, and its behavior at a near equilibrium state, that 

is, at steady-state" [Bohne 2005]. The dynamics emerges from the interaction of two 

types of feedback loops, positive and negative loops. Positive loops tend to reinforce 

or amplify whatever is happening in the system. Negative loops counteract and oppose 

change. These loops all describe processes that tend to be self limiting, processes that 

create balance and equilibrium. Simulation with SD models is used for learning about 

the dynamic complexity of systems, identification of optimal policies in existing 

systems, improvement of system behavior through parameter or structural changes 

[Tulinayo et al. 2008]. Figure 8 in section 3.3 shows how the different parts of the 

system are influencing and interacting with each other in a dynamic system 

 

In summary, SD models are feedback-based; “they model systemic problems at an 

aggregate level over time” [Scholl 2001]. Within an industrial ecosystem, SD can help 

humans understand the overall behavior of the system over time, including structural 

changes. Since SD models are feedback loop based, therefore we can witness changes 

in the system by adding, altering, or removing variables in order to witness the effects 
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that these changes will have on other variables. This procedure can be performed over 

and over, which will provide us multiple scenarios over time. We will also have access 

to detailed information about the evolution of each variable, which will give us insights 

in pinpointing those that require our action and attention. Consequently, this procedure 

will provide the information needed to choose and implement the most sustainable 

scenario. Although System Dynamics has not been integrated in the framework 

methodology of this thesis, it had been considered in the early stages of this research 

project, more specifically the computational combination of SD and ABM. Appendix 

F shows this some interesting modeling attempts that could be the starting point of 

further research project. 

 

2.3.5 The Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) approach 

The idea of AB modeling was developed as a relatively simple concept in the late 

1940s. Since it requires computation-intensive procedure, it did not become widespread 

until the 1990s. The aim of ABM is to reveal global consequences of individual or local 

interactions in a given space [Holland and Miller 1991]. Interacting agents, though 

driven by a small set of rules, which determine their individual behavior, account for 

complex and global system behavior whose emergent dynamic properties cannot be 

explained by analyzing its component parts [Scholl 2001]. In Holland's words, "The 

interactions between the parts are nonlinear; so the overall behavior cannot be obtained 

by summing the behaviors of the isolated components” [Holland 2000]. Emergence, 

thus, is understood as the property of complex systems where "much (is) coming from 

little” [Holland 2000; Holland and Miller 1991].ABMs consist of a space, a design 

framework, in which interactions take place and a number of agents whose behavior in 

this space is defined by a basic set of rules and by parameters [Holland and Miller 1991; 

Miller et al. 2012; Halog and Manik 2011]. 

 

The models simulate the simultaneous operations and interactions of multiple agents, 

in an attempt to re-create and predict the appearance of complex phenomena 

[Damaceanu 2010]. The process is one of emergence from the lower (micro) level of 

systems to a higher (macro) level. As such, a key notion is that simple behavioral rules 

generate complex behavior. This principle, known as K.I.S.S. ("Keep it simple and 

stupid", an acronym first introduced by Robert Axelrod [Axelrod 1997] is extensively 

http://www.answers.com/topic/emergence-1
http://www.answers.com/topic/backronym
http://www.answers.com/topic/robert-axelrod
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adopted in the modeling community. Another central is that the whole is bigger than 

the sum of the parts. According to Simonovic, individual agents are seen as rational and 

considered to act following their own interests, such as reproduction, economic benefit, 

or social status, using heuristics or simple decision-making rules [Simonovic 2011].  

 

2.3.5.1 Agent-Based Modeling in Industrial Ecosystems  

The world is becoming increasingly challenging because our organizations, societies, 

governments, etc., are becoming more complex. Shrinking resources, growing 

structural complications such as fragmented markets, deregulation of electric power, 

natural gas and telecommunication etc., lead to a world which is becoming increasingly 

complex [Anderson 2012]. To deal with these complexities, ABM has been used since 

the mid-1990s to solve a variety of organizational and technological problems. 

Examples of applications include supply chain optimization and logistics, modeling of 

consumer behavior, social network effects, distributed computing, and human 

resources management. In these kinds of applications, the system of interest is 

simulated by capturing the behavior of individual agents and their interactions 

[Bonabeau 2002]. ABM tools are usually used to test how changes in individual 

behaviors will affect the system's emerging overall behavior. 

 

ABMs, allow bottom-up simulations of oagents constituted by a large number of 

interacting parts [Fioretti 2005]. Thus, industrial ecosystems constitute an obvious field 

of application. The general problem of the behavior of individuals in the face of 

imperfect incentives lies at the core of industrial ecosystems [Axtell et al. 2002; 

Andrews 2009]. Therefore, an important role for AB modeling in IE should be to 

explicitly treat the incentives that face behaviorally realistic agents in empirically 

credible environments. Here we focus more closely on the methodological aspects of 

agent models and ways in which industrial ecologists may begin to exploit their 

capabilities for systems modeling. Agent models have been applied in a variety of 

contexts of some relevance to IE, including models of resource extraction and trade 

[Axtell et al. 2002; Batten 2009; Cao et al. 2009; Kraines and Wallace 2006; Epstein 

1999] and organizational dynamics [Prietula et al. 1998]. A dissertation uses agents to 

model ways in which firms adapt to changed regulatory environments [Teitelbaum 

1998]. Others models investigate conflicting incentives within firms as barriers to 

http://www.answers.com/topic/supply-chain-optimization
http://www.answers.com/topic/logistics
http://www.answers.com/topic/consumer-behaviour
http://www.answers.com/topic/social-network
http://www.answers.com/topic/distributed-computing
http://www.answers.com/topic/workforce-management
http://www.answers.com/topic/workforce-management
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adopting efficient technologies. Agents can also be used to model inter-firm 

interactions within an industry. The role of the media and other opinion-affecting agents 

such as citizen groups could be added to such a model, in order to consider the full 

range of organizational stakeholders that influence private and public decisions.  

 

ABMs are good at revealing emergent macroscopic behavior [Fioretti 2005], they are 

appropriate when aggregate behavior depends on structures of relations, so it cannot be 

ascribed to a fictitious “representative agent” [Fioretti 2005; Lane 1993] . Indeed, 

simple ABMs showed the ability to account for the emergence of social phenomena 

ranging from wealth distribution to the development of local cultures [Fioretti 2005; 

Epstein and Axtell 1996]. More flexible than differential equations and yet more 

accurate than verbal expressions, ABMs “offer to the social sciences a descriptive 

language that attains sharpness retaining the richness of verbal accounts” [Fioretti 2005; 

Gilbert and Terna 2000]. 

 

From an industrial network perspective, ABM seems to be useful to model large-scale 

system, by feeding the system with rules corresponding to the assumptions of what is 

most relevant regarding the situation within the industrial eco-park and then watch the 

emerging behavior from the agents' interactions. In summary the different tools 

presented above can be individually used and then integrated to assess the sustainability 

of an industrial ecosystem. As any organization, an industrial ecosystem has to deal 

with three dimensions of sustainable development: social, environmental, and 

economic.  
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Chapter 3 Background and Framework 

Methodology 
 

3.1 The agriculture-based product industry as a dynamic 

industrial ecosystem 

A close relationship exists between IE, the goal of greener energy policy and the 

adaptive management of natural resources such as energy and water. These 

relationships involve interdependencies and flow dynamics between different types of 

system (industries, public administrations, environment, etc.) The key role of natural 

resources use and energy consumption facing climate change threats, suggests that the 

time is ripe for some of the tools and techniques of complex system science to be 

focused on eco-industrial research, involving complex material and energy flows across 

network, distribution, and recycling system. In this thesis we understand the 

agriculture-based products industry, their associated partners (suppliers, customers, 

public administration) and the natural environment in which they operate as a complex 

dynamic system. The implementation of an Industrial ecosystem around this industry 

is seen here as a promising area of application of sustainable assessment and the 

development of a low carbon economy. The actors include agricultural cooperatives 

food processing companies, biomass refinery plant, retailers and institutional agencies. 

 

The use of biomass for the production of fuels, energy and materials is seen by many 

as an important strategy towards sustainable development. Recent initiatives focus 

mainly on the production of liquid biofuels and much of the strong support for biofuels 

is premised on the widespread assumption that they are carbon neutral, promote rural 

development and may provide an opportunity for countries to decrease dependence on 

imported oil. Worldwide, efforts to replace fossil energy sources with biofuels are at a 

critical juncture. Many countries such as the United States, the European Union, China, 

Brazil and India have enacted national policies promoting the utilization of food and 

non-food biomass [Bringezu et al. 2009].These include e.g. mandates for blending 

biofuels into vehicle fuels and national biofuels production targets. Mandates for 

blending biofuels into conventional vehicle fuels had been enacted in 36 

states/provinces and 17 countries by 2006. These mostly mandate blending of 10-15% 
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bioethanol with gasoline or 2-5% blending of biodiesel with conventional diesel fuel 

[Bringezu et al. 2009]. 

 

In the United States, the US Congress passed the Biomass Research & Development 

Act of 20003 to promote research and development leading to the production of bio-

based industrial products. In 2007 Congress passed the U.S. Energy Independence and 

Security Act which calls for the use of 36 billion gallons of biofuels nationwide by 2022 

comprised of 21 billion gallons of advanced biofuels and the remainder being first-

generation biofuels [Earley and McKeown 2009]. The legislation further requires that 

renewable biofuels must achieve a reduction in life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions. 

Under current legislation, corn ethanol must achieve at least a 20% reduction in 

lifecycle emissions, biodiesel and advanced biofuels a 50% reduction, and cellulosic 

ethanol at least a 60% reduction. In the EU, the Biofuels Directive 6 of 2003 introduced 

the target of a 5.75% market share for biofuels in the transport sector by 2010. 

Additionally, a communication from COM 20017 outlined that a substitution of 20% 

of all conventional fossil-based fuels with alternative fuels should be aimed at by the 

year 2020 [Bringezu et al. 2009]. In 2005, the EU Biomass Action Plan 8 was designed 

to increase the use of energy from biomass for heating, electricity and transport 

purposes. The most up-to-date target from 2009 has been defined in the Renewable 

Energies directive 9 with a mandatory 10% minimum target to be achieved by all EU 

member states for the share of biofuels in transport petrol and diesel consumption by 

2020 [Nigam and Singh 2011]. 

 

Biofuels are divided into first, second, and third generation biofuels depending on the 

feedstock used for their production. Whereas first generation biofuels are commercially 

produced using food crops (e.g. seeds, grains, corn, sugar cane, etc.), second generation 

biofuels utilize non-food sources. These include lignocellulose biomass e.g. originating 

from waste (agricultural and agricultural residues as well as biodegradable municipal 

solid waste), corn stover, wood, and miscanthus. Third generation biofuel refers to 

biofuel derived from algae. According to Dragone et al. [2010] Microalgae are produce 

15–300 times more oil for biodiesel production than traditional crops on an area basis, 

therefore “it is considered to  be  a  viable alternative energy resource that is devoid of 

the major drawbacks associated with first and second generation biofuels” [Nigam and 

Singh 2011; Chisti 2007; Li et al. 2008]. 
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Ethanol production for fuel purposes increased from 30 billion to about 67 billion liters 

between the years 2004 and 2008, whereas biodiesel grew from 2 billion to at least 12 

billion liters [Martinot and Sawin 2009]. Recent estimates indicate a continued high 

growth in worldwide biofuels production [Bringezu et al. 2009]. Despite this growth, 

liquid biofuels still represent only a small percentage of the world’s final energy 

consumption. First generation biofuels for transport represented only 0.3% of global 

final energy consumption in 2006, whereas traditional biomass, primarily for cooking 

and heating, represents 13%. In contrast to biofuels and bioenergy, bio-based materials 

have so far not received much political attention. In fact, only one political target has 

been set in the United States to increase the share of biomass-based chemicals from 

currently about 5% to 25% in 2030. The use of biomass for material purposes is as old 

as mankind. However, with technological development and industrialization non-

renewable materials including metals, minerals and fossil fuels have increasingly 

started to replace biomaterials in buildings and infrastructures, machineries as well as 

many consumer goods [Bringezu et al. 2009]. The biomass basis of economies is based 

to a large extent on agriculture and forestry. Wood is primarily used in construction, 

production of furniture and paper and cardboard. 

 

Several scientific studies have shown the potential of bio-based fuels, energy, and 

materials to reduce both non-renewable energy consumption and carbon dioxide 

emissions in comparison to their fossil- based counterparts [Weiss et al. 2007]. 

However, agricultural biomass production and processing is also associated with 

adverse environmental impacts. Agricultural biomass production can have negative 

environmental effects such as soil erosion, eutrophication of ground and surface waters, 

and destruction of ecosystems resulting in diminished biodiversity. Cultivation, 

harvesting and subsequent processing of biomass feedstock consumes fossil energy and 

requires the energy intensive production and use of artificial fertilizers and hazardous 

chemicals.  

These challenges are just one aspect of the problem. A need to mitigate ecological 

impacts, particularly greenhouse gas emissions, and energy consumption have 

highlighted the need to develop methods capable of addressing economic and 

ecological uncertainties consistently within an integrated framework. A biobased 

economy has been recognized as a way to reach a sustainable development [van Dam 
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et al. 2008; Octave and Thomas 2009; Patermann 2012] The concept is a contrast to 

today’s fossil based economy that has emerged during the 20th century and is 

dependent on fossil fuel. A bio-based economy is one where growth rather is based on 

renewable biomass from agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture being used in 

value-added products in the food, feed, industrial and energy industries [Patermann 

2012]. A tool in the transition to a truly bio-based economy is the related concept of 

biorefinery. In a biorefinery the biomass serves as feedstock for several end products 

and by doing so reduce waste and contribute to closing loops. From this, it becomes 

apparent that industrial symbiosis and biorefineries are partly overlapping concepts and 

that the Agro-industry and its network are an evolving system of complex interactions 

between nature, physical structure, market rules, and participants (see Figure 5). 

Participants face risk and volatility as they pursue their goals and make decisions based 

on limited information and their mental model of how they believe the system operates.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Agriculure-based product industry as a Complex Adaptive System 

In practical terms, the first step will be to determine energy and material flows. Then, 

a network flow strategy is devised and synergies between existing and proposed 

industries at the site are examined with the assistance of a dynamic modeling software 

program. Where synergies are identified, those businesses are matched up and the 

benefits of exchange are discussed. If the flow analysis reveals gaps, then new 

businesses are recruited to locate at the park. In the meantime, customers for existing 
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energy and material flows are sought. As data are collected from new businesses at the 

park, a regional database is assembled to further promote exchanges. The final step is 

to adjust the network flow strategy as companies come and go. At this point, we will 

have enough information about the ecosystem, therefore resource constraints and 

hypothesis can be used in a simulation model in order to evaluate different scenarios. 

 

3.2  From Biomass cascading to Biofuel production 

synergies  

Efficient use of biomass with regard to land-use is desirable to reduce GHG emissions, 

enhance resource conservation, and minimize environmental impacts. Such an efficient 

use of biomass can be realized by biomass cascading [Arnold et al. 2009] The concept 

of biomass cascading means to use biomass as feedstock for the production of a material 

(e.g. construction material, chemicals and bio-based polymers, etc.) first, before it is 

either recycled and used for further material applications, or the energy content is 

recovered from the final waste material at end-of-life (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Schematic overview of biomass cascading [Dornburg 2004] 

 

In this way, limited biomass resources and ancillary inputs can be saved and overall 

resource efficiency increased. The concept of biomass cascading stands in contrast to 

conventional biofuels production for transport purposes which can be considered as 

“linear processes” depending on significant amounts of agricultural or forestry 

production area. The main sectors of bio-materials are pulp and paper, chemicals and 

construction. In particular the chemical industry is expected to offer new opportunities 

for biomass utilization with bulk chemicals from biomass having large potentials to 

substitute fossil feedstock in the chemicals industry [Dornburg 2004] Bio-based 

plastics and fabrics are likely to become more important in the future [Bringezu et al. 

2009]. With regards to construction materials extensive cascading potentials exist, 

based on the large market share of the sector and a variety of well-established recycling 

options. A comparative analysis by Weiss et al. [2007] was able to show that the use of 

biomass for bioenergy and biomaterial production offers significantly higher 

environmental benefits than direct production of biofuels. However, competition 
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between the materials and energy sector may act as an obstacle for the prolongation of 

cascading chains [Bringezu et al. 2009]. In addition, as long as biomaterials are derived 

from biomass originating from agricultural and forestry activities they will also directly 

compete with the use of these areas for food production and potentially lead to 

expansion of global arable land. It is in terms of non-renewable energy consumption, 

global warming potential (GWP), eutrophication potential, and acidification potential. 

In summary, cascading use of biomass resources may be a promising concept to 

decrease land use and GHG emissions for biomass material and energy uses. Material 

applications that look promising for this concept are bulk chemicals and construction 

materials. 

 

One way to take the biofuel industry to the next level is to apply the concept of biomass 

cascading within a symbiotic system by organizing synergies within and outside of the 

studied production industries. These collaborations can be conducted within the core 

business of the company, i.e. producing biofuels, or evolve between other processing 

within the biofuel actors businesses or other industries outside the biofuel industry 

[Martin et al. 2009]. 

 

In this thesis, the adoption of biomass as an energy feedstock and the cascading biomass 

by-product has been chosen as the core industry for both case studies. In the next 

section, the framework methodology will be presented followed by a brief introduction 

to the case studies.  

 

3.3 Methodological framework 

This integrated research adopts a systems approach to assess material, waste yields, 

energy use and consumption, carbon implications, economic advantages, and social 

impacts of biomass production on spatial and temporal scales. We want to develop  

dynamic system models that can generate important and useful information, which will 

help identify unexpected consequences early in the development of alternative material 

use and energy strategies to avoid costly restructuring in the future. The models would 

contribute to the charting of sustainable economic policies by enhancing our 

understanding and knowledge of policies’ impacts on a region.  
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The causal loop diagram below (Figure 7) helps us understand the causal relationships 

between various factors that influence biomass energy system development. The 

diagram consists of a set of loops representing the variables connected together. These 

are: Natural resources, Energy economics, Global economy growth, Socio-economic 

development, climate change and industrial symbiosis endeavor. These loops are seen 

as key factors affected by and influencing several variables that control biomass 

development. Within each loop exist variables and relationships between these 

variables that are represented by arrows and can be labeled as positive or negative.  

 

 

Figure 7: Causal loop diagram of influencing factors in reducing GHG 

 

This causal loop diagram maps out the influences of the various components in the 

biomass system and how they interact. In addition, the diagram has identified a set of 

mitigation indicators such as policies and industrial symbiosis alternatives, along with 

potential impacts and influences: 

 

• Energy economics loop considers the profitability of the biofuel production. 

The higher the biofuel production, the more the biofuel production cost is 

incurred, which negatively influences the biofuel profitability. Demand and 
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supply of the crude oil determine the crude oil price, which, in effect, influences 

the biofuel demand by the relationship of substitutes. When the crude oil 

demand increases, the crude oil price increases, too, but when the crude oil price 

increases, the crude oil demand decreases. Also, as the crude oil supply 

increases, the crude oil price decreases, and as the crude oil price increases, the 

crude oil supply increases. A causal link from the crude oil price to the biofuel 

demand is positive, meaning that an increase in the crude oil price results in an 

increase in the biofuel demand. Global energy demand is exacerbating climate 

change issues and energy prices volatility by reinforcing the demand for energy 

production.  

 

• The climate change loop depicts the influence of crude oil production and 

policy on global warming: The traditional energy market production cycle is 

dependent on fossil fuels, here represented by the crude production, increases 

GHG emissions which contribute to global warming. An increase in crude oil 

price leads to a higher demand for biofuel, which reinforce biomass production 

and help reduce GHG emissions that are due to current fossil fuel use. Higher 

GHG call for the need for more mitigation measures implying the enforcement 

of regulations and policies in favor of reducing GHG. 

 

• The natural resources loop is mainly affected by land use. Biomass expansion 

can have a negative effect on natural resources because of its consequences on 

land use and biodiversity. An increase in biomass feedstock influences higher 

biomass production, which, in turn, necessitates additional land requirements. 

Higher land use results in more biodiversity loss, which implies depletion in 

natural resources. On the other hand an increase in biomass feedstock implies 

more energy security.  

 

• Global growth economy, it is a typical self-reinforcing loop, the more global 

economic growth we observe, the higher the energy demand is.  

 

• The Socio-economic loop, shows the impacts of biomass development on 

social sustainability and technology. Biomass development increases revenue, 
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which provides more allocation of resources for Research and development and 

technology investment, which has a positive effect on employment 

opportunities and social welfare. Biomass production encouraged by policies 

that either enforce carbon charge taxes or subsidize renewable energies can 

increase revenue for research and development while having a positive effect 

on employment opportunities. 

 

• The industrial symbiosis endeavor loop introduces the alternative of 

developing waste exchange initiatives implied by the  development of biomass 

and production of the agro-industry. The agriculture production increases the 

waste production, which can benefit the implementation of waste exchange 

initiatives and therefore the development of industrial eco-parks. Industrial 

symbiosis benefits economic growth assuming that the wood waste used in the 

exchange initiatives allows savings in natural resources purchase. 

 

In summary, the agro-industry system can provides multiple benefits, including energy 

to local communities, as well as providing synergetic solutions between sustainability 

and greenhouse gases mitigation. However, large-scale biofuel production raises 

questions involving land use and productivity (short and long-term), environmental 

sustainability, social and economic feasibility. Ecological issues mainly encompass the 

use of fertilizer and pesticide, repercussion on biodiversity, land erosion, hydrology and 

the type and amount of government subsidies required. This causal loop diagram focus 

on environmental impacts but other aspects can be added such as jobs loss/or creation 

etc.; All of these issues can be modeled as variables in a model. Then, change in one or 

two variables can yield different results in the system behavior, which ultimately will 

permit comparisons between scenarios. 

 

3.3.1 Models implementation 

Industrial ecosystems are the concrete application of closed loop systems, with the 

resulting symbiosis of organizational decisions continuously changing the character 

and the configuration of the network [Bichraoui et al. 2013a].  The challenge is to 

determine the relevant variables to be stimulated within the model to produce scenarios, 
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which will help managers to make decisions that are, at the same time, beneficial for 

their organization and sustainable for the environment and the local community.  

 

The combined approaches of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), Geographic Information 

System (GIS) and Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) help explore various evolutionary 

pathways of the industrial eco-system under different assumptions about demand in 

renewable energy, institutional changes, and new technologies. The simulated 

outcomes will help the further stakeholders to identify future sustainable scenarios, 

such as maximizing profit while maintaining (or creating) jobs in a carbon-constrained 

environment. An overview of the model is shown in Figure 8. Both case studies are set 

on a regional scale and the simulation will take into account infrastructures, land use, 

and of course actual participants within the industrial system, which is the system 

boundary. 

 

 

Figure 8: Overview of the combined sustainable assessment and simulation tools to 

assess the sustainability of the industrial ecosystem 
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The cases studies are explored through an ABM in order to understand how do the 

agents behave and what kinds of interrelations and patterns evolve in the system. 

Translating the model within software enables one to make experiments with the model. 

The modeling software used in this research is NetLogo. NetLogo is a free open-source 

modeling environment for developing multi-agent models. It is authored by Uri 

Wilensky and developed by Northwestern University’s Center for Connected Learning 

(CCL) [Wilensky 1999]. 
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Chapter 4 Case studies and Model 

construction 

4.1 Agent-Based Life Cycle Assessment for Switchgrass-

Based Bioenergy Systems 

 

4.1.1 Problem Formulation and Actor Identification  

The increasing global demand for energy has motivated a search for alternatives 

solutions to, if not replace, complement the current fossil fuel based energy production.  

One of these solutions is renewable energy produced from a variety of biomass 

feedstock. One of the promising feedstock for bioenergy is switchgrass, a perennial 

grass native to North America that is a well-adapted to grow in a large portion of the 

US with low fertilizer applications and high resistance to naturally occurring pests and 

diseases [Bransby et al. 2005]. Switchgrass-based energy production has a number of 

potential benefits: reducing erosion due to its extensive root system and canopy cover 

[Ellis 2006]; protecting soil, water, and air quality; providing fully sustainable 

production systems; sequestering C; increasing landscape and biological diversity; 

returning marginal farmland to production; and potentially increasing farm revenues 

[McLaughlin and Walsh 1998; McLaughlin et al. 2002]. 

 

While the properties of switchgrass as a biomass feedstock have been intensively 

studied, the adoption pathways by farmers for this crop and the environmental impact 

of these pathways have received much less attention. The Renewable Fuels Standard 

(RFS2) contained in the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) 

mandated that 500 million gallons of cellulosic biofuels be produced in 2012. However, 

due to several production limitations, the Environmental Protection Agency reduced 

the amount to 10.45 million gallons based on actual production capabilities (U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). In addition, the described initiatives by 

federal and state to reduce dependence on foreign oil and diversify energy portfolios do 

not indicate that they are optimized for environmental performance. Therefore, data are 

needed to fill research gaps to determine the aggregate environmental impact of 

different bioenergy development pathways (e.g., biofuels or biomass electricity); 

however, since the system is still under development, predictive tools must be used to 
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get relevant information. Such tools for are Life cycle analysis  (LCA) and AB 

modeling. LCA is useful for analyzing well-established supply chains. The use of LCA 

has significantly influenced policy-making in the energy sector, it provided relevant 

information on environmental benefits and costs before investments were made in new 

energy, grid, and storage infrastructure [Hellweg and Canals 2014]. However, LCA 

faces some methodological challenges, especially for biofuels. Indeed, LCA results can 

have high uncertainties because the methodology often requires population-based 

average data are substituted for site-specific data resulting in a potentially inaccurate 

representation of the study area [Tillman 2000]. LCA also suffers from the use of 

simulated data and the simplified modeling of complex and adaptive environmental 

systems such as biofuel supply chains. In their article, Hellweg and Canals 2014 support 

this notion by stating that “the use of biomass for bioenergy leads to a temporary 

increase of carbon in the atmosphere, which acts as a greenhouse gas until it is 

sequestered again” [Hellweg and Canals 2014], which calls for the inclusion of time as 

a full right element in evaluating environmental impacts.  

 

Consequential LCA (CLCA) is a LCA version that could get us closer to this goal, by 

“assessing environmental consequences of a change in demand” [Thomassen et al. 

2008] and is powerful when highlighting indirect impacts that affects processes [Guinée 

et al. 2011]. However, it is still of limited use in modeling non linear systems and 

emerging industries when used alone and the systems that may benefit most from an 

LCA are emerging, uncertain, and difficult to quantify with traditional LCA methods. 

AB modeling is proposed to complement LCA by characterizing the dynamic 

interactions among the system’s constitutive components [Davis et al. 2008; Nikolic et 

al. 2009]. This project has two major goals.  First, we will develop an Agent-Based 

LCA (AB-LCA) framework to help improve the standard LCA modeling technique by 

overcoming the issues involved with analyzing emerging technologies with dynamic 

and evolving supply chains. The achievement of this goal will advance the LCA 

methodology and provide a new tool for environmental sustainability analysis, as well 

as contributing to filling the gap between LCA and Life Cycle Sustainability Analysis 

(LCSA). Second, we will apply this improved LCA modeling framework to the U.S. 

switchgrass bioenergy system (biofuels and biomass electricity) to discover the 

emerging factor of agricultural producers to grow switchgrass as an energy crop and its 

environmental impact. The specific research question for this model is: What are the 
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main factors encouraging farmers adoption of a new crop? Sub-question derived from 

the main question is: Can we identify specific social and economic factors that have 

a specific impact switchgrass LCA? Our research establishes an agent-based approach 

to systems thinking but also recognizes the benefits of life cycle data as an initial 

parameter for our model. This hybrid approach produces an emergent system that 

utilizes the strengths of each approach. We then apply our system to model the supply 

chains of the switchgrass biofuel and bio-electricity industries. The model incorporates 

the decision-making behavior of farmer agents under different social attributes such as 

age, education, and familiarity with switchgrass-based ethanol production, risk-

aversion toward adoption, as well as selling price structures, and transportation 

scenarios. We are also able to model the effects that these decisions will have on the 

sustainable aspect of the system. 

 

Model validation is a critical issue for any modeling approach applied to any system, 

thus, the model will be tested through a linear regression analysis and comparison to 

historical data.  Sensitivity analysis scenarios to analyze the outcome under little 

complexity, and to observe if the simulated scenarios converge or diverge. Therefore, 

the validity of the implementation of the model is critical in assessing the results. The 

completion of this work will provide a roadmap for the nation and selected states to 

achieve bioenergy development goals while meeting market demand and minimizing 

environmental impact. 

 

4.1.1.1 Method and data 

The case study that will be used to demonstrate the usefulness of an AB-LCA 

framework is the switchgrass bioenergy system. Although it has been grown in buffer 

strips to reduce non-point source emissions from agriculture, switchgrass is not 

currently cultivated as a commodity crop.  In the long run, switchgrass may grow as a 

dedicated energy crop as envisioned by both existing bioenergy plans (e.g., EISA or 

state RPS) or proposed pathways such as the “90-Billion Gallon Biofuel Deployment 

Study” conducted by the Sandia National Laboratories and General Motors [West et al. 

2009]. 
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Switchgrass was chosen for this research effort due to a variety of reasons.  First, its 

broad cultivation range allows it to be grown throughout the U.S.  In this way, the 

heterogeneous nature of different policy regimes and logistical supply chains can be 

explored.  Second, like any cellulosic bioenergy option, it can either be combusted 

directly for heat and/or power or undergo conversion to ethanol. An outline of this 

process is shown in Figure 9 

 

 

Figure 9: Flow diagram of switchgrass production mass flow and CO2 emissions 

 

These supply chain options have different environmental profiles.  This diversity of 

supply chain potential creates an ideal scenario to be explored via ABM.  Third, the 

environmental impacts of the switchgrass-to-energy system will greatly depend upon 

where the switchgrass is grown and the previous land use, which highlights the need 

for a model. Finally, switchgrass is not currently grown at a large-scale and is therefore 

an ideal emerging system to model. Corn residues or forestry products generally do not 

involve a land use change since they exist on parcels of land already producing corn or 

timber. While these alternate cellulosic feedstocks have their own set of logistical issues 

to explore, switchgrass is a cellulosic feedstock that may have dramatic growth in the 
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reasonably near term. Unlike corn residue or forestry products, switchgrass represents 

an entirely new commodity and landowners will only convert to switchgrass if there is 

good reason to assume a market for this commodity will exist.  Given that cellulosic 

ethanol production is not currently commercially viable, alternate markets such as the 

heating and electricity industries may be incentivized as an intermediate stage to 

support a stable switchgrass supply. Due to these complexities, the switchgrass 

bioenergy supply chain will be highly dynamic and sensitive to policy interventions as 

it evolves.  As such, it is the ideal case study to deploy the proposed AB-LCA 

framework. 

 

Preliminary research indicates that converting high intensity agriculture such as cotton 

to switchgrass is expected to reduce nonpoint emissions of fertilizers and pesticides and 

sequester carbon by increasing the soil organic matter. Growing switchgrass on land 

previously under contract with the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and 

containing unmanaged grasses or trees has the opposite effect.   

 

As with any modeling effort associated with technology adoption, market forces alone 

cannot predict user behavior and switchgrass adoption. Landowner decisions to convert 

to switchgrass will be based on a variety of factors such as economics, risk tolerance, 

familiarity with the technology, and ease of implementation. Farmer populations tend 

to be fairly risk averse and slow to change. The fundamental characteristics of 

landowner behavior and potential adoption of switchgrass have been explored using a 

Bayesian statistical approach, which is currently under review [Miller et al. 2013]. In 

this thesis we discuss a particularly interesting application of the model, we aim to study 

the adoptions factors of new biomass crop by farmers in the state of Michigan. Data 

such as average age, revenues etc. has been collected on a regional basis through the 

USDA Quick Stats. Aside from economic factors such as, potential selling price of the 

biomass feedstock, current revenue and the potential profit generated from planting 

switchgrass, we looked at dependencies and relationships between personal 

(endogenous) and economic (exogenous) factors that enter in the decision-making 

process more specifically how they impact the LCA of switchgrass production. 
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4.1.1.2 Behavioral pattern of interest  

Farmers are assumed to be rational economic actors that are looking to maximize utility. 

Therefore, only farmers who currently “breakeven” will consider planting switchgrass 

in order obtain the highest level of utility. Farmers may be extremely risk averse given 

uncertainty in the market and unfamiliarity with growing a new crop. Thus, 

understanding farmers’ risk behavior and how it impacts their decisions is important. 

Farmers’ risk takes many forms relating to production (yield), prices (markets), finance, 

government policies, and the overall business [Dismukes et al. 2012]. Farmers’ risk 

perceptions and attitudes towards these different areas affect their decision-making. 

Among the many factors that may have an effect on adoption, this study will logically 

hypothesize that farmer’s age, income, familiarity and learning ability will have a 

significant effect on the adoption of switchgrass. 

 

Initial Hypothesis: The environmental emissions of future biofuel production 

process can be explained from known system elements (supply of materials or final 

energy for the production of the energy system). The overall environmental impact of 

this future bioenergy will be the sum of the emissions taken from these known system 

elements and estimations of the new process recorded in isolation  

 

Model Hypothesis: Recent Research in LCA and more specifically on dynamic 

LCA shows that traditional LCA application on future biofuel production system can 

be greatly distorted because of its static nature and cannot provide confident results on 

this particular product. Moreover, others factors such as familiarity with the new 

technology and expected profit are known to be influential in crop adoption and should 

have some impact on the new crop LCA.   

 

4.1.1.3  Whose problem are we addressing? 

Switchgrass may provide farmers with an opportunity to produce a high-value crop on 

marginal land, or replace land currently used to produce hay or enrolled in the 

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). This research will aide in the understanding of 

how feasible switchgrass production can be depending on farmers demographic and 

production trends. This knowledge will aide federal, state, and local governments in 
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making more informed decisions concerning laws and regulations pertaining to 

switchgrass production. 

 

4.1.1.4  Our role 

Our role is to develop a model that incorporates important decision-making factors to 

simulate possible adoption of switchgrass as a feedstock biomass. In order to do this, 

key factors are defined that affect the decision making process of farmers when 

considering adopting a new crop. 

 

4.1.2  System identification  

4.1.2.1 State variables and scale 

The model encompasses the following entities:  

1. Agents  

• Farmers: There are the main actors of this model. The strength of this 

modeling framework is the explicit use of spatially variable data, which 

cannot be accurately represented with at traditional LCA approach. 

Here, each farmer possesses various individual characteristics (e.g., age, 

land size, familiarity, risk aversion, etc.) that will affect their decision-

making.  

• Refineries (Fuel Plants): Biofuel refineries process switchgrass into 

ethanol, which is used as a substitute for gasoline in the transportation 

sector. Currently, first generation bio-refineries process corn sugars into 

ethanol. Second generation “advanced cellulosic” refineries have been 

proven in concept but have not been established on a commercial scale. 

The switchgrass biofuel supply chain analyzed in our case study uses 

these second-generation cellulosic refineries. Each refinery agent in the 

case study has its own operating parameters much like each farmer agent 

has its own growing conditions. Conversion rates (liters of fuel per tonne 

of switchgrass), process energy intensity, and location are all factors that 

vary among refineries. These values need to be set before importing the 

refineries into the scenario modeler. 

• Co-fired Generation Plants (Electric Plants): Another agent type for the 

switchgrass case study is co-fired generation plant. These electricity-
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generating utility plants can burn dry switchgrass to heat water in a 

typical Rankine power cycle. Typically biomass is used to supplement 

a more energy dense fuel such as coal. The percentage of biomass to 

total fuel mass is called the co-fired percentage. Typical co-fired 

percentages are around 6%. The scenario modeler will analyze the 

emissions associated with burning biomass to produce electricity and 

will compare it to the fuel that it is replacing in the generation plants. 

Values such as heat rate, parasitic energy loss, and geographic location 

are set for each generation plant agent before running the scenario 

modeler. 

 

2. Patches 

They represent the agricultural parcel owned by the farmers. Each patch is a 

parcel. Farmers can decide to increase or decrease the amount of land they 

devote to switchgrass at each time step. 

 

A farm agent has its own state, which is updated after every simulation period of one. 

The state of the farm agent includes personal characteristics and potential gain from 

planting switchgrass. The important parameters with respect to the individual 

characteristics of the farmers are detailed below. 

 

Age 

We analyze the impact of farmers’ age, which is usually found to have a negative effect 

on perennial energy crop adoption [Rämö et al. 2009; Jensen et al. 2007]. It is in line 

with the general literature on technology adoption, older farmers being more reluctant 

to change, or the expected return of the investment being lower. However, Roos et al. 

[2000] found a positive effect for very young farmers under 35 years old. In Villamil 

et al. [2008] the effect of age was not significant. 

 

Familiarity 

Familiarity is a variable that represents the level of knowledge farmers have about 

switchgrass. Because switchgrass is a new crop, information regarding its production 

may not be as widely disseminated as other more conventional crop options. If a 

producer puts a high level of importance on the discrepancy between his or her 
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familiarity of switchgrass compared to other crops, they may be less likely to be 

interested in growing switchgrass. Because of this, it is hypothesized that a low 

familiarity will have a negative effect on interest in growing switchgrass. 

 

Potential income 

Income’s effect on innovation adoption has been analyzed by multiple studies [ eg., 

Jensen et al. 2007; Norris and Batie 1987; Ellis 2006]. Ellis [2006] found that having a 

farm income that is lower than 75,000 dollars had a negative effect on adoption. Jensen 

et al. [2006] hypothesized that greater on farm income would have a positive effect on 

the adoption of a new crop, but that on farm income per hectare would have a negative 

effect due to the increased opportunity cost of converting hectares to switchgrass.  

 

Risk aversion 

Farmers may be extremely risk averse given uncertainty in the market and unfamiliarity 

with growing a new crop. Thus, understanding farmers’ risk attitudes and how it 

impacts their decisions is important. Multiple studies on the willingness to take 

financial risk have analyzed the ways that risk effects adoption of new crops (e.g., 

[Fernandez-Cornejo and McBride 2002; Fernandez-Cornejo et al. 1994; Daberkow and 

McBride 1998]). These studies have found that early adopters tend to be less risk averse 

than late adopters or those that never adopt the innovation. Daberkow and McBride 

[1998] describe late and non-adopters as those who perceive a large amount of 

production and financial risk associated with a new crop adoption. 

 

Economic performance 

Generally, farmers with larger financial capacities are considered to be more prone to 

technology adoption, particularly if the adoption requires some important investment, 

like in switchgrass. Breen et al. [2009]  did not find any significant effect of either the 

farm income or the solvency of the farm business on farmers’ interest in energy 

producing crops. Moreover, Jensen et al. [2007] tested a land-productivity variable (net 

farm income per hectare) and found that it impacted negatively farmers’ willingness to 

grow switchgrass. However, Jensen et al. [2007] was not able either to show any 

significant effect of farmers’ indebtedness on the willingness to grow switchgrass. 
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4.1.3 Concept Formalization 

4.1.3.1 Design concept 

For this model to useful in the future, its building aims to be modular, meaning that the 

designs any of which components can be replaced without breaking the overall 

functionality. For example, some the agent personal attributes and global parameters of 

the farmers (Table 1) can re-used in further models. 

 

Overview 

The scale of our AB modeling framework focuses on the farmer’s decision-making in 

adopting a new crop and its impact on its LCA. Farmers are assumed to be rational 

economic actors that are looking to maximize utility. Therefore, only farmers who 

currently breakeven will consider planting switchgrass in order to obtain the highest 

level of utility. Breakeven farmers are farmers who are experiencing a profit, even 

minimal, but not a loss with their current crop. Farmers can be unwilling to adopt a new 

crop because of the uncertainty of the market and lack of experience in growing this 

particular crop. Thus, understanding farmers’ risk behavior and how it impacts their 

decisions is important. It is of particular interest to incorporate these factors and to look 

at their effect on the environment especially when a traditional LCA does not allow it. 

This study hypothesizes that farmer’s age; income, familiarity and learning ability will 

have a significant effect on the adoption of switchgrass and that these effects will have 

an indirect impact on its LCA.  

 

Emergence 

The emergent effects we are looking for in this model a r e  the environmental 

consequences of the decision making process the farmers make when a new crop is 

being introduced. The AB-LCA of the farmers consists of fifty hypothetical 

heterogeneous farmers. At the beginning of each growing season, depending on their 

financial situation and personal characteristics, the farmers choose to plant or not 

switchgrass. It is assumed that young age and high familiarity increases naturally with 

the number of farmers adopting switchgrass. Emergence will occur from the collusion 

of individual characteristic over time and global variables such as the selling price 

of switchgrass. 
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Adaptation/Learning 

In this model, farmers adjust through social learning by first re-planting only if they 

made a profit the previous year, and by remembering the surface area planted and 

increasing this area if profitable. Adaptation is also triggered by the “learning” 

procedure; farmers have the possibility of “looking” around them and imitating the 

most frequent behavior. The decision of a farmer depends on his level of risk aversion, 

as well as his forecasts of future economic conditions, which update with time as he 

makes new observations of prices, costs, yields. The farmer also updates his 

characteristic (age, income etc.) at each time step. Table 1 below shows the model 

parameters.
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4.1.3.2 Model Parameters 

 

Table 1: Switchgrass AB-LCA Model Agent attribute parameters   

Personal Attributes Domain/Description Unit 

Age Randomly distributed around Average-age =47. 

(M=35, SD= 15) 

Year 

Education Randomly distributed around Average-education = 1. 

(M=1, SD= 3) 

Year 

Risk aversion (Ra < 1.0) Randomly distributed. (M=0.5,SD=0.1) Index 

Familiarity  (Fa > 1.0) Randomly distributed. (M=4, SD=2) Index 

On the fence? True/False.  Farmers who currently breakeven but 

their other personal attribute level do not qualify 

them to adopt 

Boolean 

Mind changed? True/False. Farmers who were “on the fence” but 

“Learned” from their neighbors and decided to 

imitate their behavior by adopting. 

Boolean 

Profitable? True/False. Is Revenues form switchgrass – 

Expenses > 0? 

Boolean 

Agricultural Attributes   

Nb of field owned Nb of field owned 10 acres (1 patch = 10 acres) Patches  

Acres owned Nb of field owned  10  Acres 

Plant SG? True/False Boolean 

Nb of field planted Nb of field planted  10 Patches 

My area planted Nb of field planted  10 Acres 

Initial percent of 

planting 

Random-float 0.4 Percenta

ge 

SG Harvested SG harvesting Area  SG yield Acres 

Memory planted [list]. Remember the amount of acres planted Number 

Average distance to 

refinery 

Randomly distributed. (M=60, SD=30) km 

Economic Attributes 

Total fixed cost Fixed cost per acre acres owned $  

Total variable cost Variable cost per acre  acres owned $  

Total cost Total fixed cost + Total variable cost $  

Current revenues Base yield  acres owned  price of base $ 

Current profit Current revenues – Total cost $ 

Potential revenues SG yield  acres owned price of SG $ 

Potential profit Potential revenues – Total cost $ 

Breakeven? True/False Boolean 

Switchgrass 

Revenues 

SG harvested  price of SG $ 

SG profit SG revenues - (Total cost per acre  My area 

planted) 

$ 

 

´
´

´
´

´

´
´

´ ´

´ ´

´

´
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Global variables are parameters that affect the interactions of agent-sets in the model 

and are not specific to any agent. In our case study, global variables are parameters that 

are categorized into the three pillars of sustainability, in order to report on economic, 

environmental, and social impacts of the system. Before running the model, these 

parameters must be set by using the sliders on the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Their 

values affect the scenario outcomes, thus a new scenario is created for each iterative 

change of any of these variables. Table 2 summarizes these sustainable variables. 

 

Table 2: Switchgrass AB-LCA global sustainability variables 

 Domain/Description Unit 

Economic   

Price of switchgrass [200,600] $/tonne 

Price of base crop [200,600]. Price of crops currently 

planted that could be replaced by 

switchgrass 

$/tonne 

Environmental   

CO2  (growth) Total CO2 emissions accumulated during 

the growth phase 

Tonnes 

CO2 (ethanol generation) Total CO2 emissions accumulated during 

the ethanol production phase 

Tonnes 

CO2 (electric generation) Total CO2 emissions accumulated during 

the electricity production phase 

Tonnes 

CO2 (ethanol distribution) Total CO2 emissions accumulated during 

the ethanol distribution phase 

Tonnes 

Social   

Learning ability True or false. If it is true, farmers who 

expect increased profits from adopting 

switchgrass but decided not to adopt will 

be able to change their perspectives on 

market uncertainty and risk aversion by 

“learning” from their neighbors. 

Boolean 

 

4.1.3.3 Model narrative 

Each model time step (tick) represents a growing season session. The time frame for 

this model is 50 ticks. The diagram below summarize the model process regarding the 

decision making process of each agent (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: AB-LCA Model Flow diagram 
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4.1.3.4 Process overview and scheduling 

Farmer agents decide at the beginning of each growing season whether to continue their 

previous year’s cropland allocation. The growing season is simulated and switchgrass 

carbon sequestration is calculated. At the end of the growing season, the model 

calculates farmer’s revenues and determines their profitability, and accounts for the 

tailpipe emissions when the fuel is eventually used. To better understand the model 

conceptualization, we present below the detailed model scheduling which is a 

description of the agent routine and their actions for every iterations, At every time 

step, each agent performs the following tasks in a chronological order: 

 

1. At the beginning of each simulation year, each farmer compares their 

current revenues to the expected revenues from planting switchgrass. 

The farmer proceeds to the next step only if the potential profit is 

higher than the current profit. 

2. Each farmer has distinct individual attributes including age, 

familiarity with switchgrass, level of risk-aversion, and level of 

education (see Table 1). Farmers determined their eligibility to plant 

by comparing their level of familiarity, risk-aversion and education to 

the overall average in the system. Farmers with attribute over the 

average level will adopt switchgrass in their land. They Farmers will 

plant switchgrass on a portion of their land, which is randomly 

determined based on a normal distribution.  

3. At the end of each simulation year, the amount of harvested 

switchgrass for each farmer is calculated by multiplying the yield with 

a post-harvesting loss rate. The yield is randomly determined through 

a normal distribution (yield source: McLaughlin and Kszos 2005). 

The post-harvesting loss rate is randomly determined with a normal 

distribution [Samson 2007], representing production losses during 

harvesting activities such as storage, processing and transportation. 

4. Farmers decide to sell their switchgrass to either a biorefinery to 

produce bioethanol or a power plant to generate electricity. All 

farmers with switchgrass feedstock send all of it to the refinery.  The 

decision-making of this part of the model is not studied, therefore no 
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competition between refinery is in place in the current model, they just 

sell all of their feedstock to the closest refinery, see pseudo code 

below: 

IF  

age of farmer < average age and 

  Familiarity with switchgrass > average familiarity  

     with switchgrass  

and 

 Risk aversion < average Risk aversion and 

      Education > average education  

THEN 

[Plant switchgrass] 

Return qualified farmers  

 

5. CO2 emissions from each process of the life cycle of the system are 

calculated using life cycle inventory (LCI) data (Appendix E) from 

GREET model [Argonne National Laboratory 2012]. The LCI 

includes CO2 emissions sequestrated by switchgrass plantation, 

emissions generated from harvesting, transportation fuel use in 

logistics, power generation, and biofuel production, and emissions 

avoided by replacing fossil fuels or fossil fuel-based electricity. 

6. Only profitable farmers that grow switchgrass in the previous 

simulation year will replant in the next year. 

7. Farmers who did expect more profits but not plant in this round of 

simulation have an opportunity to “change their minds” by learning 

from their neighbor farmers with a certain radius. If the majority of 

their neighbors plant switchgrass and are profitable, they will plant 

switchgrass in the next simulation round. 
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4.1.4 Results 

4.1.4.1 Model verification 

The aim of verification is to ensure that the model works as intended  [Dam et al. 2012]. 

Because of the mix of non-linearity and uncertainty regarding parameter value 

distributions and variation, a sensitivity analysis is required to verify AB models 

[Burgers et al. 2010]. The model is verified through sensitivity analysis to determine if 

the model output significantly changes when the value of an input variable is changed. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis will help verify the model robustness by checking 

if the effects of parameter variations are coherent or can be explained by the model 

hypothesis. We divided the simulation results into two different variable observation 

categories: endogenous variables and exogenous variables. Endogenous variables are 

related to personal attributes (described in Table 1) while exogenous variables are the 

potential profit farmers expect to make from selling switchgrass and the cost of 

production (variable plus fixed cost). Overall, we simulated 120 scenarios of our system 

with 10 repetitions each, which equal to 1200 simulation runs and analyzed the 

variation of the main parameters of the model. The data retrieved from the combination 

of parameters detailed above were analyzed using R [R Core Team 2013], an open-

source programming language and software environment for statistical computing and 

graphics, to explore the data-set which was generated by tens of thousands of model 

runs.  

 

The simulation results on the average number of farmers adopting switchgrass with 

different levels of familiarity to switchgrass, risk aversion, and education (Figure 11) 

show expected patterns. For example, only farmers with the high and medium levels of 

familiarity with switchgrass are likely to adopt. Farmers with the low level of 

familiarity are not likely to adopt. On the other hand, it is expected that the high level 

of risk aversion hinder farmers’ willingness to adopt. However, the results show the 

opposite. It can be explained by the fact that the most influential factor for adopting a 

new crop is the expectation of making a profit. The potential of making more profit and 

being somewhat familiar with switchgrass seem to be enough for farmers to make the 

adoption decision. We also find that the level of education does have a significant 

impact on farmers’ adoption decisions. In particular, farmers with high and medium 
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levels of education tend to adopt right away, while farmers with lower level of 

education do not.   

 

 

Figure 11: Influence of Endogenous factors: Risk Aversion, Familiarity and Education paired 

with price of switchgrass on switchgrass adoption 

 

As mentioned in #7 of the farmer’s scheduling, farmers who did expect more profits 

but not plant in the previous round of simulation have an opportunity to “change their 

minds” by learning from neighbor farmers with a certain radius. The concerned farmers, 

called “on-the-fence”, survey their neighbors up a certain radius (radius of influence). 

If the majority of its neighbors planted switchgrass and made profits, “on-the-fence” 

farmers will imitate their neighbors by planting switchgrass. Experiment results showed 

in figure 12 aim to check for the combined effects of learning ability and radius of 

influence by neighbor farmers. On the lower part of the plot, we can clearly see that a 

significant amount (approximately 40%) of farmers adopting switchgrass are those who 

were “on-the-fence” and eventually changed their minds by learning from neighbors.  
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Figure 12: Influence of the learning algorithm and radius of influence on switchgrass 

adoption 

 

Figure 13 shows that expected profits significantly impact the adoption of switchgrass 

by farmers. Interestingly we find that farmers that experience high and medium costs 

of production are also the ones who tend to adopt switchgrass, whereas farmers who 

have low costs of production tend not to. This can be explained by the fact that cost is 

part and is proportional of the overall expected revenue, meaning that a high cost means 

a high-expected profit. Therefore the cost variable is not a determinant factor in 

farmers’ decision-making. 

 

 

Figure 13: Influence of Exogenous factors: Potential profit expected from selling 

switchgrass and farm operation costs paired with switchgrass price on adoption 
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Figure 14 shows the comparison of CO2 emissions of switchgrass-based bioenergy with 

fossil fuel-based energy that is replaced by the switchgrass-based bioenergy. We 

observe that CO2 emissions from the switchgrass-based bioenergy are lower than those 

for fossil fuel-based alternatives with limited variations. For switchgrass-based 

bioenergy, its life cycle in our study includes crop growth, harvesting, transport, ethanol 

and electricity production, and the use of ethanol as transportation fuels. Note that 

emissions from land use change are not considered. Depending on the type of land 

converted to switchgrass plantation, the amount of CO2 emissions sequestered can be 

significantly different. Including impacts of land use change is a direction for future 

model improvement. We compare switchgrass-based bioenergy with its fossil fuel 

counterparts on a functionally equivalent basis. Note that this doesn't calculate the 

difference in impact associated with switching from conventional fuels to switchgrass. 

This just compares the CO2 associated with equal amounts of energy produced from 

different fuel sources. For example: if the model showed that 1000 liters of fuel were 

produced and 500 MWh of electricity were produced from switchgrass, this script will 

calculate the CO2 impact from producing conventional fuel (gasoline) with equivalent 

energy content to that in 1000 liters of switchgrass fuel, and also the CO2 associated 

with producing 500 MWh of electricity from conventional sources (coal, ng, etc.). To 

figure out the CO2 impact from utilizing switchgrass, the user will need to define a total 

market demand for fuel and electricity.  
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Figure 14: CO2 emissions from the switchgrass-based bioenergy system comparing 

with using fossil fuels to produce 500 MWh electricity and 10,000 liters of 

transportation fuel. 

 

In order to identify specific social and economic factors that have particular impacts on 

the LCA results, we examine the correlation of each factor with the different stages of 
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switchgrass-based ethanol (switchgrass growth, ethanol generation, electricity 

generation, and ethanol distribution). Values of the column variables are used as X 

coordinates, values of the row variables represent the Y coordinates, and the diagonal 

histograms reflect the marginal distributions of the variables. In the upper right panel, 

correlation coefficients are reported scaling the font size to reflect the absolute value of 
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is at its highest (bottom of the curve). When the “pool” of famers is either too young or 

too old, we observe an expected pattern of less carbon sequestration. The other plots 

show consistent results but with inverted U-shape curves. All other individual attributes 

show linear positive relationships, however weak. This indicates that individual 

attributes of farmers have limited impacts on switchgrass-based ethanol LCA results, 

although they are inherent to each farmer and enter at the very beginning of the 

decision-making process. 

 

 

Figure 15: Scatter plot correlation matrix of endogenous attributes effect on LCA.  

The plots in the lower left panel are the paired plots of personal attributes variable and 

different stages of switchgrass-based ethanol are displayed. Each plot examines the 

linearity and impact of transformations for the personal attributes (age, Familiarity, risk 

aversion and education) and the variables for each LCA stage (growth, Ethanol 

generation, electricity generation and Ethanol distribution). Values of the column 

variable are used as X coordinates, values of the row variable represent the Y 

coordinates and histograms on the diagonal reflect the marginal distributions of the 

variables. In the upper right panel, correlation coefficients are reported scaling the 

font size to reflect the absolute value of the correlation. 
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In figure  16 we find that selling prices either for the base crop or switchgrass has no 

direct impacts on the LCA results. However, “potential profit” (pink boxes) as a 

function of switchgrass selling price and switchgrass production shows strong 

correlations with LCA results at different stages. The higher level of profit is expected 

by the farmer, the more they adopt and more CO2 is either sequestered or emitted during 

the life cycle stages. The potential profit that famers expect to make seems to have a 

major impact on LCA results.  

 

 

Figure 16: Scatter plot correlation matrix of exogenous variables effecting the LCA 

results. 

 

4.1.4.2 Model validation 

The model is validated to ensure the model simulation reflects the real-world system it 

intends to describe. Chappin [Chappin 2012] identifies two methods for model 

validation in genera: static and dynamic. The static method aims at comparing sampled 

experiments where samples are collected from distinct groups without respect to time. 

The dynamic method, on the other hand, is a temporal experiment where samples are 

usually collected over time in order to uncover progressive system behavior. The 

former does not apply to time-dependent data, while the latter does. In this study, we 
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use both methods by 1) Comparing the simulation results with observed data, and 2) 

Testing the model’s fitness through a multiple linear regression analysis.  

Just like switchgrass, genetically engineered soybeans (GE soybeans) were new crops 

being introduced to the market and involved the same actors (farmers). We choose to 

use historical adoption data of GE soybeans in the U.S for model validation. The 

rationale is that, if our model can reproduce the adoption pathways of new crops similar 

to switchgrass, it can generate meaningful predictive results for switchgrass adoption. 

 

Validation by comparing to observed data 

Figure 17 shows similar trends of new crop adoption from our model simulation and 

the historical adoption of genetically engineered (GE) soybeans. We observe rapid 

adoption when new crops being first introduced. The adoption rate slows down and 

later an equilibrium is then reached. Indeed, U.S. farmers have widely and consistently 

adopted GE crops since their introduction in 1990s, despite uncertainties regarding 

consumer acceptance and economic and environmental impacts [Fernandez-Cornejo 

and Hendricks 2003]. 

 

Figure 17: Model simulation results comparing with historical GE soybean adoption. 

 

Validation by testing the model’s fitness through a multiple linear regression 

analysis 
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A multiple linear regression model is applied to explore the relationship between 

independent variables and a dependent variable by fitting a linear equation to simulated 

data [Happe 2005]. By evaluating the significance of individual independent variables 

to the dependent variable, the multiple linear regress analysis can help validate 

assumptions made in the model. Note that given the intrinsic complex dynamics in 

ABM where the result of an output variable change as the simulation runs, this method 

on its own is not sufficient to claim any proof of validity. Instead, it is considered to be 

one of the techniques for ABM validation. 

 

For this study, we choose the number of farmers planting switchgrass and the area of 

land for GE soybean plantation as the dependent variables. Independent variables 

include farmers’ age, education level, learning ability, familiarity with new crops, risk 

aversion, selling price of the new crop, and revenues. The results (Figure 18) show the 

predictive power of each independent variable. The thick line represents the 1st standard 

deviation range. Variables that are away from the “intercept line” and with longer 

ranges, such as the selling price of switchgrass, revenue, and selling price of GE 

soybeans, are statistically significant. If they are left of the intercept line, those variables 

have positive effects on adopting the new crop. To the contrary, if placed on the right 

of the intercept line, variables have negative effects on new crop adoption. In our 

switchgrass ABM, the selling price of switchgrass seems to have a negative effect on 

adoption, but its effects can vary with a great level of uncertainty. On the other hand, 

variables on education level, learning ability, and familiarity with new crops show to 

have positive effects on adoption, but are less significant than variables on price and 

revenue. This multiple linear regression analysis confirms that the independent 

variables chosen for our ABM have statistically significant impacts on the adoption of 

new crops, using either artificially simulated results for switchgrass or historical data 

on GE soybeans.  
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Figure 18: Coefficient plots of multiple linear regression analysis. 

 

4.1.4.3 Summary of the results 

The primary purpose of this study was to determine what identify the main factors 

encouraging farmers adoption of a new crop and more specifically identifying and 

understand how the social and economic factors that have a specific impact on 

switchgrass LCA. An ABM was built in order to identify these variables as well as the 

main emergent pattern that stems from multi-agent interaction. Overall, the general 

design of the model in predicting planting trend seems to fit the real system as it showed 

similar pattern with GE soybean adoption evolution. The calibration results showed 

that the AB-LCA model was able to reproduce expected patterns as far as the main 

variables affecting the decision making for adoption. Indeed, it did confirm the 

assumption from the literature that factors such as age, education and selling price are 

influential factors, however, they also showed that the extent of each variable is not 

necessarily what we would expect, for example age and education do have an effect but 
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it seems that their significance is limited, its effect might have been hinder by the other 

internal variables, therefore a model specifically focusing on this issue would help 

confirm or infirm this assumption. On the other hand, price and expected profit have a 

significant effect on the decision making process. Indeed the model results shows that 

expectation of any profit even low will have a positive effect on adoption but seem to 

have a direct impact the LCA. The findings of this research have indicated which 

farmers with high and medium level of familiarity even with a high level of risk-

aversion are among the most likely adopt a new crop and that expected revenues are 

the most significant factor in this process. Switchgrass market still being inexistent, 

expected revenues should be of are of particular importance to policymakers in helping 

them develop policies to facilitate the development of this market. Further version of 

the model should consider extending the LCA analysis to more impact categories, as 

well as adding more sophisticated economic mechanisms such as change in demand of 

transport fuel supply. ABMing has been shown to add fineness to life cycle analysis 

with a theoretical case study. The calculations from this theoretical case may not 

correlate perfectly with real-world case studies each location will have its own spatially 

explicit parameters. However, the methodology employed in this case study remains 

valid. Further work will apply this methodology to a “real world” study area with actual 

farming practices, land covers, and relevant policy scenarios.  

 

4.2 AB-IS Model for the development Industrial Symbiosis 

4.2.1 Problem Formulation and Actor Identification  

What makes an Industrial Symbiosis (IS) initiative successful? Industrial ecologists 

have addressed this question by identifying several pathway for IS emergence including 

self‐organizing [Chertow 2007; Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997] organizations facilitating 

[Paquin and Howard-Grenville 2012; Hewes and Lyons 2008] and top‐down planning 

[Gibbs and Deutz 2007; Chertow 2007].  Brand and Bruijn [1999] suggests five 

categories of barriers that need be overcome when establishing an industrial ecology 

approach in a region or park. The suggested categories of barriers are: technical 

barriers, behavioral barriers, economic barriers, political barriers, and organizational 

barriers. However, very little has been done on identifying and understanding the actual 

individual and collective factors in participant’s decision-making process that are 

determinant for IS development as well as its consequences on the industrial system 
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over time. The focus of this case study would be to check our assumption that emergent 

behavioral pattern can be drawn to help promote IS initiatives. Rather than system 

prediction, this model means to lead to a better understanding on how to unveil 

symbiotic opportunities within an industrial ecosystem.  

 

The main goal of this AB-IS model is to determine how actors, represented by the plant 

manger, within an industrial ecosystem can make decisions that are not only are in their 

own economic interests, but also stimulate the global benefits of the entire industrial 

network. Behavioral issues, because they involve human decision making, are much 

more difficult to identify with precision in order to assess and solve; therefore, an 

important role of ABM in IE should be to explicitly treat the behavioral characteristics 

that favor the emergence of sustanaible activities within an industrial ecosystem 

[Bichraoui et al. 2013a]. The main research question of this model is: What level of 

endogenous and exogenous factors (cultural cooperation, social learning ability etc.) is 

necessary for IS development and durability? Sub-questions derived from the main 

question are: Can we identify a balance between the exogenous factors (observed 

cooperation culture in the region etc.) and the endogenous factors (learning, level of 

trust and doubt) that would be optimal for IS development? Can these findings be 

replicated to other regions? 

 

4.2.1.1 Method  

This model is applied to a case study exploring at the development of regional Industrial 

symbiosis around the agricultural-based product industry in the Champagne-Ardenne 

region (France) where a circular supply chain initiative, limited to the flow circulation 

of cereals and beats waste and by-products, is already in place (see Figure 19). 

Champagne-Ardenne is a European crossroad lying on the main roads from Paris to 

Germany and from the UK or Belgium to the south of France, where over 60 percent 

of its land is dedicated to agriculture (crops, livestock farming and vineyards). Here, 

we envision that this local circular supply chain initiative can be extended to become 

an IS endeavor that goes beyond the agriculture industry by involving other local 

industries with symbiotic potential. Therefore, closing, as much as possible, the 

material cycles and implementing energy cascading by optimizing local resource use 

and exchange implies new type interactions between actors, each with its own 
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motivations, which may have conflicting interests. Thus, AB modeling will be used to 

model their decision-making process and study these interactions that will reveal the 

system emergent pattern. 

 

 

Figure 19: Current industrial symbiosis initiative in Champagne-Ardenne [Rous 2012] 

 

4.2.1.2 Behavioral pattern of interest 

IS networks emergence is of two main conditions: Self-organization and pre-planning. 

In this project, either condition could be the starting point of for this model. Indeed, 

both emergence type conditions face the same issue: How do we get the main actors 

(plants) to start exchanging materials and energy? 

 

The behavioral pattern of IS is a function of manager’s trust and involvement ability 

and the result of their reaction to change in the environment. According to Sterr and Ott 

[Sterr and Ott 2004], “stable eco-industrial regions…develop through a solid 

foundation of comprehensive information transparency…In order to realize suitable 

output-input connections, mutual trust among the industrial actors and the willingness 
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to cooperate are essential” [Sterr and Ott 2004] Secretive or non-cooperative corporate 

cultures that hinge on individual behavior can greatly affect the emergence of a network 

 

Initial Hypothesis: There is no standard framework for IS emergence and 

development. Each case is rigidly context-dependent, therefore it is very difficult to 

draw general success factors that could help identifying “ideal” context for IS 

implementation.  

 

Model Hypothesis: Industrial networks are the result of individual components 

that forms a system. Each component (plants, supplier etc.) possesses general behavior 

characteristic (cooperation level, social learning etc.)  And follow the same general 

business behavior constrains by economic expectations. Therefore, modeling these 

aspects could reveal a behavioral pattern on which actions can be implemented to help 

IS development. 

 

4.2.1.3 Whose problem are we addressing? 

We are addressing the policy makers and industrial manager’s problem on possible 

industrial symbiosis implementation. Policy makers would have an interest on 

knowing what type of policy is the most appropriate, Industrial managers as being 

the main actor, can visualize, through geographic layer display, the material and 

energy symbiotic flows network. 

 

4.2.1.4 Our Role 

Our role is to use our knowledge of system (region culture, social and economic fabric 

of the region) to develop a tool that would help policy makers and industrial managers 

on possible industrial symbiosis implementation. The focus would be to check our 

assumption that emergent behavioral pattern can be drawn to help promote IS 

initiatives. Rather than system prediction, this model can ultimately lead to a 

better understanding on how to unveil symbiotic opportunities within an 

industrial ecosystem.  
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4.2.2 System identification   

4.2.2.1 Entities, State variables and scales 

The model encompasses the following entities:  

1. Agents: They are the plants, represented by plant managers. In this model, 47 

plants had been selected, 11 of them being already involved in a local symbiosis 

endeavor, the main activities are: sugar refinery, cereals and oil-seed grains 

agricultural cooperative, pulp and paper mills, plastics factories, cement plants, 

and biochemical transformation plants (Figure 19 and Figure 20) 

2. Patches: They are the cells where the plants are located, each plant releases 

CO2 on the patch underneath it. 

3. Links between agents that represent the exchange of materials: if materials 

(inputs and outputs) are available. Links will be created between the plants. 

This model uses actual quantitative input data to represent the symbiosis 

development, Table 4 summarizes the input and output flows for each 

participating plant. 

4. GIS layers: Currently used as the geographic display of the roads, and the 

location of the plant. The plants use truck to exchange material with each other, 

in this model CO2 emissions from transportation is calculated using the distance 

between travelled during the delivery stage.  

 

Figure 20 below summarize the different steps to gather necessary data for this model 
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Figure 20: Regional symbiosis AB-IS Framework 

 

4.2.2.2 Data collection  

Data was collected mainly to parameterize model simulation. They have been collected 

from Life Cycle Inventory, websites, public and internal documents to validate 

simulation model at micro-level. GIS datasets representing the motorways, trunks, 

primary and secondary roads, rails, rivers and canals were imported and converted to 

Netlogo coordinates system, Table 3 presents the datasets and the data sources used in 

this study and Table 4 shows a sample a the compiled data inventory for this model. 

Finally, Table 5 shows the parameters used in this model. 

 

Table 3: AB-IS datasets sources 

Name/type Format Data source 

Roads (primary and 

secondary, 

motorways and 

truncks) 

Shape OpenStreetMap data 

www.openstreetmap.org  

and 

http://download.geofabrik.de 

Participating plants  Shape Google Earth 

https://www.google.com/earth/ 

Land cover (Parcels) Shape/ Registre parcellaire graphique (RPG) 2010 

Material 
Exchanges 

http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Raster http://www.geoportail.gouv.fr/donnee/48/registre-

parcellaire-graphique-rpg-2010 

Water treatment 

facilities (not used in 

this version of the 

model) 

Shape Portail d'information sur l'assainissement communal 

http://www.assainissement.developpement-

durable.gouv.fr/ 
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Table 4: AB-IS input data (extract): List of participating plants 

 MMT CO2 Inputs  Outputs  Location 
  

In.1 Qty In.2 Qty  Out.1 Qty Out.2 Qty  Lat. Long. 

Soufflet Ag. 100 Fertilizers 12800 Wheat seeds 40000  Wheat 60000 Straw 10000  48.857 4.483 

Luzeal 100 Lucerne 10000 Beets 5000  Animal feed 20000 Granule 4000  49.412 4.487 

ARD 106 Beet Pulp 10000 Glucose 5000  Bioethanol 5000 Detergents 10000  49.336 4.146 

Ciment 

Calcia 

83 Limestone 10000 Shale 20000  Cement 80000 Lime 10000  48.758 4.571 

Peugeot Cit. 115 Iron 300000 Carbon 50000  Cast iron 390000 Steel blast  10000  49.737 4.750 

Efigrain 100 Wheat 

grains 

40000 Biofertilizer 1500  Wheat 30000 Corn 10000  48.717 3.737 

Resinoplast 44 Crude oil 1000 Salt 1000  Vinyl 33000 Vinyl 

scraps 

2000  49.258 4.031 

Dislaub 106 Beet Pulp 10000 Biochem. 2000  Purif. solvants 10000 Purif. 

Alcohol 

5000  48.226 4.132 

C5D 80 Straw 15000 Wheat 5000  Steam 2500 Electricity 2500  49.336 4.146 
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4.2.3  Concept Formalization 

4.2.3.1 Design concept 

 

Overview 

The scale of this AB-IS focuses on plant manager’s decision-making in getting involved 

in a symbiotic flow exchange initiatives within a regional network. Plants managers are 

rationale agent and base their decision first on material need.  They use a certain amount 

of each input each week for their production process, if one or more of this input is 

available in the right quantity in the network, they will then initiate a partnership with 

plant that has the material. Their decision is also influenced by exogenous factors such 

as the global level cooperation of the system, and endogenous factors such as their 

learning ability. In order to keep the building and analyze of the model manageable, we 

have made several simplifications and assumptions to formulate the behavior rule. This 

study does not incorporate prices and market fluctuation and during the exchanges 

session, the flow is then the maximum amount with which the supplier can meet the 

need from the re-user. 

 

The emergent effect we are looking for in this model is the ability of the plant 

managers to develop exchanges of materials following the cultural cooperation spread 

over the network, according to their individual involvement (doubt and trust index), 

by imitating the behavior of their neighbors. At this stage of the model, the number 

of links created and the total number of plants that become partnered measures the IS 

performance. It is assumed that cooperation increases naturally with the number of 

exchanges. Emergence will occur from the collusion of cooperation over time and 

individual involvement.  

 

Collectives 

At the beginning of the simulation plants managers are grouped into two 

subpopulations (breed groups) according to their own involvement ability algorithm: 

The pioneers and the followers. The pioneers are the ones who have a higher 

involvement index, above the involvement index threshold. The followers are the 

ones below the threshold. When the simulation starts, only the pioneers start 

exchanging. Then, if the number of 10 exchanges is reached within the network the 
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followers imitate the pioneers’ behavior by looking for partner to start exchanging. 

Over the course of the simulation, the plants are divided into two groups 

differentiated by their behavior: Partnered and Non-partnered (regardless of their 

breed). Partnered plants are the ones who successfully found one or more exchanges 

and create “ links” between each other. Non-partnered plants are the ones that do 

not succeed in developing exchanges within the network. 

 

Adaptation/Learning 

ABMs are able to simulate learning at both individual and population levels. The 

literature identifies three ways on how learning can be modeled; “As individual 

learning when agents learn from their past experience; As evolutionary learning, when 

the population learn because some agents ‘‘die’’ and are replaced by new and more fit 

agents, improving the population average; And as social learning, in which some agents 

imitate or are taught by other agents, leading to the sharing of experience gathered 

individually but distributed over the whole population” [Gilbert 2004]. In this model, 

the plants adjust through social and evolutionary learning by finding and choosing new 

input materials from their neighbors that correspond to their own needs. They will 

only pick input materials that are suitable for their production processes; they are also 

limited in the number of exchanges made in order to be more realistic. Adaptation is 

also triggered by the learning and memory algorithm. Unsuccessful plants that do not 

make exchanges because of their lack of cooperation can “look” at their neighbors 

and imitate the most frequent behavior within a certain radius; therefore, an initial 

low level of cooperation can be compensated by “ social learning” within the 

industrial network. They also learn by "memorizing" other past partnership of 

other plants (see trust transitivity in the next paragraph). Their memories, is an 

adaptive trait since their learning can alter their behavior. 

 

Interactions 

Plants interact directly by searching for input materials among fellow plants, they 

can also check other plants memory, if they have a partner in common, they will 

preferably partner with this one. If they succeed in doing so, a link is created between 

the plants. They also indirectly interact by having the possibility of imitating each 

other’s behavior. In the “real world”, interactions within industrial ecosystem may exist 

between two plants with no relationship between with one another. Under these 
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conditions, we can find the trustworthiness of a plant based on the testimony of past 

experiences given by other intermediate plants: That is what is called “the trust 

transitivity problem” [Qiu et al. 2010] In social networks, participants’ trust is one of 

the most important factors for their decision-making. This necessitates the evaluation 

of the trustworthiness between two unknown participants along the social trust paths 

between them based on the trust transitivity properties (i.e., “if A trusts B and B trusts 

C, then A can trust C to some extent”) [Liu et al. 2011]. The path with trust information 

linking the source participants and the target one is called a social trust path [Hang et 

al. 2009]. 

 

Stochasticity 

Stochasticity is used within the cooperation probability as well as for the trust and 

doubt index which uses random numbers to create a stochastic approximation of the 

number of cooperators, pioneers and followers to reward the symbiosis. If there are 

exchanges during a time period of 10 ticks in a row, then create a new participant. 

 

Observation 

Observation is graphically displayed on the interface. The first observation is the 

total number of exchanges made over the industrial network, since it is the goal of 

a successful symbiosis. The other major observation is the number of “partnered-

plants” under different conditions (high or low cooperation level, learning procedure 

being “TRUE” or “FALSE”). Another observation is the amount of CO2 emissions 

created over the course of the simulation, and the amount of CO2 saved. 
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4.2.3.2 Model Parameters 

Table 5: Symbiosis AB-IS model parameters  

Parameters Domain Description 

Endegenous attributes  

Material and energy inputs/ 

outputs 

List Each plant has a set of inputs and outputs, a production capacity (T/year), Million Metric 

ton of CO2, which is the average CO2 for the industry  

Location  GPS coordinate converted 

to Netlogo coordinate 

GPS location 

Behavior type Index. Randomly 

distributed. (M=35, SD= 15)  

Positive behavior is defined as having found materials to exchange and therefore getting 

“partnered” with another plant. The behavior of this partnered plant will be marked as 

behavior = 1. Otherwise, the non-partnered plant will be marked as behavior = 0 

Trust index Index. Randomly 

distributed. (M=35, SD= 15) 

 

 

Each agent has a trust index randomly distributed between 1 and 5. 1 being a lowest 

level of trust and 5 the highest level of trust a plant can have. Trust will increase the 

likelihood of getting involved in the symbiosis and getting partnered. 

Doubt index Index. Randomly 

distributed. (M=35, 

SD=15) 

To balance the trust index, each agent has a doubt index, also randomly distributed 

between 0.5 and 0.9. The doubt index is mean to inhibit the trust of plant managers 

Partnering memory List Each plant remembers past partnership, through the “link memory” algorithm of each 

plant, which lists the plants found at the other end of undirected links connected to the 

plant 

Learning ability Boolean True/False This is one of the fundamental aspects of the model. Social learning is an important 

feature in decision-making. In this model, each plant has the possibility of “ learning” 

from its neighbors and adapting its behavior accordingly. Each plant has the possibility 

to imitate the most frequent behavior (behavior 1 or 0) within a radius determined by 

the user, between 1 and 5 patches around the four cardinal point of where the agent in 

position (North, south, west, and east). 

Exogenous Attributes    

Cultural cooperation probability [0,1] Frequency of cooperators determined by the “Cultural cooperation probability” slider 

controlled by the user. The higher % of cooperation the higher is likelihood to get partnered. 
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4.2.3.3 Model narrative 

Each model time step (tick) represents an exchange session. The time frame for this 

model is 500 steps. Because the plants input data  (production capacity, MMt CO2 etc.) 

are in ton per year, the assumptions for the flow exchanges are the following: 

• One exchange session per day 

• All quantitative data (annual production capacity, annual amount of Input 1, 

Input 2…Output 1, Output 2… MMt of CO2) are spread out over the year 

and therefore divided by 300 days. 

• Mere identical flows are matched and consistent coding has been used for 

input and output flows.  

• Preliminary process that might be needed in some situation to alter the flow 

has not been taken into account in this version of the model. 

 

Figure 21 below describes the main process regarding the decision making process of 

each agent. 

 

 

Figure 21: Regional symbiosis model simplified flowchart 
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Before, getting into the model in more details, I would like to state some important 

assumptions regarding the nature of the by-product exchanges: 

 

1) While raw material variability is not considered,  a stock system has been 

design  (see Figure 22) which deduct each amount of by-product exchange from 

a  total list. 2) All exchanges are assumed to be rush orders,  

3) No transport constraints are present. If enough inventories are present at 

source, replenishment orders are satisfied immediately by sending materials, 

 4) No materials are stored in the plant and there is no delay in transit from 

the factory to the store. 

 

 

Figure 22: Flowchart of the main procedure: Exchange of material 

 

4.2.3.4 Process overview and scheduling 

At every time step, each agent performs the following tasks in a chronological order: 

If a pioneer plant: 

1. Find a partner for exchange of material; each plant looks for an input, 

or more, up to the maximum of link set up by the user, among the output 
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of the other plants. If there is availability of material that correspond to 

its input a link between the two entities is created, the behavior of the 

now partnered plant is set to 1. 

 

2. “Hatch” a truck: One material is found, a truck leave the plant of origin with 

the matching material and send to its destination using the shortest path. 

 

If a follower plant: 

• If there are more than 10 partnerships within the network: the follower plant 

imitates the pioneer’s behavior, which is performing steps 1, 2 and  

 

Both breeds (pioneers and followers): 

3. Remember past partnership (use link-memory): If there is availability of 

input, then the plants use trust transitivity algorithm; if the potential 

partner has a partner in common then the plant will perform a 

“preferential” partnership. 

4. Learn and imitate the most frequent behavior within a set radius deter- 

mined by the user. 

5. Emit CO2 during delivery 

6. Calculate CO2 avoided: compare to traditional business to business 

delivery 

 

4.2.4 Results 

4.2.4.1 Model Verification 

When constructing such complex models the sensitivity of the main components and 

parameters should be checked. For this sensitivity analysis the following the main 

factors of model: Cultural cooperation, Learning ability and effect of a carbon tax will 

be compared. 

 

On this experiment, the probability of cooperation and the learning ability 

parameter: TRUE” and “FALSE”, are analyzed. The impact results monitored are on 

the quantity of by-product exchanged. The goal is to determine if the social learning 

has a real influence on the symbiosis and for how long,  an d  if the social learning 
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is complementary or competitive to the cultural cooperation algorithm in the 

model. Figure 23 shows the results regarding the cultural cooperation probability: 

On a low cooperation level, we observe that the exchange of material tends to have 

an important impact at the beginning of the simulation and slowly decreases over the 

rest of the simulation. This is explained by the fact that the novelty of the exchange 

initiative tends to have a positive effect on the agents in engaging in the network and 

start exchanging. At high level of cooperation, we observe that naturally the quantity 

of by-product exchange is at is highest. However, at medium level of cooperation an 

interesting result of this simulation emerges, we would expect that the overall amount 

of by-product exchange would be in between the result of low and high level of 

cooperation, but the results exhibit the lowest amount of exchanges, one explanation 

would be that cooperation shows distinct effect at extreme level (low and high) but a 

medium level of cooperation is more subject to variation.  

 

 

Figure 23: By-product evolution in response of the different level of cultural 

cooperation  

 

In particular, it was found that there are differences in distribution of the breakdown by 

by-product. As expected, agriculture by-products are the most important flow in the 

system, they also are the most stable. Indeed since this EIP initiative revolves around 

the agro-industry we, not only, expect an abundance of agricultural flow but also that 

this exhibits the least variations. On the other hand, the bioenergy curve shows some 

noticeable variation especially at high cooperation level, this is explained by the fact 

that this flow is being used by a varying number plants, each having much different 
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needs in terms of bioenergy use. Figure 24 shows the results regarding the social 

learning where other agents imitate the behavior of successful agents. Overall, the 

experiment results shows expected patterns: higher quantity of exchanges with learning 

is “TRUE” and lower quantity of exchanges when the learning is “FALSE”.  

 

 

Figure 24: By-product evolution in response of social learning 

 

We also found that the bioenergy is most affected  flow of the system: all the other by-

product shows differences in quantity but a similar patterns with or without learning. 

But, just like with the cultural cooperation, the amount of bioenergy by-products 

exchanged exhibits an interesting behavior by being the only flow exhibiting a steep 

decline when the agents do not have the opportunity to use the “social learning” 

algorithm. This could be explained by the fact that biomass is probably the flow that is 

the most dependent of the upstream industry.  

 

One  benefit of the circulation of flow within an EIP is the geographic proximity of the 

participants [Chertow 2007]. What is taking this AB model to the next level is 

integration of a GIS layer as an input data. The layer contains information about the 

geographic location of the participating plants and the roads they can use for the 

exchanges. At this point, I would like to remind the reader of the agents routine: once 

they found a partnering agent, the agent expediting the material also sends truck to 

transport it to its plants destination (Figure 25). At this stage, the distance between 

plants is recorded and the CO2 emitted is calculated using data from the Greenhouse 
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gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy use in Transportation (GREET) Life Cycle 

Model  

Figure 25: Screenshot of the AB-IS symbiosis on Netlogo.  

The red line represents the exchanges of material. The highlighted green path shows 

the shortest path the truck that transports the by-product. 

 

Figure 26 aims to compare the results of transportation CO2 emitted during the delivery 

within the EIP versus the CO2 that would have been emitted for the transportation of 

raw material or manufactured inputs from traditional supplier.  It is important to note 

that we hypothesize here that while the distance between the plant in the AB-IS are 

accurate, the average distance between the plant and traditional supplier is restricted to 

a random normally distributed random value, which is a simplification of the reality. 

We also want to know if the social learning and cultural cooperation factor that 

intervene well at the beginning of the process have an effect on the CO2 emissions. The 

results show consistency with the previous experiments results, interestingly while 

cultural cooperation does not seem to have a direct effect on the amount of CO2, social 

learning displays a clear impact on the CO2 emitted, especially on the amount of Co2 
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avoided when the industrial symbiosis is in place (blue boxplots). This result confirms 

what IE advocates have been claiming about IE being an efficient way to reduce CO2 

emissions, it also  shows that effort into learning through sharing information and 

getting engaged in this type of endeavor does have a positive effect the environment.   

 

Figure 26: CO2 emissions distribution during the transport stage of the by-products in 

response of both cooperation and social learning 

 

4.2.4.2 Model Validation 

4.2.4.2.1 Literature comparison 

The encoded model needs validation to show if the model is fit-for-purpose. This 

is a complex task because the model is based on a gross simplification of the real 

situation and the experimental conditions are necessarily far removed from market 

and political conditions. For example, the model does not allow for the complex 

behaviors of a real manager of the supplier who may stop or reduce supplying products 

to one of the retailers because of some social (for example, boycott) or political (for 

example, on different sides of the political agenda) issues between them. Verification 

is a relatively straightforward task, and our model assumptions has been checked 

and compared to published papers (see articles Ehrenfeld and Gertler 1997a; Heeres 
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et al. 2004) that confirm that this model can be seen as a simplification of reality. 

Indeed, symbiosis requires not only a large exchange of information about nearby 

industries and their inputs and outputs, but also about their production processes 

and logistical organizations. This implies a strong cooperation between entities 

without which no link can be implemented. Very few studies have been performed 

on what favors the emergence of industrial symbiosis. However in their article, 

Ehrenfeld and Gertler (1997b) emphasize that the success of the symbiosis of 

Kalundborg can be attributed to the fact that the town is a tight-knit rural 

community of 12, 000 residents, where managers and employees interact socially on 

a daily basis, resulting in a cultural feature that encompasses a short mental distance 

between firms. This seems to have triggered the learning from the neighboring firms, 

who were not initially involved in the symbiosis, but, after “ learning” about the 

concept and the benefit, eventually joined the network. 

 

Also, a review of past Industrial Symbiosis initiatives can be used in order to 

validate the hypothesis for the model. Indeed, in their article, Heeres et al. [Heeres et 

al. 2004] compares six cases with an “ideal development process” considering the 

following aspects: 

• “History and location of EIP; 

• Stakeholder involvement and project organization structure; 

• Planned EIP development (development vision); 

• Economic and environmental impact of the project; 

• Results (established EIP development up till now, what has been 

realized?) 

• Factors essential to project success and/or failure. The scoring ranges 

from 1 to 6 for each aspect on which the projects were compared”, the best 

project scored 6 points, the second best 5, third best 4, etc. [Agarwal and 

Strachan 2006]. 

 

Some of the defined measuring aspects chosen by Heeres et al. (2004) are analogous 

to our own agents and environment characteristics. Indeed, the participation 

corresponds to our “involvement index”. The vision can be linked to the trust and 

doubt as well as the group categories (pioneers and followers) of our agents. Finally 
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the economic and environmental impact result matches our indicators monitors 

(Total CO2 and CO2 by type of behavior). Heeres and Al. (2004) also identified other 

factors that contributed to the current success failure of the EIP initiatives (see 

Error! Reference source not found.). 

 

Table 6: Factors essential to the success or failure of the reviewed cases [Heeres et al. 

2004] (reproduced) 

 

They conclude that active participation as well as cooperation is essential for such 

projects. Existing exchange relationships being the equivalent of our agent memory 

of past partnership is also identified as an essential factor for project success. 

Distance is also identified as a possible obstacle, which is also one of the features of 

our model. Considering the diversity of EIPs and their geographical context it is 

difficult to define standards aspect for validation, however some of the reasons for 

Factors essential to success or failure of the six cases reviewed 

Project Factors essential to project success Factors causing problems or 

failure 

INES Active participation of companies, 

environmental management 

network, Europort employers' 

Association 

- 

RiVu Active participation of companies, 

Entrepreneurs Association RiVu 

Few large, financially strong 

companies, differences of 

opinion regarding rezoning 

of the RiVu industrial park 

Moerdijik Active participation of companies, 

existing exchanges relationships, 

entrepreneurs association 

Relatively large distance 

between companies 

Fairfield - Baltimore and state politics, 

lack of company interest, 

absence of an entrepreneurs 

association that represents 

all Fairfield industries 

Brownsville - Lack of finances needed to 

improve the computer 

program used to identify 

possible exchange 

relationships, lack of 

company interest 

Cape Charles Active participation of local 

residents, cooperation between 

town and county 

The attraction of industry to 

Cape Charles, the location 

terms demanded from 

candidate companies 
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project success and or failure seem to be fairly uniform. Although the actual state 

of the model shows some of the essential mechanism patterns of symbiosis, which 

is essential to understanding the emergence of such a system, it does however miss 

some important aspects that eventually help in reaching the “Medawar zone” of 

complexity. In order to do so, the following aspects should be included in subsequent 

versions of the model: 

• Reaction to regulatory framework (political, environmental, and social): 

high or low government intervention as well as strong or more lenient 

environmental/labor regulations greatly affects even the possibility of 

implementing a symbiosis. The right dose of regulation should be 

investigated so the model can become a more replicable one. 

• Financial ability to participate for the design and implementation of new 

infrastructure for the EIP is also identified by Heeres et al. (2004) but 

had been overlooked for the current version of this model. 

• Reaction to regulatory framework (political, environmental, and social): 

high or low government intervention as well as strong or more lenient 

environmental/labor regulations greatly affects even the possibility of 

implementing a symbiosis. The right dose of regulation should be 

investigated so the model can become a more replicable one. 

• The nature of symbiosis itself: some are spontaneous (bottom-up) while 

others are planned (top-down). This model assumes that symbiosis 

emerges in a bottom-up fashion. However, some industrial ecologists 

are investigating the idea that symbiosis can be built from scratch from 

a Brownfield or an existing industrial cluster. This could be a topic for 

another model in the field of IE. 

 

In her thesis Yu [Yu 2003] states that EIP implementation is not an “overnight” 

occurrence, “it is a process that involves interactions among actors nested in the 

institutional, natural and economic environments….They share knowledge or 

adopt technologies to reduce pollution depend on certain preconditions and 

evolutionary mechanisms” [Yu 2003]. Trought a litterature review she 

summarized this process (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27: Stages of IS development in the literature 

[Chertow and Ehrenfeld 2012; Paquin and Howard-Grenville 2012; Domenech and 

Davies 2009; Yu 2003].  

 

The AB-IS included the key factors of EIP development: trust and cooperation as agents 

variable and validate the outcomes hypothesis that "IS is gradually integrated in the 

decision making” [Yu 2003]. Indeed all verification plots results (Figure 23, Figure 24 

and Figure 28) show that quickly after the beginning of the simulation we observe that 

the system reach some sort of equilibrium. 

 

Historic replay 

The aim of historic replay is to compare our model to the scenario of a real-world 

scenarios by looking if the behavioral patterns of the model and the state in the real 

 

ABM 

scope 
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system show similarities. If successful, we can claim a degree of validity by the model 

[Dam et al. 2012]. The challenge here, is finding data over a reasonable time frame 

in order to be fit for comparison. In consideration of this issue, we choose to 

compare our model to the case described by Park et al. 2008: The sustainable 

development of industrial park in Ulsan, South Korea, a cluster of inter-networking 

businesses, which perform individual and collective cleaner production program prior 

to by-products exchange network [Park et al. 2008]. Figure 28, shows the evolution of 

both symbioses over a period of 10 years. To allow meaningful comparison, we will 

compare both systems over the same period of time  

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Model comparison between AB-IS and real-world evolution Korean 

industrial eco-park 
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Here, we want to determine if both systems exhibit the same evolution pattern.  

Interestingly, the AB-IS seems to replicate an evolution similar to the real world.  We 

observe a continuous increase in by-product exchange with a slight slow-down after the 

5 first years. Although, we cannot expect a perfect match, we can explain the difference 

in the pattern sharpness where the AB-IS display a smoother pattern, this is mostly due 

to fact the quantity plotted is an average count of all runs.  

Figure 29 shows the actual breakdown by material type. It is interesting to notice that 

bioenergy derived from the biomass feedstock curve, which represent the main flow in 

our case study, shows a quasi-identical pattern as the Korean evolution. On the other 

hand, regarding the rest of the material flow type, they do not display a matching pattern  

but agriculture and biochemical by-products still show a slight increase over the 

simulation.   

 

 

 

Figure 29: AB-IS By-product exchanges evolution by material type 

 

4.2.5 Summary of the results 

The main research question is: What level of endogenous and exogenous factors 

(cultural cooperation, social learning ability etc.) is necessary for IS development and 
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durability? Sub-questions derived from the main question are: Can we identify a 

balance between the exogenous factors (observed cooperation culture in the region etc.) 

and the endogenous factors (learning, level of trust and doubt) that would be optimal 

for IS development? Can these findings be replicated to other regions? 

 

The current state of development of the model shows promising results. Indeed, in 

this AB-IS case study we presented our initial effort in a simulation model that 

captured the behavior of heterogeneous agents while adopting a macroscopic 

approach of the environment. 

 

The results of the selected scenarios show that social learning has more impact on 

the positive development of the symbiosis than cultural cooperation. In most cases, 

cooperation seems to be need at the beginning of the simulation, during the first 10 

years, in order to multiply exchanges; it then seems to have no more effect on the 

systems behavior. The learning aspect emerges later during the simulation but has a 

longer lasting positive effect on the symbiosis development. This model also revealed 

that individual social learning can show downstream environmental impact over the 

network. Understanding the specific reasons of these findings will be difficult to 

analyze at this point, however this explorative model allowed for simulation of a 

variety of scenarios showing the basic behaviors of such systems, which is seen as 

an approach to modeling multi-agent network systems that may serve as the basis 

for the development and sustainability of industrial symbiosis.  

Adding the GIS layer proved to be useful, indeed we were able to use the actual distance 

between plants and determine the amount of emissions emitted during the 

transportation stage. This model provides a basic framework that allows for many 

interesting extensions: 

• Introduce other critical resource impact such as water consumption 

• Consider the total benefit from resource exchanges (resource consumption, 

CO2 reduction, etc.), maybe add a 3rd agent such as water treatment facilities 

using GIS data. 

• Take the social learning factor beyond the imitation of other agents behavior 

and past experiences by having them respond to (or anticipate) the effects 
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of an ever-changing social environment and become fully adaptable to each 

other and their environment. 

• Incorporate an information sharing scheme between agents and a regulatory 

algorithm (carbon-tax, subsidies, regulations) 

 

Finally, in the field of IE, quantitative tools used to assess sustainability, such as 

LCA, Material Flow Analysis and others, have been subjected to an increasing 

amount of research. However, there is still a lack of fundamental understanding of 

how industrial symbiosis emerges from the bottom up in order to establish 

sustainable systems. Social learning and cultural behavior as well as business norms 

and practices have been overlooked despite their importance. The consequence of 

individual behavior on the sustainability of a system is difficult to measure with 

traditional assessment methods. Ultimately, the greatest use of ABM will be in 

the generation and exploration of alternative futures and scenarios that may emerge 

under varying situations. This will show the possible evolutionary patterns of certain 

scenarios under changing conditions and varying geographical contexts - an 

industrial eco-park is therefore a relevant area of application. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
 

The purpose of this thesis was, on the one hand, to explore how the behavioral factors 

in adopting a new biomass crop impact the environmental life cycle of switchgrass 

production, and reveal the relevant behavioral factor that promote the development of 

an EIP around the agro-industry, in order to provide new insights in designing biofuel-

focused public policies. On the other hand, the challenge was in using a new 

methodology, agent-based modeling, in tackling the problem of introducing human 

agency in informative simulation modeling, and therefore in evaluating the 

appropriateness of the method. The hybrid approach of LCA and ABM has been 

explored in this research. This chapter aimed to generalize the approach and it was 

tested in a different case study. The results, even thought, are not intended to determine 

exact predictions of environmental impacts, showed the relevance of integrating social 

variables into LCA modeling and the necessity to integrates the dynamic aspect of the 

system into the modeling framework. The other modeling approach integrating GIS and 

ABM also showed promising results. The application of the proposed approach has 

shown that by adding the spatial relation between plant-agents, data about the 

environmental and organization impacts of logistics within an EIP can be gather and 

analyzed. This approach can be used for existing EIP to assess prospective scenarios of 

investments and potential economic and environmental benefits, particularly important 

for industrial network that spreads over a large area and involves a large number of 

participants, which increase the level of complexity.  

 

5.1 Addressing the research question 

This research presents and executes a framework for the AB simulation of farmers and 

plant manager behavior. As an exploratory effort, this research develops an integrative 

ABM methodology: AB-LCA and AB-IS that, through the external validation, was 

successful in creating realistic patterns. Building such models poses a significant 

challenge, which led to the main research question: What is a suitable modeling 

approach for sustainable socio-technical systems that allows the user to make 

social and technical changes in industrial ecosystem and help decision makers 

to experiment prospective “what-if” scenarios in a dynamic, and evolving 
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environment? Attempting to “capture” the socio-physical aspect of a system, as well 

as the emergent effect resulting from the aggregation of individual behavior, is a 

challenging task. The experience of this research effort has demonstrated the need for 

more flexible and integrative approach in modeling complex adaptive system, 

particularly the need for modularity in building simulation framework. To do so, we 

have identified the components of this framework and summarized them in the diagram 

below: 

 

 

Figure 30: Integrative sustainability model framework 

 

These components are meant to be modular and inter-changeable. Each module forms 

the interface needed to bring different aspects of the system (both social and physical) 

together and to interconnect different models. Although not equally addressed, this 

approach has been demonstrated in our case studies (Chapter 3) by using each of these 

modules as input variables. In summary, the advantage of this framework is its inter-

operability, by allowing the setup of sustainable models of socio-technical systems re-

using existing “building blocks” from models developed under this framework and 

allowing the comparison of different system boundaries scenarios in which the decision 

makers are modeled.  
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5.2 Interpretation of findings  

This thesis demonstrated the significance of incorporating endogenous factors, that are 

traditionally left out from other research studies, such familiarity and risk aversion in 

the first case study and as social learning and cooperation in the second case study, in 

implementing a modeling framework and the usefulness of using actual data (LCA data 

and GIS layer) as model inputs. Within both ABM, farmers and plants managers are 

represented as agents that have individual characteristics and make decisions based on 

their environment and beliefs. This integrative methodology brought traditional 

modeling approach to the next level. Indeed, instead of using heterogeneous agents, 

they usually use a single average entity, which is static in nature. As both models are 

built bottom-up it does not only enable us to “measure” endogenous and exogenous 

factors levels at the same time, but to also to begin to understand such results. 

 

In the first case study, we assessed the role of risk-aversion and familiarity as 

endogenous variables, switchgrass selling price and potential profit as exogenous 

variable in LCA of switchgrass adoption, we have shown that although endogenous 

variable have some limited effect on adoption, the greatest contributor in the decision 

making is the profit expected to be made by selling switchgrass, which confirm 

assumptions from the literature. But more specifically, we were able to isolate a direct 

impact of this variable on switchgrass LCA. Another value of AB-LCA model is that 

as the model is satisfyingly calibrated, in theory, no actual flow measurements are 

needed as an input and it which unable us to learn about the system before a 

switchgrass-based ethanol market is in place. This combined LCA-AB model showed 

to be useful in refining LCA with a theoretical case study by complementing existing 

LCA model and tackling uncertainties in the techno-system that result from unexpected 

user behavior. The model can be extended with regards to the scale of complexity that 

we want to explore. A GIS extension with real life parcels, using actual yields and roads 

for transportation to the refinery can be added. Although this model is developed using 

decision-making scale at household level, but the main purpose is to explore emergent 

behavior at larger scale, how the majority adopts certain land use system. 

 

In the second case study, we explored how significant social learning and cultural 

cooperation is to EIP implementation. Indeed, it has been oberserved in empirical 
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research that EIP plannning project often suffers from misunderstanding of the local 

context and lack of enforcement. Therefore capturing and understanding the 

endegenous factor that influence EIP implementation are essential. This combined AB-

GIS model, using real life plants, some of them being already engaged in a a local 

industrial symbiosis initiative, is an advancement by itself. In this model, we have 

shown that social learning is most determinant factor in EIP implementation and 

development. This means that efforts in information sharing, trainning and promotion 

have to be a priority in EIP planning. Although, significant variable such as the 

economic aspect of the exchange had been left out, results of the external validation of 

this model showing similar development pattern gives us some confidence about its 

calibration. Further version of this model should include price value to the exchange 

and measure economic savings.  

 

5.3 Limitations and Recommendations for further research 

These concluding remarks would be incomplete if we did not mention several important 

limitations of our model and results. Both models need to provide useful information 

and we should feel confident about what the results revealed. As I. Nikolic put it:  

Model validation is a continuous process [Nikolic and Dijkema 2010] these models are 

far from telling us everything we need to know, however, there initial design to give 

the attempt insight in agent behavior in eco-industrial system. 

 

Aside from the fact that AB modeling has its inherent limitations, both models were 

restricted to a limited number of assumptions and data availability, which definitely can 

easily take the model one direction to an other. Nevertheless, both models were used as 

“what if “ scenarios to compare relative outcome differences across change in 

parameters and their results when compared to the broader literature are generally 

consistent. Having said that, these models cannot be used as realistic to be directly used 

for system development without validation of both models through stakeholder 

interviews and participation, who have the best knowledge of the system. This would 

be a great point of improvements to make these models as templates for sustainable 

system development. Finally, there still remains a methodological question about the 

shape of tools that should be developed to modeling human decision-making and 

behavior in sustainable industrial eco-system. While this thesis shows one such 
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implementation, it is not the only one, and the ideas presented here can be remixed into 

other implementation. 
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Appendix A  

Switchgrass adoption/LCA model Netlogo code 

 

;;SWITCHGRASS ADOPTION MODEL;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

globals        [   

                newx                 

                newy                                         

   

                Price_of_base 

                Price_of_SG 

                SGPriceMem 

                 

                MaxSGPrice? 

                MeanSGPrice? 

                MinSGPrice? 

                 

                FieldToStorageCost 

                StorageToRefineryCost 

                FieldToRefineryCost 

                                 

                new_sgprice 

                new_basecost 

                average_age 

                average_education 

                 

                SG_root 

                Area_planted_global 

                 

                Co2_Global 

                co2_pertonne_km      

             

                co2_growth            

                co2_delivery          

                co2_electric_gen      

                co2_fuel_gen           

                co2_fuel_burn          

                co2_per_liter_burn 

 

                co2_gasoline_TFC    

                co2_corn_etoh_TFC   

                co2_coal_TFC        

                co2_natgas_TFC      

                

                Lgas_per_Letoh 

                fplantegen        

                

                market_fuel_supply  

                market_MWh_supply   

 

                Net_co2_per_tonne 

                MWh_per_tonne_coal 

                heat_content_coal 

                heat_content_sg 

                 

                TotHarvest               

                trade 



 II 

                TOTkmDirect 

                TOTkmINDirect       

                ]  

                     

breed          [  

                 Farmers Farmer 

                 ]                     

breed [fplants fplant] ; Fuel Plants 

breed [eplants eplant] ; Electricity Generating Plants 

 

 

patches-own    [ 

                 SG_yield    

                 Base_yield   

                 Owned-by                     

                 Area_to_plant?               

                 farm_ID] 

 

Farmers-own    [ 

 

                 Fixed_cost_peracre           

                 Total_fixed_cost              

                 Variable_cost_peracre        

                 Total_variable_cost             

                 Total_cost_peracre           

                 Total_cost                   

                 Sales_price_SG_peracre       

                 Sales_price_Base_peracre 

                              

                 Current_revenues             

                 Current_profit               

                 Potential_revenues           

                 Potential_profit             

                  

                 Breakeven?                    

                  

                 SG_harvested                

                 SG_revenues 

                 SG_profit 

                    

                 age_of_farmer  

                 ageofdeath 

                 education 

                 computer_use? 

                 age_mem 

                 successor? 

                  

                 risk_aversion 

                 farm_successor? 

                 Familiarity_with_SG         

                  

                 highra? 

                 medra? 

                 lowra?                   

                  

                 highfa? 

                 medfa?      

                 lowfa? 

                  

                 highis? 

                 medis? 



 III 

                 lowis? 

                  

                 highEd? 

                 medEd? 

                 lowEd? 

                  

                 highPotProf? 

                 medPotProf? 

                 lowPotProf? 

                  

                 highPriceSG? 

                 medPriceSG? 

                 lowPriceSG? 

                  

                 highCost? 

                 medCost? 

                 lowCost? 

                  

                 On_the_fence? 

                 mindchanged? 

                 Happy?                          

                  

                 Rep? 

                  

                 Number_of_fields_owned       

                 Farm_root                                 

            

                 My_farm                      

                 Parcels_col                 

                 Acres_owned                  

                 number_of_field_planted 

                                           

                 Plant_SG?                    

                 Initial_Percent_of_planting  

                 My_percent_increase          

                 Percent_of_planting          

                 SG_planted_ton 

                 SG_harvArea 

                  

                 Portion_of_planting          

                  

                 My_SGplant    

                 my_SGparcel 

                 My_area_planted              

                 harv?                        

                 CollRev?                     

                             

                 Memory_planted               

                 Memory_lot_planted           

                 Distance_to_refinery  

                 TransCost 

                 usingStorage?                  

                 

                 DistFieldToRefinery  

                 DistFieldToStorage 

                 DistStorageToRefinery 

                 ] 

 

fplants-own [       

            liters_per_tonne        

            net_co2_per_liter             



 IV 

            ftonnesonhand            

            year_fuel_transfo_co2   

            year_fuel_produced      

            Myco2_fuel_gen 

       

            Co2_eth_Distri_per_liter  

                                                         

            year_Co2_eth_Distri 

            Co2_eth_Distri  

             ] 

 

eplants-own [      

            heat_rate            

            MWhper_tonne_coal    

            MWh_per_tonne_sg     

            tonnes_per_MWh       

            net_co2_per_MWh      

            year_MWh_produced    

            year_eplant_co2      

            etonnesonhand          

            Myco2_electric_gen 

            ] 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SETUP;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to setup 

 __clear-all-and-reset-ticks 

  setup-patches-and-create-Farmers 

  set-farmer-attributes 

   

  set PropWithSuccessor random-normal 0.4 0.05 

  set PropComputerUse random-normal 0.6 0.05 

   

  set Price_of_base precision random-normal 350 50 0 

  set Price_of_SG precision random-normal 350 100 0 

   

  set SGPriceMem [] 

  

  set Area_planted_global sum [My_area_planted] of Farmers 

  

  set Co2_Global sum [Co2_total_from_SG] of Farmers 

  

  set co2_pertonne_km   0.00017623926144   

  set co2_per_liter_burn   0.001507      

  set co2_gasoline_TFC  0.00297          

  set co2_corn_etoh_TFC 0.003            

  set co2_coal_TFC      1.05              

  set co2_natgas_TFC    0.443             

 

  set Lgas_per_Letoh    1.4678           

 

  set heat_content_sg   20935             

  set heat_content_coal 20000             

 

  set Net_co2_per_tonne -1.097             

  

  set FieldToStorageCost 1.22              

  set StorageToRefineryCost 0.2883         

  set FieldToRefineryCost 0.14            
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  create-fplants 3 [                       

    set size 1                                                       

    set color 15                                                     

    set shape "circle"                                               

    ask one-of patches with [count turtles-here = 0] [               

      set newx pxcor                                                 

      set newy pycor                                                 

    ] 

    setxy newx newy                                                  

     

    set liters_per_tonne floor random-normal 320 20                

    set net_co2_per_liter  0.001876                                  

    set Co2_eth_Distri_per_liter 0.00003 ;; tonnes per km 

  ] 

   

  create-eplants 3 [                                      

    set size 1                                                            

    set color 105                                                          

    set shape "circle"                                                     

    ask one-of patches with [count turtles-here = 0] [                     

      set newx pxcor                                                       

      set newy pycor                                                      

    ] 

    setxy newx newy                                                        

     

    set heat_rate random-normal 11.6 1                                    

    set MWh_per_tonne_coal (heat_content_coal * 2.326) / (1000 * 

heat_rate) 

    set MWh_per_tonne_sg (heat_content_sg / (1000 * heat_rate))              

    set tonnes_per_MWh (1 / MWh_per_tonne_sg)                                

    set net_co2_per_MWh  0.946                                                

  ] 

end 

 

 

to setup-patches-and-create-Farmers 

   

   set-default-shape Farmers "farm" 

   create-Farmers initial-number-of-farmers  

   [ 

   setxy random-pxcor random-pycor 

    if any? other Farmers-here [ move-to one-of patches with [ not 

any? Farmers- here ] ] 

    set color brown  

    set size 1 

    set label who set label-color black 

        

    set pcolor 43 + random 5 

    set farm_root patch-here 

    set parcels_col [pcolor] of farm_root   

   set average_age random-normal 55 5 

   set ageofdeath random-normal 75 5 

   set average_education random-normal 1 0.2  

   set successor? FALSE 

    

    set age_mem [] 

    set memory_planted []  

    set memory_lot_planted [] 

   ] 
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  ask patches 

    [ 

     set owned-by min-one-of Farmers [distance myself]     

     set SG_yield 2.5 ;; ton per acre 

     set base_yield random-normal 2 0.5 

     set area_to_plant? FALSE 

    ]                     

end    

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GO;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to go   

 farmer-decision-start-point 

 ask Farmers  [ifelse learn? = TRUE [learn_from_neighbors] [] 

   ] 

 ask Farmers [if commodity_shock? [commodity_shock]] 

   update-attributes 

   update_patches 

   defineeffect 

   update_effect 

   update_global 

  tick 

  if ticks = 50 [stop] 

end            

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;PROCEDURES;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to set-farmer-attributes 

   

  ask Farmers 

   [ 

     set age_of_farmer precision (random-normal average_age 10) 0 

     set education random-normal average_education 3 

 

     set risk_aversion (age_of_farmer + random-normal 0.9 0.3) / 100 

        (if (age_of_farmer < average_age) [set risk_aversion 

risk_aversion - 0.1]) 

 

        set familiarity_with_SG (age_of_farmer + random-normal 4 2 + 

2) / 10 

 

        (if (age_of_farmer < average_age) [set familiarity_with_SG 

 familiarity_with_SG + 2]) 

         

    ask n-of (PropWithSuccessor * count Farmers ) Farmers [ set 

successor? TRUE ]    

     

    set number_of_fields_owned count patches with [ owned-by = myself 

] 

    set my_farm patches with [ owned-by = myself] 

    ask my_farm [set pcolor [parcels_col] of myself] 

    set acres_owned number_of_fields_owned * 10 ;; 6 acres per patch 

     

    set variable_cost_peracre random-normal 250 100 

    set Total_variable_cost variable_cost_peracre * acres_owned  

     

    set fixed_cost_peracre  random-normal 100 50  
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    set total_fixed_cost  fixed_cost_peracre * acres_owned 

     

    set Total_cost_peracre precision (fixed_cost_peracre + 

variable_cost_peracre) 0 

     

    set Total_cost precision (total_fixed_cost + Total_variable_cost) 

0 

     

      ;SG;;;; 

    set Sales_price_SG_peracre  price_of_SG 

    set Potential_revenues SG_yield * acres_owned * price_of_SG 

    set Potential_profit Potential_revenues - Total_cost 

     

     ;;Base;;; 

    set Sales_price_Base_peracre  price_of_base 

    set current_revenues base_yield * acres_owned * price_of_base   

    set Current_profit current_revenues - Total_cost 

     

    set BE Potential_profit - Current_profit 

     

    set initial_Percent_of_planting random-float 0.4 

    set my_percent_increase 1 + random-float .3   

     

   set DistFieldToRefinery (SG_harvested + random-normal 90 40) 

   set DistFieldToStorage (SG_harvested +  random-normal 30 10) 

   set DistStorageToRefinery (SG_harvested +  random-normal 90 40)     

]     

end 

 

to farmer-decision-start-point 

ask Farmers 

 [  

  ifelse Potential_profit >= Current_Profit 

      [  

        set Breakeven? 1 set color 135; set size 1 

        calculate_interest_score2 

        ] 

      [ 

       set Breakeven?  0 

      ] 

   ]   

end 

 

 

to calculate_interest_score2 

  ifelse age_of_farmer < average_age and 

  Familiarity_with_SG  > Mean_familiarity_with_SG and 

  risk_aversion < Mean_risk_aversion and 

   Education >  MeanEducation 

   [ 

     set Plant_SG? TRUE  

     Plant_SG 

            ] 

[] 

end  

 

to Plant_SG 

 ifelse Plant_SG? = TRUE  

    [  

  set portion_of_planting precision (number_of_fields_owned * 

percent_of_planting)  0 
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  set My_SGplant n-of portion_of_planting my_farm ;; number of 

patches 

     ask My_SGplant  

        [  

       set area_to_plant? TRUE  

       recolor ] 

     set number_of_field_planted count my_SGplant  with [ 

area_to_plant? = TRUE ];; 

     set My_area_planted number_of_field_planted * 10 ;; surface 

planted 

     set SG_planted_ton My_area_planted * SG_yield ;; ton planted 

     set harv? TRUE 

     harvest_SG    

     ]   

    [] 

end  

 

 

to harvest_SG  

  set co2_growth 0                               

  set-current-plot "Emissions"          

  set-current-plot-pen "growth" 

   

  ask farmers [   

  set co2_growth co2_growth + (SG_planted_ton  * Net_co2_per_tonne )  

   

  set SG_harvArea My_area_planted * random-normal 0.8 0.1 

  set SG_harvested SG_harvArea * SG_yield  

 

  set collRev? TRUE 

  set area_to_plant? FALSE   

  set TotHarvest sum [SG_planted_ton] of Farmers with [Breakeven? = 

1]         

  recolor 

  Collect_revenues 

  Transp_Scen 

  ] 

  plot co2_growth                         

end 

 

 

to Transp_Scen   

 set co2_delivery 0 

  

 set-current-plot-pen "delivery"  

 if Transp_Scenarios = "FieldtoRefinery" 

 [ 

  set co2_delivery co2_delivery + (SG_harvested  * co2_pertonne_km * 

 DistFieldToRefinery)    

  set TransCost FieldToRefineryCost * SG_harvested * 

DistFieldToRefinery 

  set Myco2_delivery SG_harvested  * co2_pertonne_km * 

DistFieldToRefinery  

  set usingStorage? false 

  ] 

   

  if Transp_Scenarios = "FieldtoStorageandRefinery" 

  [ 

   set co2_delivery co2_delivery + (SG_harvested  * co2_pertonne_km * 

 (DistFieldToStorage + DistStorageToRefinery)) 

   set TransCost (FieldToStorageCost + StorageToRefineryCost) * 
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SG_harvested *  Distance_to_refinery 

   set Myco2_delivery SG_harvested  * co2_pertonne_km * 

DistFieldToStorage + DistStorageToRefinery 

   set usingStorage? true 

   ] 

 calculate_SGEnerg_production_use  

    ifelse Transp_Scenarios = "FieldtoRefinery" 

    [ 

     ; FuelPerKM 

   set TOTkmDirect sum [DistFieldToRefinery] of Farmers 

   ] 

    [] 

     ifelse Transp_Scenarios = "FieldtoStorageandRefinery" 

      [ 

   set TOTkmINDirect sum [DistFieldToStorage + DistStorageToRefinery] 

of Farmers 

   ] 

    [] 

  

 plot co2delivery  

end  

 

 

to Collect_revenues 

  set SG_revenues SG_harvested * price_of_SG ;; in dollars 

  set SG_profit precision (SG_revenues - (Total_cost_peracre * 

My_area_planted)) 0 

  set Rep? TRUE 

  ask Farmers with [Breakeven? = 1]  with [Rep? = TRUE] [replant?] 

end 

 

to replant? 

  ifelse SG_profit > 0  

        [set happy? TRUE] 

        [set happy? FALSE] 

end 

 

to learn_from_neighbors 

  ask Farmers with [Breakeven? = 1]  with [Plant_SG? != true] 

   

      [  

        set On_the_fence? TRUE 

        if count Farmers with [Breakeven? = 1]  in-radius 

influence_radius with [happy? = TRUE] > count Farmers with 

[Breakeven? = 1]   

        in-radius influence_radius with [happy? = FALSE] 

        [ 

          Plant_SG 

          set mindchanged? TRUE    

        ] 

      ]     

end 

 

to recolor 

  ifelse area_to_plant? = TRUE  

        [set pcolor 53 + random 5] 

       [set pcolor 43 + random 6] 

end 

 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;script for producing fuel and electricity from the delivered 

switchgrass  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to calculate_SGEnerg_production_use                                                     

  set co2_fuel_gen 0                                              

  set market_fuel_supply 0                                         

  set co2_electric_gen 0                                           

  set market_MWh_supply 0                                          

   

    set-current-plot-pen "fuel_gen"    

      ask fplants [   

  set year_fuel_produced  (Total_Harvested_ton *  liters_per_tonne)      

  set market_fuel_supply (market_fuel_supply + year_fuel_produced)   

  set year_fuel_transfo_co2 (net_co2_per_liter *  year_fuel_produced)        

  set co2_fuel_gen (co2_fuel_gen + year_fuel_transfo_co2)                  

  set Myco2_fuel_gen year_fuel_transfo_co2 

    

    set year_Co2_eth_Distri (Co2_eth_Distri_per_liter * 

year_fuel_produced) 

    set Co2_eth_Distri (Co2_eth_Distri + year_Co2_eth_Distri) 

      ] 

    plot co2_fuel_gen 

    plot market_fuel_supply / 1000                                  

   

  set-current-plot-pen "electric_gen"     

    ask eplants [                           

  set year_MWh_produced (Total_Harvested_ton / tonnes_per_MWh )           

  set market_MWh_supply (market_MWh_supply + year_MWh_produced)       

  set year_eplant_co2 (net_co2_per_MWh * year_MWh_produced)           

  set co2_electric_gen (co2_electric_gen + year_eplant_co2)       

    set Myco2_electric_gen year_eplant_co2    

    ] 

   plot co2_electric_gen       

         

  set co2_fuel_burn (market_fuel_supply * co2_per_liter_burn)  

  set-current-plot "Emissions"                    

  set-current-plot-pen "fuel_burn"                     

  plot co2_fuel_burn                             

 

end 

 

to calculate_ffuel_production_use 

   set MWh_per_tonne_coal (heat_content_coal * 2.326) / (1000 * 

heat_rate)  

   set MWh_per_tonne_sg (heat_content_sg / (1000 * heat_rate)) 

   set tonnes_per_MWh (1 /  MWh_per_tonne_sg)   

end 

 

 

;script to compare the emissions from fuel and electricity produced 

in that year from switchgrass to an equvalent amount of fuel and 

elesctricity produced by other means. Note: as written, this doesn't 

calculate the difference in impact associated with switching from 

conventional fuels to switchgrass. This just compares the co2 

associated with equal amounts of energy produced 

from different fuel sources. For example: if the model showed that 
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1000 liters of fuel were produced and 500 mWh of electricity were 

produced from switchgrass, this script will calculate the co2 impact 

from producing conventional fuel (gasoline) with equivalent energy 

content to that in 1000 liters of switchgrass fuel, and also the co2 

associated with producing 500 MWh of electricity from conventional 

sources (coal, ng, etc). 

 To figure out the co2 impact from utilizing switchgrass, the user 

will need to define a total market demand for fuel and electricity. 

Then this calculation section can be modified to calculate the 

emissions when switchgrass 

provides x% of the total fuel demand, and y% of the total electricity 

demand (with conventional sources providing (100-x)% of the fuel and 

(100-y)% of the electricity demand). 

   

  

to-report Total_Harvested_ton 

   report sum [SG_harvested] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Total_HarvArea_acres 

   report sum [SG_harvArea] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Total_planted_acres ;;acres 

  report sum [My_area_planted] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Total_planted_ton ;;ton 

  report sum [SG_planted_ton] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Total_SG_revenues 

  report sum [SG_revenues] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Mean_SG_revenues 

  report mean [SG_revenues] of Farmers 

end 

   

to-report Mean_age 

  report mean [age_of_farmer] of Farmers 

end 

 

to-report Mean_Interest_score  

  report mean [Interest_score] of Farmers 

end   

to-report Mean_risk_aversion  

  report mean [risk_aversion] of Farmers 

end   

 

to-report Mean_familiarity_with_SG 

  report mean [familiarity_with_SG] of Farmers 

end   

 

to-report Mean_My_area_planted 

  report mean [My_area_planted] of Farmers 

end   

 

to-report Co2_total_from_SG 

  report co2_growth + co2_delivery + co2_fuel_gen + co2_electric_gen 

+ co2_fuel_burn 
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end 

 

 

to-report Co2_from_gas_and_coal 

  report (market_MWH_supply * co2_coal_TFC) + (market_fuel_supply * 

Lgas_per_Letoh * co2_gasoline_TFC) 

end 

 

to-report Co2_from_gas_and-natgas 

 report (market_MWH_supply * co2_natgas_TFC) + (market_fuel_supply * 

Lgas_per_Letoh * co2_gasoline_TFC) 

end 

 

to-report Price_of_baseBS 

 report Price_of_base 

end 

 

to-report Price_of_SGBS 

 report Price_of_SG 

end 

 

to-report Mean_my_percent_increase 

  report mean [my_percent_increase] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report Mean_SG_yield 

  report mean [SG_yield] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report Mean_percent_of_planting 

  report mean [percent_of_planting] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report Mean_base_yield 

  report mean [base_yield] of Farmers 

end  

 

 

to-report Mean_DistFieldToRefinery 

  report mean [DistFieldToRefinery] of Farmers 

end  

to-report Mean_DistFieldToStorage 

  report mean [DistFieldToStorage] of Farmers 

end  

to-report Mean_DistFieldToStoragetoRefinery 

  report mean [DistFieldToStorage + DistStorageToRefinery] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report TOTDistFieldToRefinery 

  report sum [DistFieldToRefinery] of Farmers 

end  

to-report TOTDistFieldToStorage 

  report sum [DistFieldToStorage] of Farmers 

end  

to-report TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery 

  report sum [DistFieldToStorage + DistStorageToRefinery] of Farmers 

end  

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

to-report MeanAcOwned 
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  report mean [acres_owned] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report MeanPotRev 

  report mean [Potential_revenues] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report MeanTotCostPerAcre 

  report mean [Total_cost_peracre] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report MeanTotCost 

  report mean [Total_cost] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report CountRepl 

  report count Farmers with [Rep? = TRUE] 

end  

 

 

to-report MeanEducation 

  report mean [education] of Farmers 

end  

 

 

to-report MeanPotProfit 

  report mean [Potential_profit] of Farmers 

end  

 

 

to-report MeanTransCost 

  report mean [TransCost] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report totDistance_to_refinery 

  report sum [Distance_to_refinery] of Farmers 

end  

 

#####################################################################

############## 

 

to-report co2growth 

  report co2_growth 

end 

 

to-report Co2delivery 

  report co2_delivery 

end 

 

to-report co2fuelgen 

  report co2_fuel_gen 

  end 

to-report co2electricgen 

  report co2_electric_gen 

  end 

to-report co2fuelburn 

  report co2_fuel_burn 

  end 

 

 

;;;;FUEl:::::;;;;FUEl:::::;;;;FUEl::::: 
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to-report TOTyearfuelproduced 

  report sum [year_fuel_produced] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report Meanyearfuelproduced 

  report mean [year_fuel_produced] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report TOTyearfueltransfco2 

  report sum [year_fuel_transfo_co2] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report Meanyearfueltransfco2 

  report mean [year_fuel_transfo_co2] of fplants 

end 

 

 

to-report TOTmyCo2fuelgen 

  report sum [ Myco2_fuel_gen] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report MeanmyCo2fuelgen 

  report mean [ Myco2_fuel_gen] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report TOTyearCo2ethDistri 

  report sum [year_Co2_eth_Distri] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report MeanyearCo2ethDistri 

  report mean [year_Co2_eth_Distri] of fplants 

end 

 

to-report netco2perliter 

  report mean [net_co2_per_liter] of fplants  

end 

 

to-report TOTCo2_eth_Distri  

  report sum [Co2_eth_Distri] of fplants 

end 

   

to-report coFuelgen+Dis 

  report sum [co2fuelgen + Co2_eth_Distri] of fplants 

end 

 

 

;;;;;ELECTRICITY;;;;;;;;;;;;;ELECTRICITY;;;;;;;;;;;;;ELECTRICITY;;;;;

;;; 

 

 

to-report TOTyearMWhproduced  

  report sum [year_MWh_produced] of eplants 

end 

 

to-report MeanyearMWhproduced  

  report mean [year_MWh_produced] of eplants 

end 

 

to-report TOTco2_electric_gen 

  report sum [year_eplant_co2] of eplants 
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end  

 

to-report Meanco2_electric_gen 

  report mean [year_eplant_co2] of eplants 

end  

 

to-report TOTmyco2_electric_gen 

  report sum [Myco2_electric_gen] of eplants 

end  

 

to-report Meanmyco2_electric_gen 

  report mean [Myco2_electric_gen] of eplants 

end  

 

to-report netco2perMWh 

  report mean [net_co2_per_MWh] of eplants 

end 

 

to-report TOT.DIRECT.KM 

report TOTkmDirect 

end  

 

to-report TOT.INDIRECT.KM 

report TOTkmINDirect 

end  

 

to-report MeanMyco2_delivery 

  report mean [Myco2_delivery] of Farmers 

end  

 

to-report TOTMyco2_delivery 

  report sum [Myco2_delivery] of Farmers 

end  

 

##################################################################### 

 for beahavior space  

##################################################################### 

 

to-report highra 

  report random-normal max [risk_aversion] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medra 

  report random-normal mean [risk_aversion] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowra 

  report random-normal min [risk_aversion] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

 

to-report highfa 

  report random-normal max [familiarity_with_SG] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medfa 

  report random-normal mean [familiarity_with_SG] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowfa 

  report random-normal min [familiarity_with_SG] of Farmers 0 

  end  
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to-report highis 

  report random-normal max [interest_score] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medis 

  report random-normal mean [interest_score] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowis 

  report random-normal min [interest_score] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

 

;;education 

 

to-report highEd 

  report random-normal max [education] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medEd 

  report random-normal mean [education] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowEd 

  report random-normal min [education] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

##################################################################### 

 

;; ECONOMIC 

 

to-report highPotProf 

  report random-normal max [Potential_profit] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medPotProf 

  report random-normal mean [Potential_profit] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowPotProf 

  report random-normal min [Potential_profit] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

 

to-report highPriceSG 

  report random-normal max [Price_of_SG] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medPriceSG 

  report random-normal mean [Price_of_SG] of Farmers 0  

  end  

to-report lowPriceSG 

  report random-normal min [Price_of_SG] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

;########################################################### 

 

to-report highCost 

  report random-normal max [Total_cost] of Farmers 0  

  end  

 

to-report medCost 

    report random-normal mean [Total_cost] of Farmers 0  

  end  
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to-report lowCost 

  report random-normal min [Total_cost] of Farmers 0 

  end  

 

##################################################################### 

 

to defineeffect  

  ask Farmers with [Breakeven? = 1]  

    [    

    ifelse plant_SG? = TRUE [ 

     if plant_SG? != FALSE [ 

     

    ifelse (risk_aversion > medra)  

    and (risk_aversion <= highra) 

     [set highra? TRUE]  

     [set highra? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (risk_aversion > lowra)  

   and (risk_aversion < medra) 

     [set medra? TRUE] 

     [set medra? FALSE] 

     

     ifelse (highra? != TRUE) and (medra? != TRUE)  

     [set lowra? TRUE] 

     [set lowra? FALSE] 

 

#####################################################################  

       ifelse (familiarity_with_SG > medfa)  

    and (familiarity_with_SG <= highfa) 

     [set highfa? TRUE]  

     [set highfa? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (familiarity_with_SG > lowfa)  

   and (familiarity_with_SG < medfa) 

     [set medfa? TRUE] 

     [set medfa? FALSE] 

     

 

     ifelse (highfa? != TRUE) and (medfa? != TRUE)  

     [set lowfa? TRUE] 

     [set lowfa? FALSE] 

      

#####################################################################  

      

   ifelse (education > medEd)  

    and (education <= highEd) 

     [set highEd? TRUE]  

     [set highEd? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (education > lowEd)  

   and (education < medEd) 

     [set medEd? TRUE] 

     [set medEd? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highEd? != TRUE) and (medEd? != TRUE)  

     [set lowEd? TRUE] 

     [set lowEd? FALSE] 

#####################################################################  

      

      ifelse (Potential_profit > medPotProf)  
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    and (Potential_profit <= highPotProf) 

     [set highPotProf? TRUE]  

     [set highPotProf? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (Potential_profit > lowPotProf)  

   and (Potential_profit < medPotProf) 

     [set medPotProf? TRUE] 

     [set medPotProf? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highPotProf? != TRUE) and (medPotProf? != TRUE)  

     [set lowPotProf? TRUE] 

     [set lowPotProf? FALSE]       

 

##################################################################### 

ifelse (Total_cost > medCost)  

    and (Total_cost <= highCost) 

     [set highCost? TRUE]  

     [set highCost? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (Total_cost > lowCost)  

   and (Total_cost < medCost) 

     [set medCost? TRUE] 

     [set medCost? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highCost? != TRUE) and (medCost? != TRUE)  

     [set lowCost? TRUE] 

     [set lowCost? FALSE]    

      

    ] 

  ] 

    [] 

  ] 

 end  

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

UPDATES 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to update-attributes 

  ask Farmers 

   [ 

    ;;; the Following goes up with time ;;;;;;;;;;; 

    set age_of_farmer precision (age_of_farmer + 1) 0 

    set age_mem lput age_of_farmer age_mem 

 

    set memory_planted lput My_SGplant memory_planted ;; agentset 

    set memory_lot_planted lput portion_of_planting 

memory_lot_planted   

     

    ifelse happy? = TRUE 

      [ 

        ifelse SG_profit < mean [SG_profit] of Farmers    

          [set my_percent_increase 1 + random-float .5 ;set low? TRUE  

            set Percent_of_planting initial_Percent_of_planting * 

 my_percent_increase] 

          [set my_percent_increase 2 + random-float .5; set low? 

FALSE 

            set Percent_of_planting initial_Percent_of_planting * 

 my_percent_increase] 

      ] 

      [set Percent_of_planting initial_Percent_of_planting] 
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 ;;;; ;; death at 75 - if have a successor all attributes stay 

same except  age, if no successor, all change 

 

  if ( age_of_farmer > ( ageofdeath * random-normal 1 0.2 ) ) and 

( successor?  = TRUE ) [ set age_of_farmer 45 ]  

  if ( age_of_farmer > ( ageofdeath * random-normal 1 0.2 ) ) and 

( successor?  = FALSE )  

     [  

 

        set age_of_farmer precision (random-normal average_age 10) 0 

        set risk_aversion (age_of_farmer + random-normal 0.9 0.3) / 

100 

        (if (age_of_farmer < average_age) [set risk_aversion 

risk_aversion - 0.1]) 

         

        (if (age_of_farmer < average_age) [set familiarity_with_SG 

 familiarity_with_SG + 2]) 

         

        set education random-normal average_education 3 

         

        ifelse ( random-float 1 + 0.00001 ) > PropWithSuccessor 

                [set successor? FALSE ]  

                [set successor? TRUE ]  

         

        set number_of_fields_owned count patches with [ owned-by = 

myself ] 

        set my_farm patches with [ owned-by = myself] 

        ask my_farm [set pcolor [parcels_col] of myself] 

        set acres_owned number_of_fields_owned * 10 ;; 6 acres per 

patch 

         

        set variable_cost_peracre random-normal 250 100 ;;V 

        set Total_variable_cost variable_cost_peracre * acres_owned  

         

        set fixed_cost_peracre  random-normal 100 50 ;;;F;; per acre 

        set total_fixed_cost  fixed_cost_peracre * acres_owned 

         

        set Total_cost_peracre precision (fixed_cost_peracre +   

      variable_cost_peracre) 0 

         

        set Total_cost precision (total_fixed_cost + 

Total_variable_cost) 0 

         

        ;SG;;;; 

        set Sales_price_SG_peracre  price_of_SG;;S;; formula BEunit= 

F/(S-V);; $  BEdollars=BEunit*S  

        set Potential_revenues SG_yield * acres_owned * price_of_SG 

        set Potential_profit Potential_revenues - Total_cost 

         

        ;;Base;;; 

        set Sales_price_Base_peracre  price_of_base;;S;; formula 

BEunit= F/(S-V);;  $ BEdollars=BEunit*S  

        set current_revenues base_yield * acres_owned * price_of_base   

        set Current_profit current_revenues - Total_cost 

         

        ;;be;;   

        set BE Potential_profit - Current_profit 

         

        set initial_Percent_of_planting random-float 0.4 

        set my_percent_increase 1 + random-float .3   
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   set DistFieldToRefinery (SG_harvested + random-normal 90 40) 

   set DistFieldToStorage (SG_harvested +  random-normal 30 10) 

   set DistStorageToRefinery (SG_harvested +  random-normal 90 40)  

        ] 

   ]    

end 

 

to update_effect 

  ask Farmers with [Breakeven? = 1]  

    [    

    ifelse plant_SG? = TRUE [ 

     if plant_SG? != FALSE [ 

     

    ifelse (risk_aversion > medra)  

    and (risk_aversion <= highra) 

     [set highra? TRUE]  

     [set highra? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (risk_aversion > lowra)  

   and (risk_aversion < medra) 

     [set medra? TRUE] 

     [set medra? FALSE] 

     

     ifelse (highra? != TRUE) and (medra? != TRUE)  

     [set lowra? TRUE] 

     [set lowra? FALSE] 

#####################################################################  

       ifelse (familiarity_with_SG > medfa)  

    and (familiarity_with_SG <= highfa) 

     [set highfa? TRUE]  

     [set highfa? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (familiarity_with_SG > lowfa)  

   and (familiarity_with_SG < medfa) 

     [set medfa? TRUE] 

     [set medfa? FALSE] 

     

 

     ifelse (highfa? != TRUE) and (medfa? != TRUE)  

     [set lowfa? TRUE] 

     [set lowfa? FALSE] 

      

#####################################################################  

    ifelse (Interest_score > medis)  

    and (Interest_score <= highis) 

     [set highis? TRUE]  

     [set highis? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (Interest_score > lowis)  

   and (Interest_score < medis) 

     [set medis? TRUE] 

     [set medis? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highis? != TRUE) and (medis? != TRUE)  

     [set lowis? TRUE] 

     [set lowis? FALSE] 

      

#####################################################################  

      

   ifelse (education > medEd)  

    and (education <= highEd) 
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     [set highEd? TRUE]  

     [set highEd? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (education > lowEd)  

   and (education < medEd) 

     [set medEd? TRUE] 

     [set medEd? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highEd? != TRUE) and (medEd? != TRUE)  

     [set lowEd? TRUE] 

     [set lowEd? FALSE] 

#####################################################################  

      

      ifelse (Potential_profit > medPotProf)  

    and (Potential_profit <= highPotProf) 

     [set highPotProf? TRUE]  

     [set highPotProf? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (Potential_profit > lowPotProf)  

   and (Potential_profit < medPotProf) 

     [set medPotProf? TRUE] 

     [set medPotProf? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highPotProf? != TRUE) and (medPotProf? != TRUE)  

     [set lowPotProf? TRUE] 

     [set lowPotProf? FALSE]   

      

#####################################################################  

ifelse (Total_cost > medCost)  

    and (Total_cost <= highCost) 

     [set highCost? TRUE]  

     [set highCost? FALSE] 

      

    ifelse (Total_cost > lowCost)  

   and (Total_cost < medCost) 

     [set medCost? TRUE] 

     [set medCost? FALSE] 

       

   ifelse (highCost? != TRUE) and (medCost? != TRUE)  

     [set lowCost? TRUE] 

     [set lowCost? FALSE]        

    ] 

  ] 

    [] 

  ] 

 

end 

   

to update_patches 

 ask patches  

    [   

   set SG_yield 2.5 ;; ton per acre 

   set base_yield random-normal 2 0.5 

   set area_to_plant? FALSE 

    ] 

end 

 

to update_global 

 set Price_of_SG precision random-normal 350 100 0 

 set SGPriceMem lput Price_of_SG SGPriceMem 

end 
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Appendix B 

 Champagne-Ardenne industrial symbiosis Netlogo code 

 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;Agent-Based Modelling Scenarios for the Development of Regional 

;;;Industrial Symbiosis 

;;;Demonstrate the potential of an Industrial symbiosis initiative 

;;;around the sugar/wheat agricultural production in the Champagne 

;;;Region (France. 

;;; 

;;;Copyright 2013 by Najet BICHRAOUI. All rights reserved.  

;;;No part of this model may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 

;;;or by any means, electronic, photocopying, recording, or 

;;;otherwise,without prior written permission of the author. 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

 

extensions [gis nw] 

 

globals  [nodes-gis InL OutL one-partner exchange partnered non-

partnered factories flows_qty 

          nn partner-pioneer land_use symbiosis_plants_data 

parcels_data parcels_datatopo 

          roads_data WTplants_data perimeter-dataset polyline 

linkwith-n2 

          nodes_list paths_list exchanges-pioneer exchanges-follower 

partner  

          co2_pertonne_mile mydistance_km Comingto ComningFrom 

ComingtoName ComningFromName 

          ] 

 

breed [plants plant] 

breed [nodes node] 

breed [trucks truck] 

 

undirected-link-breed [paths path] 

undirected-link-breed [roads road] 

paths-own [fid center dist iti] 

 

directed-link-breed [partnerships partnership] 

 

partnerships-own [ 

  ownerFrom ownerTo 

  ownerFromTurt ownerToTurt 

  In out resource_type resource_capacity 

  new-partner? route-list route-node-list mydistance dist 

          ] 

 

trucks-own [ 

  move-list move-list2 move-index done? total_length 
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  to-node cur-link speed behaviour orginWho origin destinName 

destination 

  drive routes OriLocation itinerary distances 

   ] 

 

nodes-own [id end? start? behaviour] 

 

plants-own [ 

  Object_id name  plocation Industry_type trust doubt behaviour 

cooperation      involvment 

  my_potential_partners 

  my_current_partner 

  my_partner 

  my_partnerName 

  myresource_capacity 

  plant_type Type_Capacity 

  Mat.type 

  mat_received 

  mat_qty_received 

  mat_received_from 

  mat_received_fromName 

  mat_sent 

  mat_qty_sent 

  mat_sent_to 

  mat_sent_toName 

  Incount outcount Input_list Output_list Input_capacity_list  

  Output_capacity_list Normalized_Input_list_capacity 

 Normalized_Output_list_capacity 

  out_partners_memory 

  in_partners_memory 

  Totalflows Input_with_qty Ouput_with_qty 

  GHG_partnered GHG_nonpartnered behaviour0_tax behaviour1_tax 

  MMT_Co2 

  mydist_from 

  mydist_to 

  exchanging? 

  diff 

  memory_tax 

  hightrust? 

  medtrust? 

  lowtrust? 

  highdoubt? 

  meddoubt?  

  lowdoubt?] 

 

patches-own [Total_GHGemissions GHGemissions GHG_pioneer GHG_follower 

] 

 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;; ---------- startup/setup/go ---------- 

to startup 

  read-gis-datasets 

end 

 

to read-gis-datasets 

  set symbiosis_plants_data  gis:load-dataset 

"data/List_plants_symb_topoVF_V1.shp" 

  set perimeter-dataset      gis:load-dataset 

"data/departments_limites_TOPOVF.shp" 
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end 

 

to setup-world-envelope 

  let world (gis:envelope-of perimeter-dataset) ;; [ minimum-x 

maximum-x minimum-y maximum-y ] 

  if zoom != 1 [ 

    let x0 (item 0 world + item 1 world) / 2          let y0 (item 2 

world + item 3 world) / 2 

    let W0 zoom * (item 0 world - item 1 world) / 2   let H0 zoom * 

(item 2 world - item 3 world) / 2 

    set world (list (x0 - W0) (x0 + W0) (y0 - H0) (y0 + H0)) 

  ] 

  gis:set-world-envelope (world) 

end 

 

to setup 

  clear-all-but-globals 

  import-world "data/WorldMarch20th world.csv" 

  read-gis-datasets 

  setup-world-envelope 

  set-default-shape plants "circle" 

  set-default-shape trucks "truck" 

  set co2_pertonne_mile 0.00010951      ;= (0.0094 gal diesel/tonne 

mile) * (25,630            ;lbs TFC 

CO2 emissions/ 1000 gal) * (1       

  ;tonne / 2200 lbs) 

  import-plants 

  export-data 

  reset-ticks   

end 

 

 

to import-plants 

  ask patches  

  [ 

    set GHGemissions []  

  ]  

  ask plants [die] 

  foreach gis:feature-list-of symbiosis_plants_data   

  [ 

    let location gis:location-of (first (first (gis:vertex-lists-of 

?)))   

    if not empty? location  

    [ 

      create-plants 1  

      [ 

        set xcor item 0 location 

        set ycor item 1 location 

        set size 0.5 

        set name gis:property-value ? "Name"  

        set Object_id gis:property-value ? "OBJECTID" 

        

        set trust random  5 

        set doubt random-float precision (0.9 + 0.5)  4 

        set involvment precision (trust * doubt)      4 

         

        set plocation min-one-of nodes [distance myself]            

        set Type_Capacity gis:property-value ? "Type_C" 

        set Mat.type gis:property-value ? "Mat_type" 

            

        set Input_list [] 
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        set Output_list [] 

        set Input_capacity_list [] 

        set Output_capacity_list [] 

        set myresource_capacity [] 

        set mat_received [] 

        set mat_sent [] 

        set flows_qty [] 

        set memory_tax [] 

         

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input1" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input2" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input3" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input4" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input5" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input6" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input7" input_list 

        set Input_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input8" input_list 

        set Input_list remove "" Input_list 

         

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input1_c" 

   Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input2_c" 

  Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input3_c" 

 Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input4_c"  

 Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input5_c" 

 Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input6_c2" 

 Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input7_c2" 

  Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? "Input8_c2" 

 Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list remove nobody Input_capacity_list 

        set Input_capacity_list remove 0 Input_capacity_list 

         

        Set Normalized_Input_list_capacity map [ ? / 50 ]  

Input_capacity_list 

         

        set Output_list lput gis:property-value ? "Output1" 

Output_list 

        set Output_list lput gis:property-value ? "Output2" 

Output_list 

        set Output_list lput gis:property-value ? "Output3" 

Output_list 

        set Output_list lput gis:property-value ? "Output4" 

Output_list 

        set Output_list lput gis:property-value ? "Output5" 

Output_list 

        set Output_list remove "" Output_list 

         

        set Output_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? 

"Output1_c"  Output_capacity_list 

        set Output_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? 

"Output2_c"  Output_capacity_list 

        set Output_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? 

"Output3_c"  Output_capacity_list 

        set Output_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? 

"Output4_c"  Output_capacity_list 
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        set Output_capacity_list lput gis:property-value ? 

"Output5_c"  Output_capacity_list 

        set Output_capacity_list remove nobody Output_capacity_list 

        set Output_capacity_list remove 0 Output_capacity_list 

         

        Set Normalized_Output_list_capacity map [ ? / 50 ]   

 Output_capacity_list ;;; amount produced for the week 

         

        set Incount length Input_list 

        set Outcount length Output_list 

        set Industry_type gis:property-value ? "TypeID"  

         

        set Totalflows sentence (Input_list)(Output_list) 

         

        set Input_with_qty (map [list ?1 ?2] Input_list 

 Normalized_Input_list_capacity ) 

        set Ouput_with_qty (map [list ?1 ?2] Output_list 

 Normalized_Output_list_capacity) 

         

        set MMT_Co2 gis:property-value ? "MMT_Co2" 

        ask patch-here  

        [ set GHGemissions lput gis:property-value ? "MMT_Co2" 

GHGemissions ]      

      ] 

    ] 

  ]     

  ;;; setup plants ;;; 

  ask plants 

    [   

   ifelse trust > Mean_trust and 

     doubt < Mean_doubt 

        [ 

          set plant_type "pioneer" 

          set behaviour 1 

          set GHG_partnered MMT_Co2 

          set exchanging? true 

          EXCHANGE_MAT 

        ] 

        [ 

          set plant_type "follower"  

          set behaviour 0 

          set GHG_nonpartnered MMT_Co2 

          set exchanging? false 

        ] 

      check-behaviour-now      

      ifelse (random-float 1.0 < cultural_cooperation_prob) ;;                                                             

        [set cooperation TRUE]  

        [set cooperation FALSE]                              

    ] 

  set factories plants 

end 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GO COMMANDS;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

 

to go   

  EXCHANGE_MAT 

  TRANSPORT 
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  if learn? [learn];  

  ask plants [ emit_GHG] 

  ask plants [ carbon_tax] 

  ask plants [check_influence_carbon-policy] 

  export-files 

  tick  

  if ticks >= 200 [stop]  

end  

 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

to EXCHANGE_MAT 

  ask plants with [behaviour = 1] 

  [ 

    if check_need self > 0 

    [ 

      find_new_partner          

    ] 

  ]   

  find-path  ; for new partnerships 

end 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

                                          find partner                                              

to-report check_need [plant_a] 

  let x 0 

  foreach needed_resources_list plant_a 

  [ 

    set x (x + ?) 

  ] 

  report x 

end 

 

to-report needed_resources_list [plant_a] 

  let d [] 

  ask plant_a 

  [ 

    let a Input_list 

     

    let b Normalized_Input_list_capacity   

    let c current-input self      

    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      set d lput 0 d 

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

     

    set temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      let f item temp b         

      let g item temp c         

      let h (f - g)      

      set d replace-item temp d h      

       

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

  ] 
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  report d                      

end 

 

to-report needed_name_list [plant_a] 

  let new_need_list [] 

  ask plant_a 

  [ 

    let a Input_list                   

    let b needed_resources_list self   

     

    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a  

    [ 

      if (item temp b > 0) 

      [ 

        set new_need_list lput (item temp a) new_need_list 

      ] 

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

  ] 

  report new_need_list  

end 

 

   

to-report left_resource_list [plant_a] 

  let d [] 

  ask plant_a 

  [ 

    let a Output_list                  

     

    let b Normalized_Output_list_capacity  

    let c current-Output self  

     

    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      set d lput 0 d                    

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

     

    set temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      let f item temp b                  

      let g item temp c                  

      let h (f - g) 

      set d replace-item temp d h         

       

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

  ] 

  report d                               

end 

 

to-report left_name_list [plant_a] 

  let new_left_list [] 

  ask plant_a 

  [ 

    let a Output_list                                         

    let b left_resource_list self                             
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    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a]            

    [ 

      if (item temp b > 0)             

      [ 

        set new_left_list lput (item temp a) new_left_list 

      ] 

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

  ]   

  report new_left_list 

end 

 

to-report current-input [plant_b]  

  let c [] 

  ask plant_b 

  [ 

    let a Input_list 

    let b Input_capacity_list 

     

    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      set c lput 0 c 

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

     

    foreach sort my-in-partnerships 

    [ 

      let d [resource_type] of ? 

      let f [resource_capacity] of ? 

      let g position d a              

      let h item g c                 

      set h (h + f) 

      set c replace-item g c h        

    ] 

  ] 

  report c  

end 

 

to-report current-output [plant_b] 

  let c [] 

  ask plant_b 

  [ 

    let a Output_list 

    let b Normalized_Output_list_capacity 

     

    let temp 0 

    while [temp < length a] 

    [ 

      set c lput 0 c 

      set temp temp + 1 

    ] 

     

    foreach sort my-out-partnerships 

    [ 

      let d [resource_type] of ? 

      let f [resource_capacity] of ? 

      let g position d a              

      let h item g c                  

      set h (h + f) 
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      set c replace-item g c h        

    ] 

  ] 

  report c      

end 

 

to-report potential_partners [a_plant]  

  let potential_partner [] 

   

  ask a_plant 

  [ 

    ifelse ((count my-in-partnerships + count my-out-partnerships) > 

0) 

    [ 

      set my_current_partner (turtle-set in-partnership-neighbors 

out-partnership- neighbors) 

      let in_neighbors    ( [in-partnership-neighbors] of 

my_current_partner   with  [behaviour = 1]) 

      let out_neighbors   ( [out-partnership-neighbors] of 

my_current_partner  with  [behaviour = 1]) 

           

      set out_partners_memory [name] of out-partnership-neighbors 

      set in_partners_memory [name] of in-partnership-neighbors 

       

      let pp_check_list1  (turtle-set my_current_partner in_neighbors 

 out_neighbors) 

       

      let pp_check_list [] 

      foreach sort pp_check_list1 

      [ 

        set pp_check_list lput ? pp_check_list 

      ] 

      set pp_check_list   remove-duplicates pp_check_list ;; 

potential_partner 

      set pp_check_list   remove self pp_check_list ;; 

potential_partner 

            

      ifelse (not empty? pp_check_list) 

      [ 

        set potential_partner (list_out_potential_partner 

pp_check_list self) 

         

        if not empty? potential_partner [show "trust transitive: 

partner"] 

         

        if empty? potential_partner 

        [ 

          let all_other_list (list other plants with [behaviour = 1]) 

          set potential_partner (list_out_potential_partner 

all_other_list self) 

          show "trust transitive: i have frd and frd of frd, they 

don't have what I  needed" 

        ] 

      ] 

      [ 

        let all_other_list (list other plants with [behaviour = 1]) 

        set potential_partner (list_out_potential_partner 

all_other_list self) 

        show "trust transitive: i have no frd yet" 

      ] 

    ] 
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    [ 

      let all_other_list (list other plants with [behaviour = 1]) 

      set potential_partner (list_out_potential_partner 

all_other_list self) 

      show "trust transitive: i have no frd yet" 

    ] 

  ]   

  report potential_partner 

  set my_potential_partners [name] of potential_partner 

end 

 

 

to-report list_out_potential_partner [a_list plant_need] 

  let a_list2 turtle-set a_list 

   

  let pp_list [] 

  let wanted_list needed_name_list plant_need 

   

  foreach sort a_list2 

  [ 

    let i_have_list left_name_list ? 

     

    let x_list filter [member? ? wanted_list] i_have_list 

    if not empty? x_list 

    [ 

      set pp_list lput ? pp_list 

    ] 

  ]  

   

  report pp_list 

end 

 

to-report resource_flow [plant_origin plant_destination] 

  let thing "" 

  let flow  0 

  let thing_left left_name_list   plant_origin 

  let thing_need needed_name_list plant_destination 

  let capacity_left remove 0 (left_resource_list    plant_origin) 

  let capacity_need remove 0 (needed_resources_list 

plant_destination) 

  

  let thing_in_both_list [] 

  let temp 0 

  while [temp < length thing_need] 

  [ 

    let a (item temp thing_need) 

    if member? a thing_left 

    [ 

      let b item temp capacity_need 

      let p position a thing_left 

      let c item p capacity_left 

      let f min (list b c) 

      let d (list a f)                                

      set thing_in_both_list lput d thing_in_both_list 

    ] 

    set temp temp + 1 

  ] 

   

  let flow_list []   

   

  foreach thing_in_both_list 
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  [ 

    let x item 1 ? 

    set flow_list lput x flow_list 

  ] 

   

  let max_flow_possible max flow_list 

  let target_thing position max_flow_possible flow_list 

   

  let z item target_thing thing_in_both_list 

  show z 

  report z     

end 

 

to find_new_partner   

  if (cooperation) 

  [ 

    let pp potential_partners self       

    let p2 turtle-set pp                 

     

    ifelse (count p2 > 0)  

      [ 

        set one-partner one-of p2        

        let rf resource_flow one-partner self   

        create-partnership-from one-partner 

        [ 

          if hide-part? [set hidden? true] 

          set new-partner? true 

          set resource_type     item 0 rf 

          set resource_capacity item 1 rf 

           

          set ownerFrom [name] of end1 

          set ownerTo [name] of end2 

            

          set ownerFromTurt end1 

          set ownerToTurt end2 

          

          set Comingto end2 

          set ComningFrom end1 

        ]             

         set my_partner one-partner 

         set my_partnerName [name] of one-partner 

  

         set mat_received  item 0 rf 

         set mat_qty_received item 1 rf 

         

         set mat_received_from my_partner 

         set mat_received_fromName [name] of my_partner 

          

         set flows_qty lput partnerships flows_qty 

         

         ask my_partner [  

          set mat_sent item 0 rf      

          set mat_qty_sent item 1 rf 

          set mat_sent_to Comingto 

          set mat_sent_toName [name] of  Comingto 

          ] 

         ] 

      [ 

        find_no_partner 

      ] 

  ]   
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end 

 

 

to find_no_partner   

  ask plants with [behaviour = 1] 

  [ 

    if (count my-in-partnerships + count my-out-partnerships) = 0 

    [ 

      set behaviour 0 

      set color brown 

    ] 

  ]   

end 

 

 

===================================================================== 

===================================================================== 

===================================================================== 

 

to find-path 

  nw:set-snapshot nodes paths 

  ask partnerships with [new-partner? = true] 

  [ 

    let a [] 

    let b [] 

     

    let junction1 [plocation] of end1 

    let junction2 [plocation] of end2 

     

    let d junction2 

    ask junction1 

    [       

      set a   nw:path-to            d 

      set b   nw:turtles-on-path-to d 

    ] 

   

    set route-list      a 

    set route-node-list b 

  ] 

     

  ask partnerships with [new-partner? = true] 

  [ 

    foreach route-list 

    [ask ? [set color yellow 

        set dist link-length 

         ] 

    set mydistance sum [dist] of paths 

    show mydistance 

    set mydistance_km mydistance * 3 

    ] 

    ]   

  hatch-truck 

end 

 

 

;;; Path length computations ;;; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to hatch-truck 

   

  ask partnerships with [new-partner? = true] 
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  [     

    let m-list route-node-list 

     

    ask end1 

    [ 

      hatch-trucks 1 

      [ 

        set size (truck-meters * 4000) / meters-per-patch 

        set color green 

        set move-list  m-list 

         

        set done? false 

        set move-index 0 

         

        if hide-truck? [set hidden? true] 

      ] 

    ]     

    set new-partner? false 

  ] 

end 

 

to TRANSPORT   

  moving  

  if go-back? = true 

  [ goback_command ] 

end 

 

to moving 

  while [any? trucks with [done? = false]] 

  [ 

    ask trucks with [done? = false] 

    [ 

      ifelse (move-index) >= (length move-list) 

      [ 

        set done? true 

      ] 

      [ 

        move-truck 

      ] 

    ] 

  ]   

  if all? trucks [done? = true] 

    [ 

      ask trucks 

      [ 

        set move-index 0 

        set done? false 

      ] 

      show (word "plant 1 count: " count plants with [behaviour = 1]) 

      show (word "trucks count: "count trucks) 

      show (word "partnerships count: "count partnerships) 

    ] 

end 

 

 

to goback_command   

  ask trucks 

    [ 

      set move-list reverse move-list 

    ]     

  moving   
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  ask trucks 

    [ 

      set move-list reverse move-list 

    ] 

end 

 

 

to move-truck 

  let x (item move-index move-list) 

  face x 

  fd (distance x) 

  set move-index (move-index + 1) 

end 

 

 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

; behaviour change                                           

 

to learn                                                   

  if learn?  

  [ 

    ask plants with [behaviour = 0] 

    [ 

      let a count other plants in-radius influence_radius with 

[behaviour = 1] 

      let b count other plants in-radius influence_radius with 

[behaviour = 0] 

      if (a + b) > 0 

      [ 

        if (random-float ( a / (a + b) )) > (random-float b / (a + 

b))   

        [ 

          set behaviour 1 

        ] 

      ] 

    ] 

  ]   

  check-behaviour-now 

end 

 

to check-behaviour-now   

  ask plants 

  [ 

    if behaviour = 1 

    [set color blue] 

     

    if behaviour = 0 

    [set color brown] 

  ] 

end 

 

 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================ 

; GHG calculation ; 

 

to emit_GHG 

  ask plants [ 
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    set GHG_partnered MMT_Co2 * 1.01 

    set GHG_nonpartnered MMT_Co2 * 1.8 

  ]     

end 

 

to update_qty 

  ask plants with [behaviour = 1]  

  [ 

    ifelse length memory_tax > 0 [ 

   set diff behaviour1_tax - last memory_tax 

   let di diff 

   if behaviour1_tax < last memory_tax  

    [ ask partnerships 

      [     

    set  resource_capacity (resource_capacity + (di * random-normal 

1.9 0.5) / 10)     

    let xf resource_flow one-partner self  

    let qty  item 1 xf  

    set qty (qty + (di * random-normal 1.9 0.5) / 10) 

    ]  

    ask plants 

     [ 

       set mat_qty_received (mat_qty_received + (diff * random-normal 

1.9 0.5) /  10) 

       ] 

     ] 

    ] 

    [] 

  ] 

end 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;REPORTERS;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

to clear-all-but-globals  

ct cp cd clear-links clear-all-plots clear-output end 

 

to-report meters-per-patch ;; maybe should be in gis: extension? 

  let world gis:world-envelope ; [ minimum-x maximum-x minimum-y 

maximum-y ] 

  let x-meters-per-patch (item 1 world - item 0 world) / (max-pxcor - 

min-pxcor) * 2.59 

  let y-meters-per-patch (item 3 world - item 2 world) / (max-pycor - 

min-pycor) * 2.59 

  report mean list x-meters-per-patch y-meters-per-patch 

end 

 

to-report new-node-at [x y] ; returns a node at x,y creating one if 

there isn't one there. 

  let n nodes with [xcor = x and ycor = y] 

  ifelse any? n  

  [set n one-of n]  

  [ 

    create-nodes 1  

    [ 

      setxy x y  

      set size 0.01  

      set n self] 

  ] 

  report n 

end 
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to-report total_Partnered 

 report count plants with [behaviour = 1] 

end 

 

to-report total_NonPartnered 

 report count plants with [behaviour = 0] 

end 

 

to-report total_qty_receiced 

  report sum [mat_qty_received] of plants 

end  

 

to-report total_qty_sent 

  report sum [mat_qty_sent] of plants 

end  

 

to-report total_qty 

  report precision (total_qty_receiced + total_qty_sent) 0 

end  

   

to-report Mean_trust 

  report mean [trust] of plants 

end 

 

to-report Mean_doubt 

  report mean [doubt] of plants 

end 

 

to-report Mean_Involvment 

  report mean [involvment] of plants 

end 

 

to-report co2_transport 

  report precision (co2_pertonne_mile + (total_qty * 

co2_pertonne_mile * mydistance_km)) 0 

end 

 

to-report Co2_transportOutside 

  report precision (co2_pertonne_mile + (total_qty  * 

co2_pertonne_mile * (mydistance_km * random 4))) 0 

  end 

 

to-report Co2_Trans_savings 

  report precision (Co2_transportOutside - co2_transport) 0 

end 

 

to-report Total_GHG_partnered 

 report sum [GHG_partnered] of plants with [behaviour = 1] 

end  

 

to-report Total_GHG_nonpartnered 

report  sum [GHG_nonpartnered] of plants with [behaviour = 0] 

end  

 

 

to-report highTRUST 

  report random-normal max [trust] of plants 0  

  end  

 

to-report medTRUST 

  report random-normal mean [trust] of plants 0  
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  end  

to-report lowTRUST 

  report random-normal min [trust] of plants 0  

  end  

 

to-report highDOUBT 

  report random-normal max [doubt] of plants 0  

  end  

 

to-report medDOUBT 

  report random-normal mean [doubt] of plants 0  

  end  

to-report lowDOUBT 

  report random-normal min [doubt] of plants 0  

  end  

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

;;;;================================================================= 

; Turtles log for individual analysis with output-file 

 

to export-data 

if behaviorspace-run-number = 1 [create-files] 

 

export-files 

end 

 

to create-files 

;; create the file and give the first row column headings 

let spacer "," 

file-open "ModelBS10bis2.csv" 

file-print  (list  

  "BSRunNumber" spacer 

  "ticks" spacer  

  "name" spacer    

  "plant_type" spacer  

  "trust" spacer 

  "doubt" spacer  

  "involvment" spacer  

  "cooperation" spacer  

  "behaviour"  spacer    

  "cultural_cooperation_prob" spacer  

  "Learn?" spacer    

  "mat_received" spacer 

  "Mat.type" spacer 

  "mat_qty_received" spacer 

  "mat_received_fromName" spacer 

  "mat_sent" spacer   

  "Mat.type" spacer     

  "mat_qty_sent" spacer 

  "mat_sent_toName" spacer     

  "co2_transport" spacer  

  "Co2_transportOutside" spacer  

  "Co2_Trans_savings"  

  ) 

  

file-close 

end 

 

to export-files 

;; write the information to the file 

let spacer "," 
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file-open "ModelBS10bis2.csv" 

ask plants [file-print 

   

 (list  

  behaviorspace-run-number spacer 

  ticks spacer  

  name spacer    

  plant_type spacer  

  trust spacer 

  doubt spacer  

  involvment spacer  

  cooperation spacer  

  behaviour  spacer    

  cultural_cooperation_prob spacer   

  Learn? spacer  

  mat_received spacer 

  Mat.type spacer 

  mat_qty_received spacer 

  mat_received_fromName spacer 

  mat_sent spacer  

  Mat.type spacer      

  mat_qty_sent spacer 

  mat_sent_toName spacer     

  co2_transport spacer  

  Co2_transportOutside spacer  

  Co2_Trans_savings     

  )   

   ]  

file-close 

end  
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Appendix C 

Switchgrass adoption/LCA R code 

 

mydat = read.table("SGAD-VJune20thV8 NewExp1200 v7-table.csv", skip = 

7, sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

 

library(ggplot2) 

library(reshape2) 

library(gridExtra) 

 

colnames = colnames(mydat) 

 

colnames[1] ="Runnumber"   

colnames[2] ="PriceShockAtStep"   

colnames[3] ="Learn"     

colnames[4] ="SGPriceShock"  

colnames[5] ="ComPriceShock"     

colnames[6] ="InfluenceRadius"   

colnames[7] ="TranScenarios"     

colnames[8] ="Step"  

colnames[9] ="Price base culture"    

colnames[10] ="Priceswitchgrass"     

colnames[11] ="BreakEvFarm"  

colnames[12] ="NoBreakEvBefarm"  

colnames[13] ="PlantingFarmers"  

colnames[14] ="ProfitableFarmers"    

colnames[15] ="OneTheFence"  

colnames[16] ="ChangedMind"  

colnames[17] ="Age"  

colnames[18] ="SGPriceAfterShock"    

colnames[19] ="SGRevenues"   

colnames[20] ="InterestScore"    

colnames[21] ="PercentOfPlanting"    

colnames[22] ="TotHarvesTons"    

colnames[23] ="TotHarvesAcres"   

colnames[24] ="TotPlantedAcres"  

colnames[25] ="TotPlantedTons"   

colnames[26] ="RiskAversion"     

colnames[27] ="Familiarity"  

colnames[28] ="PercOfIncrease"   

colnames[29] ="SGYield"  

colnames[30] ="BaseYield"    

colnames[31] ="AreaPlanted" 

colnames[32] ="TotSGRevenues"    

colnames[33] ="Co2FromSG"    

colnames[34] ="Co2GasandCoal"    

colnames[35] ="Co2GasandNatGas"  

colnames[36] ="PlantwithHighRA"  

colnames[37] ="PlantwithHighFA"  

colnames[38] ="PlantwithHighIS"  

colnames[39] ="PlantwithMedRA"   

colnames[40] ="PlantwithMedFA"   

colnames[41] ="PlantwithMedIS"   

colnames[42] ="PlantwithLowRA"   

colnames[43] ="PlantwithLowFA"   

colnames[44] ="PlantwithLowIS"   
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colnames[45] ="AcOwned"  

colnames[46] ="Potential revenue"    

colnames[47] ="Total cost"   

colnames[48] ="ReplantingFarm"   

colnames[49] ="Education"    

colnames[50] ="Successor"    

colnames[51] ="TotCostAcre"  

colnames[52] ="Potential profit"     

colnames[53] ="StorageUse"   

colnames[54] ="TransCost"    

colnames[55] ="NewBaseCost"  

colnames[56] ="HighEd"   

colnames[57] ="MedEd"    

colnames[58] ="LowEd"    

colnames[59] ="HighPotProf"  

colnames[60] ="MedPotProf"   

colnames[61] ="LowPotProf"   

colnames[62] ="HighPriceSG"  

colnames[63] ="MedPriceSG"   

colnames[64] ="LowPriceSG"   

colnames[65] ="HighCost"     

colnames[66] ="MedCost"  

colnames[67] ="LowCost"  

colnames[68] ="MeanDistFieldToRefinery"  

colnames[69] ="MeanDistFieldToStorage"   

colnames[70] ="MeanDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"     

colnames[71] ="TOTDistFieldToRefinery"   

colnames[72] ="TOTDistFieldToStorage"    

colnames[73] ="TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"  

colnames[74] ="Co2Growth"    

colnames[75] ="Co2delivery"  

colnames[76] ="Co2Ethanolgeneration"     

colnames[77] ="Co2Electricgeneration"    

colnames[78] ="co2fuelburn"  

colnames[79] ="yearMWhproduced"      

colnames[80] ="Meanyearfuelproduced"     

colnames[81] ="TOTyearfueltransfco2"     

colnames[82] ="Meanyearfueltransfco2"    

colnames[83] ="TOTmyCo2fuelgen"  

colnames[84] ="MeanmyCo2fuelgen"     

colnames[85] ="TOTyearCo2ethDistri"  

colnames[86] ="MeanyearCo2ethDistri"     

colnames[87] ="netco2perliter"   

colnames[88] ="TOTCo2.eth.Distri"    

colnames[89] ="coFuelgenandDis"  

colnames[90] ="market.fuel.supply"   

colnames[91] ="TOTyearMWhproduced"   

colnames[92] ="MeanyearMWhproduced"  

colnames[93] ="TOTco2.electric.gen"  

colnames[94] ="Meanco2.electric.gen"     

colnames[95] ="TOTmyco2.electric.gen"    

colnames[96] ="Meanmyco2.electric.gen"   

colnames[97] ="netco2perMWh"     

colnames[98] ="market.MWh.supply"    

colnames[99] ="TOT.DIRECT.KM"    

colnames[100] ="TOT.INDIRECT.KM"     

colnames[101] ="TOTmyco2.electric.gen"   

colnames[102] ="TOTCo2.eth.andDistri"    

colnames[103] ="Co2Ethanoldistribution"   

colnames[104] ="TOTyearCo2ethDistri"     
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colnames(mydat) = colnames 

 

##################################################################### 

##################################################################### 

 

dataPlantacres2 = melt(mydat,id=c("Runnumber" 

                                       ,"PriceShockAtStep" 

                                       ,"Learn"   

                                       ,"SGPriceShock"   

                                       ,"ComPriceShock"  

                                       ,"InfluenceRadius"    

                                       ,"TranScenarios"  

                                       ,"Step"   

                                       ,"Price base culture"     

                                       ,"Priceswitchgrass"   

                                       ,"BreakEvFarm"    

                                       ,"NoBreakEvBefarm"    

                                       ,"PlantingFarmers"    

                                       ,"ProfitableFarmers"  

                                       ,"OneTheFence"    

                                       ,"ChangedMind"    

                                       ,"Age"    

                                       ,"SGPriceAfterShock"  

                                       ,"SGRevenues"     

                                       ,"InterestScore"  

                                       ,"PercentOfPlanting"  

                                       ,"TotHarvesTons"  

                                       ,"TotHarvesAcres"     

                                     #  ,"TotPlantedAcres"   

                                       ,"TotPlantedTons"     

                                       ,"RiskAversion"   

                                       ,"Familiarity"    

                                       ,"PercOfIncrease"     

                                       ,"SGYield"    

                                       ,"BaseYield"  

                                       ,"AreaPlanted"    

                                       ,"TotSGRevenues"  

                                       ,"Co2FromSG"  

                                       ,"Co2GasandCoal"  

                                       ,"Co2GasandNatGas"    

                                       ,"PlantwithHighRA"    

                                       ,"PlantwithHighFA"    

                                       ,"PlantwithHighIS"    

                                       ,"PlantwithMedRA"     

                                       ,"PlantwithMedFA"     

                                       ,"PlantwithMedIS"     

                                       ,"PlantwithLowRA"     

                                       ,"PlantwithLowFA"     

                                       ,"PlantwithLowIS"     

                                       ,"AcOwned"#(MeanAcOwn)    

                                       ,"Potential revenue"  

                                       ,"Total cost"     

                                       ,"ReplantingFarm"     

                                       ,"Education"  

                                       ,"Successor"  

                                       ,"TotCostAcre"    

                                       ,"Potential profit"   

                                       ,"StorageUse"     

                                       ,"TransCost"  

                                       ,"NewBaseCost"    

                                       ,"HighEd"     
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                                       ,"MedEd"  

                                       ,"LowEd"  

                                       ,"HighPotProf"    

                                       ,"MedPotProf"     

                                       ,"LowPotProf"     

                                       ,"HighPriceSG"    

                                       ,"MedPriceSG"     

                                       ,"LowPriceSG"     

                                       ,"HighCost"   

                                       ,"MedCost"    

                                       ,"LowCost"    

                                       ,"MeanDistFieldToRefinery"    

                                       ,"MeanDistFieldToStorage"     

                                       

,"MeanDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"   

                                       ,"TOTDistFieldToRefinery"     

                                       ,"TOTDistFieldToStorage"  

                                       

,"TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"    

                                       ,"Co2Growth"  

                                       ,"Co2delivery"    

                                       ,"Co2Ethanolgeneration"   

                                       ,"Co2Electricgeneration"  

                                       ,"co2fuelburn"    

                                       ,"yearMWhproduced"    

                                       ,"Meanyearfuelproduced"                                          

                                       ,"TOTyearfueltransfco2"   

                                       ,"Meanyearfueltransfco2"  

                                       ,"TOTmyCo2fuelgen"    

                                       ,"MeanmyCo2fuelgen"   

                                       ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri"    

                                       ,"MeanyearCo2ethDistri"   

                                       ,"netco2perliter"     

                                       ,"TOTCo2.eth.Distri"  

                                       ,"coFuelgenandDis"    

                                       ,"market.fuel.supply"     

                                       ,"TOTyearMWhproduced"     

                                       ,"MeanyearMWhproduced"    

                                       ,"TOTco2.electric.gen"    

                                       ,"Meanco2.electric.gen"   

                                       ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"  

                                       ,"Meanmyco2.electric.gen"     

                                       ,"netco2perMWh"   

                                       ,"market.MWh.supply"  

                                       ,"TOT.DIRECT.KM"  

                                       ,"TOT.INDIRECT.KM"    

                                       ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"  

                                       ,"TOTCo2.eth.andDistri"   

                                       ,"Co2Ethanoldistribution"     

                                       ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri")) 

 

dataPlantacresvf2 = dcast(dataPlantacres2, 

                         Step+variable ~ ., 

                         fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(dataPlantacresvf2)[3] = "avg_count" 

 

SGpla2 = ggplot(data=dataPlantacresvf2,aes(x=Step,y=avg_count)) + 

  geom_line() + 

  xlab("Step") +  #specify x and y labels 

  ylab("Acres planted") +  

  ggtitle("AB-LCA simulation\non future planted acres")+ 
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theme(plot.title = element_text(size=12)) 

print(SGpla2) 

 

##################################################################### 

### Validation Soybean 

##################################################################### 

##################################################################### 

 

myData = read.table("Soybeandata3combined.csv", sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

 

colnames = colnames(myData) 

 

colnames[1] ="Step" 

colnames[2] ="SoybeansAcresPlantedInpercent" 

colnames[3] ="SoybeansAcresHarvested" 

colnames[4] ="SoybeansAcresPlanted" 

colnames[5] ="SoybeansPriceReceivedIndollarsPerBU" 

colnames[6] ="SoybeansYieldinBUperacres" 

colnames[7] ="SoybeansRevenues" 

colnames[8] ="BTCottonAcresPlantedInpercent" 

colnames(myData) = colnames 

 

options(scipen=999) 

 

######################## 

 

myData2<-myData [c(1,2)] 

 

newgrid <- subset(myData2, Year > 1996)  

newdataGrid_recent = newgrid [ newgrid$Year >= 1996, ] 

 

newdataGrid_recent2=newdataGrid_recent[c(1,2)]  

Molten2 <- melt(newdataGrid_recent2, id.vars = "Year") 

 

so=ggplot(Molten2, aes(x = Year, y = value, colour = variable)) +  

  geom_line() + 

  theme(legend.position="none",plot.title = element_text(size=12)) + 

  xlab("Year") + 

  ylab("Acres Planted in % ") +  

  ggtitle("Real-world observation:\n Adoption of GE Soybeans since 

1996") #give the plot a title 

print (so) 

 

 

##################################################################### 

###  Influence of INTERNAL FACTOR FAM+ RISK+ED ###################### 

###  facet_grid ##################################################### 

##################################################################### 

 

dataIS2 = melt(mydat,id=c("Runnumber" 

                               ,"PriceShockAtStep" 

                               ,"Learn"   

                               ,"SGPriceShock"   

                               ,"ComPriceShock"  

                               ,"InfluenceRadius"    

                               ,"TranScenarios"  

                               ,"Step"   

                               ,"Price base culture"     

                               ,"Priceswitchgrass"   

                               ,"BreakEvFarm"    

                               ,"NoBreakEvBefarm"    
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                               ,"PlantingFarmers"    

                               ,"ProfitableFarmers"  

                               ,"OneTheFence"    

                               ,"ChangedMind"    

                               ,"Age"    

                               ,"SGPriceAfterShock"  

                               ,"SGRevenues"     

                               ,"InterestScore"  

                               ,"PercentOfPlanting"  

                               ,"TotHarvesTons"  

                               ,"TotHarvesAcres"     

                              ,"TotPlantedAcres"     

                               ,"TotPlantedTons"     

                               ,"RiskAversion"   

                               ,"Familiarity"    

                               ,"PercOfIncrease"     

                               ,"SGYield"    

                               ,"BaseYield"  

                               ,"AreaPlanted"    

                               ,"TotSGRevenues"  

                               ,"Co2FromSG"  

                               ,"Co2GasandCoal"  

                               ,"Co2GasandNatGas"    

                              # ,"PlantwithHighRA"   

                              # ,"PlantwithHighFA"   

                               ,"PlantwithHighIS"    

                              # ,"PlantwithMedRA"    

                              # ,"PlantwithMedFA"    

                               ,"PlantwithMedIS"     

                              # ,"PlantwithLowRA"    

                              # ,"PlantwithLowFA"    

                               ,"PlantwithLowIS"     

                               ,"AcOwned"#(MeanAcOwn)    

                               ,"Potential revenue"  

                               ,"Total cost"     

                               ,"ReplantingFarm"     

                               ,"Education"  

                               ,"Successor"  

                               ,"TotCostAcre"    

                               ,"Potential profit"   

                               ,"StorageUse"     

                               ,"TransCost"  

                               ,"NewBaseCost"    

                              # ,"HighEd"    

                              # ,"MedEd"     

                              # ,"LowEd"     

                               ,"HighPotProf"    

                               ,"MedPotProf"     

                               ,"LowPotProf"     

                               ,"HighPriceSG"    

                               ,"MedPriceSG"     

                               ,"LowPriceSG"     

                               ,"HighCost"   

                               ,"MedCost"    

                               ,"LowCost"    

                               ,"MeanDistFieldToRefinery"    

                               ,"MeanDistFieldToStorage"     

                               ,"MeanDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"   

                               ,"TOTDistFieldToRefinery"     

                               ,"TOTDistFieldToStorage"  

                               ,"TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"    
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                               ,"Co2Growth"  

                               ,"Co2delivery"    

                               ,"Co2Ethanolgeneration"   

                               ,"Co2Electricgeneration"  

                               ,"co2fuelburn"    

                               ,"yearMWhproduced"    

                               ,"Meanyearfuelproduced"   

                                

                               ,"TOTyearfueltransfco2"   

                               ,"Meanyearfueltransfco2"  

                               ,"TOTmyCo2fuelgen"    

                               ,"MeanmyCo2fuelgen"   

                               ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri"    

                               ,"MeanyearCo2ethDistri"   

                               ,"netco2perliter"     

                               ,"TOTCo2.eth.Distri"  

                               ,"coFuelgenandDis"    

                               ,"market.fuel.supply"     

                               ,"TOTyearMWhproduced"     

                               ,"MeanyearMWhproduced"    

                               ,"TOTco2.electric.gen"    

                               ,"Meanco2.electric.gen"   

                               ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"  

                               ,"Meanmyco2.electric.gen"     

                               ,"netco2perMWh"   

                               ,"market.MWh.supply"  

                               ,"TOT.DIRECT.KM"  

                               ,"TOT.INDIRECT.KM"    

                               ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"  

                               ,"TOTCo2.eth.andDistri"   

                               ,"Co2Ethanoldistribution"     

                               ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri")) 

 

dataISvf2 = dcast(dataIS2, 

                 Step+ 

                   Priceswitchgrass+ 

                   variable ~ ., 

                 fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(dataISvf2)[4] = "avg_count" 

 

dataISvf2$variable <- factor(dataISvf2$variable, 

                            levels = 

c("PlantwithHighFA","PlantwithMedFA","PlantwithLowFA", 

                                       

"PlantwithHighRA","PlantwithMedRA","PlantwithLowRA", 

                                       "HighEd","MedEd","LowEd")) 

 

indices = which((dataISvf2$Priceswitchgrass %% 200) == 0) 

df2 = dataISvf2[indices, colnames(dataISvf2)] 

 

lab <- function(var, value){ 

  value <- as.character(value) 

  if (var=="variable") {  

    value[value=="PlantwithHighFA"] <- "Familiarity\nHigh" 

    value[value=="PlantwithMedFA"]   <- "Familiarity\nMedium" 

    value[value=="PlantwithLowFA"]   <- "Familiarity\nLow" 

     

    value[value=="PlantwithHighRA"] <- "Risk\nAversion\nHigh" 

    value[value=="PlantwithMedRA"]   <- "Risk\nAversion\nMedium" 

    value[value=="PlantwithLowRA"]   <- "Risk\nAversion\nLow" 
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    value[value=="HighEd"] <- "Education\nHigh" 

    value[value=="MedEd"]   <- "Education\nMedium" 

    value[value=="LowEd"]   <- "Education\nLow" 

        

  } 

  return(value)   

} 

 

areaplot2<-ggplot(data=df2,aes(x=Step,y=avg_count)) + 

 # theme(axis.text.x = element_text(angle=90, vjust=1,size=10), 

legend.position="none") + 

  theme(strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12), 

        strip.text.y = element_text(size = 12), 

        legend.position="none") + 

  ylab ("Average number of\n planting farmers") + 

  geom_point(aes(color=variable),size=1.5)+ 

  stat_smooth(method = "lm")+ 

  scale_x_discrete(breaks = c("20", "40"))+ 

  facet_grid(Priceswitchgrass~ variable, scales="free_x",shrink = 

TRUE, labeller=lab)  

print(areaplot2) 

 

 

################################################################### 

### make table object to put in strip### 

library(gtable) 

areaplottable <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(areaplot2)) 

 

#  New strip to the right 

areaplottable  <- gtable_add_cols(areaplottable , unit(1, "lines"))  

# New column added to the right 

 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(areaplottable)   # New strip goes into column 6  

# New strip spans rows 3 to 7 

areaplottable <- gtable_add_grob(areaplottable,  

                                 list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, 

fill = gray(0.8), size = .5,height = unit(1, "npc"))), 

                                      textGrob("Price ($/tonne)", rot 

= -90, vjust = .27,  check.overlap = TRUE, 

                                               gp = gpar(cex = .85, 

col = "black"))), 4, 22, 8, 22, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - to the right of column 5 

areaplottable <- gtable_add_cols(areaplottable, unit(2/10, "line"), 

5) 

 

# Draw it 

grid.newpage() 

grid.draw(areaplottable) 

 

##################################################################### 

### ALL EXTERNAL 

##################################################################### 

dataPotProf2 = melt(mydat,id=c("Runnumber" 

                                    ,"PriceShockAtStep" 

                                    ,"Learn"   

                                    ,"SGPriceShock"   

                                    ,"ComPriceShock"   

                                    ,"InfluenceRadius"   

                                    ,"TranScenarios"     
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                                    ,"Step"  

                                    ,"Price base culture"    

                                    ,"Priceswitchgrass"  

                                    ,"BreakEvFarm"   

                                    ,"NoBreakEvBefarm"   

                                    ,"PlantingFarmers"   

                                    ,"ProfitableFarmers"     

                                    ,"OneTheFence"   

                                    ,"ChangedMind"   

                                    ,"Age"   

                                    ,"SGPriceAfterShock"     

                                    ,"SGRevenues"    

                                    ,"InterestScore"     

                                    ,"PercentOfPlanting"     

                                    ,"TotHarvesTons"     

                                    ,"TotHarvesAcres"    

                                    ,"TotPlantedAcres"   

                                    ,"TotPlantedTons"    

                                    ,"RiskAversion"  

                                    ,"Familiarity"   

                                    ,"PercOfIncrease"    

                                    ,"SGYield"   

                                    ,"BaseYield"     

                                    ,"AreaPlanted"   

                                    ,"TotSGRevenues"     

                                    ,"Co2FromSG"     

                                    ,"Co2GasandCoal"     

                                    ,"Co2GasandNatGas"   

                                     ,"PlantwithHighRA"  

                                     ,"PlantwithHighFA"  

                                    ,"PlantwithHighIS"   

                                     ,"PlantwithMedRA"   

                                     ,"PlantwithMedFA"   

                                    ,"PlantwithMedIS"    

                                     ,"PlantwithLowRA"   

                                     ,"PlantwithLowFA"   

                                    ,"PlantwithLowIS"    

                                    ,"AcOwned"#(MeanAcOwn)   

                                    ,"Potential revenue"     

                                    ,"Total cost"    

                                    ,"ReplantingFarm"    

                                    ,"Education"     

                                    ,"Successor"     

                                    ,"TotCostAcre"   

                                    ,"Potential profit"  

                                    ,"StorageUse"    

                                    ,"TransCost"     

                                    ,"NewBaseCost"   

                                     ,"HighEd"   

                                     ,"MedEd"    

                                     ,"LowEd"    

                                    #,"HighPotProf"  

                                    #,"MedPotProf"   

                                    #,"LowPotProf"   

                                    ,"HighPriceSG"   

                                    ,"MedPriceSG"    

                                    ,"LowPriceSG"    

                                    #"HighCost"  

                                    #"MedCost"   

                                    #"LowCost"   

                                    ,"MeanDistFieldToRefinery"   
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                                    ,"MeanDistFieldToStorage"    

                                    

,"MeanDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"  

                                    ,"TOTDistFieldToRefinery"    

                                    ,"TOTDistFieldToStorage"     

                                    

,"TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"   

                                    ,"Co2Growth"     

                                    ,"Co2delivery"   

                                    ,"Co2Ethanolgeneration"  

                                    ,"Co2Electricgeneration"     

                                    ,"co2fuelburn"   

                                    ,"yearMWhproduced"   

                                    ,"Meanyearfuelproduced"  

                                    ,"TOTyearfueltransfco2"  

                                    ,"Meanyearfueltransfco2"     

                                    ,"TOTmyCo2fuelgen"   

                                    ,"MeanmyCo2fuelgen"  

                                    ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri"   

                                    ,"MeanyearCo2ethDistri"  

                                    ,"netco2perliter"    

                                    ,"TOTCo2.eth.Distri"     

                                    ,"coFuelgenandDis"   

                                    ,"market.fuel.supply"    

                                    ,"TOTyearMWhproduced"    

                                    ,"MeanyearMWhproduced"   

                                    ,"TOTco2.electric.gen"   

                                    ,"Meanco2.electric.gen"  

                                    ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"     

                                    ,"Meanmyco2.electric.gen"    

                                    ,"netco2perMWh"  

                                    ,"market.MWh.supply"     

                                    ,"TOT.DIRECT.KM"     

                                    ,"TOT.INDIRECT.KM"   

                                    ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"     

                                    ,"TOTCo2.eth.andDistri"  

                                    ,"Co2Ethanoldistribution"    

                                    ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri")) 

 

dataEXvf2 = dcast(dataPotProf2, 

                 Step+ 

                   Priceswitchgrass+ 

                   variable ~ ., 

                 fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(dataEXvf2)[4] = "avg_count" 

 

indices = which((dataEXvf2$Priceswitchgrass %% 200) == 0) 

df3 = dataEXvf2[indices, colnames(dataEXvf2)] 

 

lab3 <- function(var, value){ 

  value <- as.character(value) 

  if (var=="variable") {  

    value[value=="HighCost"] <- "Operation costs\nHigh" 

    value[value=="MedCost"]   <- "Operation costs\nMedium" 

    value[value=="LowCost"]   <- "Operation costs\nLow" 

     

    value[value=="HighPotProf"] <- "Potential profit\nHigh" 

    value[value=="MedPotProf"]   <- "Potential profit\nMedium" 

    value[value=="LowPotProf"]   <- "Potential profit\nLow" 

  } 

  return(value) 
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} 

 

areaplot3<-ggplot(data=df3,aes(x=Step,y=avg_count)) + 

theme(strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12), 

        strip.text.y = element_text(size = 12), 

        legend.position="none") + 

  ylab ("Average number of\n planting farmers") + 

  geom_point(aes(color=variable),size=1.5)+ 

  stat_smooth(method = "lm")+ 

  scale_x_discrete(breaks = c("20", "40"))+ 

  facet_grid(Priceswitchgrass~ variable, scales="free_x",shrink = 

TRUE, labeller=lab3) 

print(areaplot3) 

 

################################################################ 

### make table object to put in strip### 

areaplottable2<- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(areaplot3)) 

#  New strip to the right 

areaplottable2  <- gtable_add_cols(areaplottable2 , unit(1, "lines"))  

# New column added to the right 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(areaplottable2)   # New strip goes into column 6  

# New strip spans rows 3 to 7 

areaplottable2 <- gtable_add_grob(areaplottable2,  

                                  list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, 

fill = gray(0.8), size = .8,height = unit(1, "npc") 

                                                          )), 

                                       textGrob("Price ($/tonnes)", 

rot = -90, vjust = .27,  check.overlap = TRUE, 

                                                gp = gpar(cex = .85, 

col = "black"))), 4, 16, 8, 16, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - to the right of column 5 

areaplottable2 <- gtable_add_cols(areaplottable2, unit(2/10, "line"), 

5) 

# Draw it 

grid.newpage() 

grid.draw(areaplottable2) 

 

##################################################################### 

###  Influence of radius ############################################ 

###  facet_grid ##################################################### 

 

dataFarmers2 = melt(mydat,id=c("Runnumber" 

                                    ,"PriceShockAtStep" 

                                    ,"Learn"   

                                    ,"SGPriceShock"   

                                    ,"ComPriceShock"   

                                    ,"InfluenceRadius"   

                                    ,"TranScenarios"     

                                    ,"Step"  

                                    ,"Price base culture"    

                                    ,"Priceswitchgrass"  

                                    ,"BreakEvFarm"   

                                    ,"NoBreakEvBefarm"   

                                    ,"PlantingFarmers"   

                                    ,"ProfitableFarmers"     

                                   # ,"OneTheFence"  

                                    #,"ChangedMind"  

                                    ,"Age"   

                                    ,"SGPriceAfterShock"     
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                                    ,"SGRevenues"    

                                    ,"InterestScore"     

                                    ,"PercentOfPlanting"     

                                    ,"TotHarvesTons"     

                                    ,"TotHarvesAcres"    

                                    ,"TotPlantedAcres"   

                                    ,"TotPlantedTons"    

                                    ,"RiskAversion"  

                                    ,"Familiarity"   

                                    ,"PercOfIncrease"    

                                    ,"SGYield"   

                                    ,"BaseYield"     

                                    ,"AreaPlanted"   

                                    ,"TotSGRevenues"     

                                    ,"Co2FromSG"     

                                    ,"Co2GasandCoal"     

                                    ,"Co2GasandNatGas"   

                                    ,"PlantwithHighRA"   

                                    ,"PlantwithHighFA"   

                                    ,"PlantwithHighIS"   

                                    ,"PlantwithMedRA"    

                                    ,"PlantwithMedFA"    

                                    ,"PlantwithMedIS"    

                                    ,"PlantwithLowRA"    

                                    ,"PlantwithLowFA"    

                                    ,"PlantwithLowIS"    

                                    ,"AcOwned"#(MeanAcOwn)   

                                    ,"Potential revenue"     

                                    ,"Total cost"    

                                    ,"ReplantingFarm"    

                                    ,"Education"     

                                    ,"Successor"     

                                    ,"TotCostAcre"   

                                    ,"Potential profit"  

                                    ,"StorageUse"    

                                    ,"TransCost"     

                                    ,"NewBaseCost"   

                                    ,"HighEd"    

                                    ,"MedEd"     

                                    ,"LowEd"     

                                    ,"HighPotProf"   

                                    ,"MedPotProf"    

                                    ,"LowPotProf"    

                                    ,"HighPriceSG"   

                                    ,"MedPriceSG"    

                                    ,"LowPriceSG"    

                                    ,"HighCost"  

                                    ,"MedCost"   

                                    ,"LowCost"   

                                    ,"MeanDistFieldToRefinery"   

                                    ,"MeanDistFieldToStorage"    

                                    

,"MeanDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"  

                                    ,"TOTDistFieldToRefinery"    

                                    ,"TOTDistFieldToStorage"     

                                    

,"TOTDistFieldToStoragetoRefinery"   

                                    ,"Co2Growth"     

                                    ,"Co2delivery"   

                                    ,"Co2Ethanolgeneration"  

                                    ,"Co2Electricgeneration"     
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                                    ,"co2fuelburn"   

                                    ,"yearMWhproduced"   

                                    ,"Meanyearfuelproduced"  

                                    ,"TOTyearfueltransfco2"  

                                    ,"Meanyearfueltransfco2"     

                                    ,"TOTmyCo2fuelgen"   

                                    ,"MeanmyCo2fuelgen"  

                                    ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri"   

                                    ,"MeanyearCo2ethDistri"  

                                    ,"netco2perliter"    

                                    ,"TOTCo2.eth.Distri"     

                                    ,"coFuelgenandDis"   

                                    ,"market.fuel.supply"    

                                    ,"TOTyearMWhproduced"    

                                    ,"MeanyearMWhproduced"   

                                    ,"TOTco2.electric.gen"   

                                    ,"Meanco2.electric.gen"  

                                    ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"     

                                    ,"Meanmyco2.electric.gen"    

                                    ,"netco2perMWh"  

                                    ,"market.MWh.supply"     

                                    ,"TOT.DIRECT.KM"     

                                    ,"TOT.INDIRECT.KM"   

                                    ,"TOTmyco2.electric.gen"     

                                    ,"TOTCo2.eth.andDistri"  

                                    ,"Co2Ethanoldistribution"    

                                    ,"TOTyearCo2ethDistri")) 

 

 

dataFarmersvf2 = dcast(dataFarmers2, 

                      Learn+Step+InfluenceRadius+variable ~ ., 

                      fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(dataFarmersvf2)[5] = "avg_count" 

 

c=ggplot(data=dataFarmersvf2, 

aes(x=Step,y=avg_count,colour=variable)) +  

  geom_smooth() +  

  geom_point() 

 

c=ggplot(data=dataFarmersvf2, aes(x = Step, y = avg_count, colour = 

variable)) +  

  facet_grid(Learn ~ InfluenceRadius, scales="free",shrink = TRUE, 

labeller=label_both) + 

  scale_colour_discrete(name="Legend", 

                        

breaks=c("PlantingFarmers","OneTheFence","ChangedMind"),                       

                        labels=c( "Planting Farmers", "Farmers that 

breakeven\n but do not plant yet", 

                                  "Farmes who eventually\n changed 

their mind\n and decided to plant")) + 

   

  geom_point(size=1.5) +  

  geom_smooth(se = FALSE) + 

  scale_x_continuous("Step") + scale_x_continuous("Step") + 

  ylab ("Average number of\nplanting farmers")  

print(c) 

################################################################### 

### Multiple Linear Regression #################################### 

################################################################### 
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RegSG3 <- mydat[c(13,17,26,27,49,3,10)]  

Meltsg<- melt(RegSG3,  id.vars = c("PlantingFarmers")) 

CastMeltsg= dcast(Meltsg, 

                  PlantingFarmers+variable ~ ., 

                  fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(CastMeltsg)[3] = "(Intercept)" 

 

ModelSG0  <- lm(PlantingFarmers ~ ., data = CastMeltsg) 

ModelSG<-step(ModelSG0) 

require(coefplot) 

coefplot(ModelSG0) 

 

Model.Switchgrass<-coefplot(ModelSG0, 

                            cex.var = 1, 

                            title="Switchgrass Model", 

                            newNames=c("(Intercept)"="(Intercept)", 

"variablePriceOfSG"="Price", 

                                       

"variableLearn"="Learning","variableEducation"="Education", 

                                       

"variableFamiliarity"="Familiarity","variableRiskAversion"="Risk.Av")

, 

                            color=155, 

                            frame.plot=TRUE, 

                            intercept=FALSE) 

 

 

#################################################################### 

################## SOYBEAN data #################################### 

#################################################################### 

 

myData = read.table("Soybeandata4combined.csv", sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

summary(myData) 

 

colnames = colnames(myData) 

 

colnames[1] ="Year" 

colnames[2] ="AcPlant%" 

colnames[3] ="AcHarv" 

colnames[4] ="AcPlant" 

colnames[5] ="Price" 

colnames[6] ="YieldBU/ac" 

colnames[7] ="Revenues" 

colnames[8] ="CottonArea" 

colnames[9] ="BTCottonArea" 

colnames[10] ="BT.perc.totAreaAc" 

colnames[11] ="BTarea.perAdopter" 

colnames[12] ="BT.perc.CottAreaAc" 

colnames[13] ="Age" 

colnames[14] ="Education" 

colnames[15] ="Status" 

colnames[16] ="Areaha" 

colnames[17] ="Experience" 

colnames[18] ="Risk" 

colnames(myData) = colnames 

 

options(scipen=999) 

################################################################### 

soy<- myData[c(4,5,7)] 

 

meltsoy <- melt(soy,  id.vars = c("AcPlant")) 
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colnames(meltsoy)[3] = "(Intercept)" 

 

ModelSoy <- lm(AcPlant ~.-1, data =meltsoy) 

summary(ModelSoy) 

ModelSoy<- step(ModelSoy) 

coefplot(ModelSoy) 

soynames <- c("Intercept","Price","Revenues","Intercept") 

require (coefplot) 

Model.GE.Soybean<-coefplot(ModelSoy,  

                           intercept=FALSE, 

                           title="GE Soybean Model", 

                           newNames=c("(Intercept)"="(Intercept)", 

"variableRevenues"="Revenues", 

                                      "variablePrice"="Price"), 

                           cex.main =1, 

                           cex.var = 1, 

                           CI=1, 

                           color=150, 

                           frame.plot=TRUE 

) 

 

#################################################################### 

########### MODEL BT ############################################### 

 

myDataBT = read.table("BT5.csv", sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

colnames = colnames(myDataBT) 

 

colnames[1] ="Year" 

colnames[2] ="CottonArea" 

colnames[3] ="BTCottonArea" 

colnames[4] ="BT.perc.totAreaAc" 

colnames[5] ="BTarea.perAdopter" 

colnames[6] ="BT.perc.CottAreaAc" 

colnames[7] ="Age" 

colnames[8] ="Education" 

colnames[9] ="Status" 

colnames[10] ="Areaha" 

colnames[11] ="Experience" 

colnames[12] ="Risk" 

 

colnames(myDataBT) = colnames 

 

bt<- myDataBT[c(3,7,8,11,12)] 

meltbt <- melt(bt,  id.vars = c("BTCottonArea")) 

colnames(meltbt)[3] = "(Intercept)" 

ModelBT <- lm(BTCottonArea ~.-1, data =meltbt) 

 

summary(ModelBT) 

 

coefplot(ModelBT) 

Model.BT.Cotton<-coefplot(ModelBT,  

                          intercept=FALSE, 

                          title="BT Cotton Model", 

                          cex.main =1, 

                          cex.var = 1, 

                          newNames=c("(Intercept)"="(Intercept)", 

"variableRisk"="Risk.av", 

                                     

"variableExperience"="Experience", 

                                     "variableEducation"="Education", 
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                                     "variableAge"="Age"), 

                          CI=1, 

                          color=156, 

                          frame.plot=TRUE 

) 

 

##################################################################### 

##################################################################### 

###Group all the coefplot into one################################### 

##################################################################### 

 

multiplot(ModelSG0,ModelBT,ModelSoy, 

          newNames=c("variableRisk"="Risk.av", 

                     "variableExperience"="Experience", 

                     "variableAge"="Age", 

                     "(Intercept)"="(Intercept)", 

                     "variableEducation"="Education", 

                     "(Intercept)"="(Intercept)", 

"variablePriceOfSG"="Price", 

                     

"variableLearn"="Learning","variableEducation"="Education", 

                     

"variableFamiliarity"="Familiarity","variableRiskAversion"="Risk.Av", 

                     

"variableRevenues"="Revenues","variablePriceswitchgrass"="Price", 

"(Intercept)"="(Intercept)"), 

          names=c("Model Switchgrass\nABM","Model BT\nCotton","Model 

GE\nSoybean"), 

          ncol=1, 

          intercept=FALSE, 

          single=FALSE, 

          scales="free", 

          shorten=TRUE, 

          legend.position = c("bottom") 

) 

 

##################################################################### 

#### LCA comparision ################################################ 

##################################################################### 

 

# based on variable values 

s0<- myDataFrame [c(7,74,76,77,79,84)] 

sapply(s0, class)     

 

##################################################################### 

#### get PER MWh by dividing columns by yearMWhproduced  

##################################################################### 

 

s0$GrowthPerMWH <- ifelse(!s0$co2growth, 0, s0$co2growth / 

s0$yearMWhproduced) 

s0$FuelgenPerMWH <- ifelse(!s0$co2fuelgen, 0, s0$co2fuelgen / 

s0$yearMWhproduced) 

s0$ElecgenPerMWH <- ifelse(!s0$co2electricgen, 0, s0$co2electricgen / 

s0$yearMWhproduced) 

s0$TotDPerMWH <- ifelse(!s0$TOTCo2delivery, 0, s0$TOTCo2delivery / 

s0$yearMWhproduced) 

 

##################################################################### 

########## KEEP only the Per MWh columns except col 6 

totco2delivery############ 

s<-s0[c(1,7,8,9,10)] 
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##################################################################### 

############ s1 ################ 

s1 <- s[ which(s$TranScenarios=='FieldtoRefinery'),] 

s1 <- sapply(s1, mean) 

s1$TranScenarios <- "FieldtoRefinery" 

as.data.frame(s1) 

 

##################################################################### 

############ s2 ################# 

s2 <- s[ which(s$TranScenarios=='FieldtoStorageandRefinery'),] 

s2$TotDPerMWH<-is.finite(s2$TotDPerMWH) 

s2 <- sapply(s2, mean) 

s2$TranScenarios <- "FieldtoStorageandRefinery" 

as.data.frame(s2) 

####### LCA 

data###################################################### 

TranScenarios=c("LCA") 

GrowthPerMWH=c(0.045) 

FuelgenPerMWH=c(1.126) 

ElecgenPerMWH=c(0.1) 

TotDPerMWH=c(0.055) 

########### lCA  from perfromed LCa############ CHEYENNE ###TONNES 

CO2eq 

TranScenarios=c("LCA") 

GrowthPerMWH=c(0.045) 

FuelgenPerMWH=c(1.126) 

ElecgenPerMWH=c(0.1) 

TotDPerMWH=c(0.055) 

 

LCA = data.frame(TranScenarios,GrowthPerMWH, 

FuelgenPerMWH,ElecgenPerMWH,TotDPerMWH)  

 

LCAandSG <- rbind(s1,s2,LCA)  

rownames(LCAandSG) <- c("Scenario 1","Scenario 2","LCA Methodology") 

LCAandSG<-LCAandSG [c(2,3,4,5)] 

 

par(mar=c(3,3,2,1)) 

 

barplot(t(LCAandSG), beside = TRUE, 

        xlim=c(0, 25), 

        col = rainbow(4), 

        names = c("Scenario 1","Scenario 2", "LCA"), 

        ylab = "Tonnes of co2eq/MWh", 

        cex.names=0.9, 

        cex.lab=1.2, 

        space=c(0,0.7), 

        legend = c("Growth","Ethanol generation","Electricity 

generation", "Distribution"),  

        args.legend = list(title = "Categories",inset=c(0.25, 0), 

                           x = "topright", bty = "n",cex = .7 

                            

        )) 

 

barplot2<- arrangeGrob(barplot, sub = textGrob("emissions by category 

and net emissions are given",                   

                                               x = 0,  

                                               hjust = -0.1, 

                                               vjust=0.1, gp = 

gpar(fontface = "italic", fontsize = 9))) 

print(barplot2) 
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Appendix D  

Champagne-Ardenne industrial symbiosis R code 

##################################################################### 

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(reshape2) 

library(igraph) 

 

mydat2 = read.csv("ModelBS10bis3cleaned.csv", sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

 

colnames = colnames(mydat2) 

 

colnames[1]="RunNumber" 

colnames[2]= "Step" 

colnames[3]= "name" 

colnames[4]= "plant.type" 

colnames[5]= "trust" 

colnames[6]= "doubt" 

colnames[7]= "involvment" 

colnames[8]= "cooperation" 

colnames[9]= "behaviour" 

colnames[10]= "carbon.tax.price" 

colnames[11]= "cultural.cooperation.prob" 

colnames[12]= "Learn" 

colnames[13]= "policy" 

colnames[14]= "mat.received" 

colnames[15]= "Mat.type" 

colnames[16]= "qty" 

colnames[17]= "mat.received.fromName " 

colnames[18]= "mat.sent" 

colnames[19]= "Mat.type" 

colnames[20]= "qty" 

colnames[21]= "mat.sent.toName" 

colnames[22]= "co2.transport" 

colnames[23]= "Co2.transportOutside" 

colnames[24]= "Co2.Trans.savings" 

colnames[25]= "GHG.partnered" 

colnames[26]= "GHG.nonpartnered" 

colnames[27]= "behaviour0.tax" 

colnames[28]= "behaviour1.tax" 

 

colnames(mydat2) = colnames 

 

dat2<- mydat2[sample(1:nrow(mydat2),5000, 

                     replace=FALSE),] 

 

### separate data### 

## received### 

symR2<-mydat2[c(2,5,6,9,11,12,14,15)] 

symR2b<-mydat2[c(2,3,5,6,8,10,12,21,23,24,25,14,15)] 

 

## Sent###sym<-rbind(symR, symS) 

symS2<-mydat2[c(2,5,6,9,11,12,18,19)] 

symS2b<-mydat2[c(2,3,5,6,8,10,12,21,23,24,25,18,19)] 

### recombined by col### 

##good to use 

sym2<-rbind(symR2, symS2) 

sym2b<-rbind(symR2b, symS2b) 
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#### melt data: keep just plot col for mat.type and qty 

symJustmat=dcast(sym2,Step+ 

Mat.type~.,value.var="qty",fun.aggregate=mean) 

 

symJustmatNomat=dcast(sym2,Step~.,value.var="qty",fun.aggregate=mean) 

 

symJustmatcoop=dcast(sym2,Step+cultural.cooperation.prob+Mat.type~.,v

alue.var="qty",fun.aggregate=mean) 

 

symV2=dcast(sym2,Step+trust+doubt+behaviour+Learn+ 

Mat.type~.,value.var="qty",fun.aggregate=mean) 

 

#### rename col qty, check for missing values and remove them. 

 

colnames(symJustmat)[3] = "qty" 

symJustmat[symJustmat==""] <- NA 

symJustmat <- na.omit(symJustmat) 

unique(symJustmat$Mat.type) 

 

colnames(symJustmatlearn)[4] = "qty" 

symJustmatlearn[symJustmatlearn==""] <- NA 

symJustmatlearn <- na.omit(symJustmatlearn) 

unique(symJustmatlearn$Mat.type) 

 

colnames(symJustmatcoop)[4] = "qty" 

symJustmatcoop[symJustmatcoop==""] <- NA 

symJustmatcoop <- na.omit(symJustmatcoop) 

unique(symJustmatcoop$Mat.type) 

 

colnames(symV2)[7] = "qty" 

symV2[symV2==""] <- NA 

symV2 <- na.omit(symV2) 

unique(symV2$Mat.type) 

 

colnames(symJustmatNomat)[2] = "qty" 

symJustmatNomat[symJustmatNoman==""] <- NA 

symJustmatNomat <- na.omit(symJustmatNomat) 

unique(symJustmatNomat$Mat.type) 

 

##################################################################### 

#### subset only Infow and Outflow data### 

symI0<-dat2[c(2,15,16,19,20)] 

 

 

## with data with just mat type and qty## 

sy0=ggplot(symJustmat, aes(x = Step,  y = qty, colour = Mat.type)) +  

  geom_smooth(se = FALSE) + 

  geom_point(size=0.5) +  

  theme_bw() +  

  scale_x_continuous("Step")+ 

  ylab("Tonnes")+ 

  scale_colour_discrete("") 

print(sy0) 

 

########## use Sy0 with learn #################################### 

 

matlearn = ggplot(data=symJustmatlearn,aes(x=Step,y=qty,colour = 

Mat.type)) + 

  geom_smooth(se = FALSE) + 

  geom_point(size=0.5) + 

  ylab("Qty (tonnes)")+ 
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  facet_grid(.~Learn, scales="free",shrink = TRUE)  

print(matlearn) 

l<-matlearn 

 

### ADD strip at top#### 

library(gtable) 

z <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(l)) 

#  New strip at the top 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(1, "lines"), pos = 0)  # New row added 

to top 

 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(z)   # New strip goes into row 2  

# New strip spans columns 4 to 8 

 

z <- gtable_add_grob(z,  

                     list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, fill = 

gray(0.8), size = .5)), 

                          textGrob("Learning effect", vjust = .27,  

                                   gp = gpar(cex = .75, fontface = 

'bold', col = "black"))), 2, 4, 2, 6, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - below row 2 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(2/10, "line"), 2) 

 

# Draw it 

grid.newpage() 

grid.draw(z) 

 

########## use Sy0 with cooperation ############# 

 

matcoop = ggplot(data=symJustmatcoop,aes(x=Step,y=qty,colour = 

Mat.type))+ 

  geom_smooth(smethod = "lm") + 

  geom_point(size=0.5) + 

  ylab("Qty (tonnes)")+ 

  facet_wrap (~cultural.cooperation.prob)   

print(matcoop) 

p<-matcoop 

 

### ADD strip at top#### 

library(gtable) 

z <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(p)) 

#  New strip at the top 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(1, "lines"), pos = 0)  # New row added 

to top 

 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(z)   # New strip goes into row 2  

# New strip spans columns 4 to 8 

 

z <- gtable_add_grob(z,  

                     list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, fill = 

gray(0.8), size = .5)), 

                          textGrob("Cultural cooperation 

probability", vjust = .27,  

                                   gp = gpar(cex = .75, fontface = 

'bold', col = "black"))), 2, 4, 2, 10, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - below row 2 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(2/10, "line"), 2) 
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# Draw it 

grid.newpage() 

grid.draw(z) 

 

#### now, input this into a facet grid to see diff with learn #### 

 

Matlearn= sy + facet_grid(. ~ Learn, scales="free",shrink = TRUE, 

labeller=label_both) 

print(Matlearn) 

 

##### facet_wrap for cooperation##### 

Matcoop= sy+ 

  facet_wrap( ~ cultural.cooperation.prob,labeller=label_both) 

print(Matcoop) 

 

################################################################### 

################################################################### 

 

mydat3 = read.csv("SymbiosisModelBS10bis4 BS10bis4-table.csv",skip = 

6, sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

 

colnames = colnames(mydat3) 

 

colnames[1]='runnumber' 

colnames[2]='carbon.tax.price' 

colnames[3]='cultural.cooperation.prob' 

colnames[4]='Learn' 

colnames[5]='Step' 

colnames[6]='countplants' 

colnames[7]='total.Partnered' 

colnames[8]='total.NonPartnered' 

colnames[9]='Mean.trust' 

colnames[10]='Mean.doubt' 

colnames[11]='hightrust' 

colnames[12]='medtrust' 

colnames[13]='lowtrust' 

colnames[14]='highdoubt' 

colnames[15]='meddoubt' 

colnames[16]='lowdoubt' 

colnames[17]='Mean.invov' 

colnames[18]='countpartnerships' 

colnames[19]='total.qty' 

colnames[20]='Total.behaviour1.tax' 

colnames[21]='Total.behaviour0.tax' 

colnames[22]='Mean.behaviour1.tax' 

colnames[23]='Mean.behaviour0.tax' 

colnames[24]='Total.GHG.partnered' 

colnames[25]='Total.GHG.nonpartnered' 

colnames[26]='GHG.savings' 

colnames[27]='co2.transport' 

colnames[28]='Co2.transportOutside' 

colnames[29]='Co2.Trans.savings' 

 

colnames(mydat3) = colnames 

##################################################################### 

link=mydat3[c(5,18)]  

link2 = dcast(link,Step ~ 

.,value.var="countpartnerships",fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(link2)[2] = "avg_count" 
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##########Just first 10 steps######################################## 

 

symJustmat10<- subset(symJustmat, Step <= 10) 

symJustmatNomat10<- subset(symJustmatNomat, Step <= 10) 

 

pa10=ggplot(symJustmatNomat10, aes(x = Step, y = qty)) +  

  geom_point(size=2, alpha=0.8)+ 

  geom_smooth(method=loess, legend=FALSE)+ 

  ylab("Qty of By-product\nexchange (t)")+ 

  xlab("Years")+ 

  ggtitle("Agent-Based Model") +  

  scale_colour_discrete("") 

print(pa10) 

 

##################################################################### 

### Korea 

#################################################################### 

korea = read.csv("koreaChina2.csv", sep = ",", head=TRUE) 

 

colnames = colnames(korea) 

 

colnames[1]='Years' 

colnames[2]='EIP' 

colnames[3]='Nb.of.network' 

colnames(korea) = colnames 

 

 

ko=ggplot(aes(x = 1:nrow(korea), y = Nb.of.network),data = korea) +   

  geom_smooth(se = FALSE) + 

  geom_point() +  

  theme_bw() +  

  ylab("Nb of By-product\nexchanges")+ 

  xlab("Years")+ 

  ggtitle("Korean Eco-Industrial Park development")  + 

  scale_colour_discrete("") 

print(ko) 

 

grid.arrange(pa10,ko,ncol = 1 

) 

 

##################################################################### 

 

tran<-mydat3[c(5,3,4,27,28,29)] 

tanmo <- melt(tran, id.vars = 

c("Step","cultural.cooperation.prob","Learn")) 

tanmo2 = dcast(tanmo,Step + cultural.cooperation.prob+Learn+ variable 

~ .,fun.aggregate=mean) 

colnames(tanmo2)[5] = "value" 

 

 

bpTax = ggplot(data=tanmo2,aes(x=Step, y=value, colour=variable)) + 

  geom_boxplot()+ 

  scale_fill_discrete (name="Legend", 

                       

breaks=c('co2.transport','Co2.transportOutside','Co2.Trans.savings'),            

                       labels=c('Co2 Transport within\nindustrial 

symbiosis','Co2 Transport of\ntraditional business','Co2 Avoided'))  

+ 

  theme(legend.position="bottom") + 

  ylab("Co2 (T)") 
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l<-bpTax + scale_fill_discrete (name="Legend", 

                                

breaks=c('co2.transport','Co2.transportOutside','Co2.Trans.savings'),            

                                labels=c('Co2 Transport 

within\nindustrial symbiosis','Co2 Transport of\ntraditional 

business','Co2 Avoided'))  + 

   

##### one used ###### 

l<- l+ 

  facet_grid (Learn~cultural.cooperation.prob,scales="free")+ 

  theme(legend.position="bottom")  

print(l) 

 

### ADD strip at top#### 

library(gtable) 

z <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(l)) 

#  New strip at the top 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(1, "lines"), pos = 0)  # New row added 

to top 

 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(z)   # New strip goes into row 2  

# New strip spans columns 4 to 8 

 

z <- gtable_add_grob(z,  

                     list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, fill = 

gray(0.8), size = .5)), 

                          textGrob("Cooperation probability", vjust = 

.27,  

                                   gp = gpar(cex = .75, fontface = 

'bold', col = "black"))), 2, 4, 2, 8, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - below row 2 

z <- gtable_add_rows(z, unit(2/10, "line"), 2) 

 

#  New strip to the right 

l2  <- gtable_add_cols(z , unit(1, "lines"))  # New column added to 

the right 

 

# Check the layout 

gtable_show_layout(l2)   # New strip goes into column 6  

# New strip spans rows 3 to 7 

l2 <- gtable_add_grob(l2,  

                      list(rectGrob(gp = gpar(col = NA, fill = 

gray(0.8), size = .5,height = unit(1, "npc"))), 

                           textGrob("Learn", rot = -90, vjust = .27,  

check.overlap = TRUE, 

                                    gp = gpar(cex = .75, fontface = 

'bold', col = "black"))), 6, 10, 8, 10, name = c("a", "b")) 

 

# Add small gap between strips - to the right of column 5 

l2 <- gtable_add_cols(l2, unit(2/10, "line"), 5) 

 

# Draw it 

grid.newpage() 

grid.draw(l2) 
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Appendix E 

Switchgrass adoption/LCA Inventory data 

 

LCA stage Flow Value Unit Origin of data/Notes 

Growth Net CO2 per ton -1.097 T Tonnes CO2 sequestered per tonne of switchgrass. Source: GREET 

(tonnes of CO2 emitted [negative value = sequestered] per tonne of 

switchgrass during growth phase only). Note this value is slightly 

higher than 1 due to extra carbon sequestration in the soil. 

Ethanol 

generation 

Net CO2 per 

liter  

0.001876 T/liter Calculated. CO2 emissions from conversion of biomass to fuel in 

tonnes per liter. Tonnes per liter = (1876 g / L) * (1 tonne / 

1,000,000 g) 

  CO2 per liter 

burn of EtOH 

0.001507 T/liter Caclulated. Emissions from fuel combustion based on the amount 

of fuel produced from fuel plants. Tonnes CO2 per liter ethanol, 

Ethanol = (789 g EtOH/L) / (46.07 g EtOH / mol EtOH) * (2 mol 

CO2 / mol EtOH) * (44 g CO2 / mol CO2) * (1 tonne / 1,000,000 g) 

Electricity 

Generation 

Net CO2 per 

MWh  

0.946 T/MWh Calculated. CO2 emissions associated with combusting biomass in 

$ per MWh. Tonnes CO2e per MWH = (946 g/kWh) * (1000 kWh 

/ 1 MWh) * (1 tonne / 1,000,000 g)  
  MWh per tonne 

of switchgrass 

  MWh/T Calculated. (heatcontentsg / (1000 * heatrate)) 

  Electricity from 

fuel 

0.00007407 Mwh/Liter Calculated. GREET, In MWh per L EtOH ; (0.26 kWH/gal EtOH) 

* (1 gal EtOH / 3.78 L EtOH) * (1 MWh / 1000 kWh) 
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Ethanol 

Distribution 

CO2 per tonne 

km  

0.000176239 T/km Caclulated. Amount of CO2 equivalents emitted for transporting 

one tonne of switchgrass one km. (0.00010951 miles)= (0.0094 gal 

diesel/tonne mile) * (25,630 lbs TFC CO2 emissions/ 1000 gal) * (1 

tonne / 2200 lbs) 

  CO2 from EtOH 

Distribution per 

liter 

0.00003 T/liter Estimated. According to the GREET model the emissions in the 

distribution stage are approximately 40 g CO2 -eq/l (liter) of 

ethanol. Another study by Morrow et al., optimizes the bio-refinery 

location across the U.S. such that cost of ethanol distribution is 

minimum and estimates the emissions from the distribution stage to 

be 20 g CO2 -eq/lt [41]. In our analysis, we have taken that the 

average emissions from the distribution stage are 30 g CO2 -eq/l of 

ethanol 

Fossil Fuel  CO2 gasoline 

TFC  

0.00297 T/liter http://solar.gwu.edu/index_files/Resources_files/LCA_for_PHEVs.

pdf 

  CO2 Coal TFC   1.05 T/MWh Meta-analysis of TFC emissions. Benjamin K. Sovacool. Valuing 

the greenhouse gas emissions from nuclear power: A critical 

survey. Energy Policy, Vol. 36, 2008, p. 2950. 

  CO2  

Natural gas 

TFC  

0.443 T/MWh Meta-analysis of TFC emissions. Benjamin K. Sovacool. Valuing 

the greenhouse gas emissions from nuclear power: A critical 

survey. Energy Policy, Vol. 36, 2008, p. 2950. 

TFC: Total Field Cost       
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Appendix F  

System Dynamics diagram of oilseed biorefinery synergies  

 

 

 



 

Evaluation computationnelle de la dura-
bilité : modélisation multi-agents et éco-
logie industrielle appliquée à l’agri-
culture 
 
 
Cette thèse porte sur le développement d'une ap-
proche de modélisation destinée à quantifier la du-
rabilité de systèmes industriels à partir de biomasse 
(considérés comme des systèmes complexes), et à 
fournir un outil d’aide à la décision qui permette, en 
modifiant certaines de leurs caractéristiques, de 
diminuer leurs impacts environnementaux. 
Elle s’appuie sur deux études de cas régionales : la 
première permet de tester l’hypothèse théorique 
pour évaluer les facteurs qui contribuent à 
l’adoption par les agriculteurs du « panic érigé » 
(switchgrass) dans l’Etat du Michigan (USA), et les 
effets associés en termes d’impacts environnemen-
taux, en utilisant un modèle multi-agents couplé à 
l’analyse du cycle de vie ; la seconde combine mo-
délisation multi-agents et système d'information 
géographique par le biais d’une analyse de flux de 
matières et d’énergie pour révéler les opportunités 
symbiotiques d’un écosystème agro-industriel en 
Champagne-Ardenne (France). 
On montre que ces deux modèles fonctionnels ont 
une valeur ajoutée significative pour l’analyse de 
systèmes sociotechniques durables et la simulation 
de scénarios futurs. 
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